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Abstract 

This thesis is concerned with the design and development of measuring devices for the 

characterisation of acoustic transients with high temporal and spatial resolution. Three 

new techniques are demonstrated characterising acoustic transients generated by Nd

Y AG laser (1060nm, 30ns, 5SmJ) assisted breakdown of water and air. 

The first technique demonstrates the use of a high power semiconductor laser in a high 

speed multiple exposure imaging system. This system developed is capable of 

illuminating an event with up to 10 pulses of light at a maximum repetition rate of 5MHz, 

with a timing accuracy of -Sns. Each semiconductor laser light pulse has a FWHM 

duration of SOns, peak power of 30W, and a wavelength of 860nm. Images of individual 

acoustic transients are displayed on the same CCD camera frame, and it was found that 

this is best achieved using a dark field imaging technique such as Schlieren imaging. 

The second technique described utilises the perturbations in the refractive index of water 

with pressure to give a measurable change in the reflectivity of light at a water-glass 

interface. High sensitivity is achieved by measuring the reflectivity of a probe light beam 

which is incident close to the critical angle for total internal reflection. The transducer 

has been demonstrated experimentally to be particularly useful for investigating optical 

cavitation in water, and has a temporal resolution of about I ns, minimum resolvable 

pressure of 20bar, and a small sensitive area of 20x80J.lm. 

Finally the third technique uses a large area planar piezoelectric transducer to measure the 

temporal pressure profile of spherically symmetric acoustic transients propagating in 

water. The technique addresses the problem of characterising acoustic transients that 

originate from sources which are small compared with the measuring device. An 

algorithm for deconvolving the temporal pressure profile from the output voltage of large 

area piezoelectric transducers has been derived, and the technique has been found to yield 

good results when the piezoelectric film is thin. Finally, the technique has been 

demonstrated resolving the sub IOns rise time of shock fronts associated with optical 

cavitation. 
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

The study of acoustic transients has over the last century or so been of great interest. 

Acoustic transients are generated in a large number of naturally occurring events, ranging 

in size from the large "crack" of thunder heard during lightning strikes, to the minute 

acoustic emissions made during the collapse of small bubbles around propeller blades. 

Different sources give rise to acoustic transients with somewhat different spatial and 

temporal pressure distributions. These characteristics can change considerably during the 

propagation of the acoustic transients, and under certain circumstances the transients can 

develop into shock waves. Although theoretical models exist for many sources, they are 

often inaccurate. It is therefore often necessary to measure acoustic transients in order to 

characterise the physical nature of their source. This thesis is concerned with the design 

of acoustic transient measuring devices with high spatial and temporal resolutions. 

In the next chapter, which is entitled The Generation and Detection of Acoustic 

Transients, the basic theory of acoustic transients is outlined. A discussion then follows 

on the many different methods which can be used to generated acoustic transients under 

controlled conditions within the laboratory. The chapter finishes with a review of the 

numerous techniques that have been previously employed to measure acoustic transients, 

and covers high speed photography and probe transducers. 

Chapter three, High Speed Semiconductor Laser Photography, describes the development 

of a multiple exposure imaging system that utilises a high powered semiconductor laser 

as a flash illumination source. The chapter includes a review of the physical properties of 

semiconductor lasers, before going on to discuss the construction of driving circuits and 

collimation optics for this application. Practical considerations are then discussed for 

shadowgraphic and schlieren imaging of acoustic transients with a CCD camera. The 

multiple exposure imaging system is demonstrated at the end of the chapter 

photographing the development of individual acoustic transients generated in air by dye 

laser ablation, and by Nd-YAG laser assisted breakdown in air and water. 

In chapter four, An Optical Transducer, the development of a high speed optical 

reflection transducer for measuring acoustic transients propagating in water is discussed. 

The device is based upon the measurement of the optical reflectance at a boundary using 

a probe beam which is incident close to the critical angle. The relevant theory is 
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presented, and the transducer is demonstrated quantitatively measuring acoustic transients 

generated by Nd-YAG laser assisted dielectric breakdown in water. Results are also 

presented which show that the transducer is useful for studying the asyrrunetric collapse 

of cavitation bubbles close to solid boundaries. 

Chapter five, A Large Area Planar Piezoelectric Transducer for Measuring Spherically 

Symmetric Acoustic Transients, introduces a technique that addresses the problem of 

characterising acoustic transients originating from sources which are smaller than the 

measuring device. The theory of the measurement of spherically syrrunetric acoustic 

transients using large piezoelectric transducers is presented, and simulations are 

performed which illustrate the problems involved with deriving the temporal pressure 

profile from the sampled voltage output of such transducers. Finally, the technique is 

successfully demonstrated experimentally measuring acoustic transients associated with 

optical cavitation in water, and the results are discussed. 

Finally chapter six, Conclusions and Further Work, summarises the conclusions which 

have been made during the course of the this work and suggests possible areas for future 

development of the techniques described. 
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Chapter Two 

The Generation and Detection of Acoustic Transients 

Introduction 

In this chapter the generation and detection of acoustic transients will be reviewed. The 

discussion is divided into three parts, and begins in section 2.1 with an introduction to the 

theory of acoustic transients. The many different methods for generating acoustic 

transients in the laboratory are then discussed in section 2.2. This includes commentary 

on shock tubes, explosives, laser interactions, cavitation phenomena, dielectric 

breakdown, lithotriptors, and piezoelectric transducers. Finally techniques for measuring 

acoustic transients are reviewed in section 2.3. The discussion is divided into two broad 

areas: probe transducers and high speed photography. 

2.1 - An introduction to acoustic transients 

Finite wave-like disturbances that propagate through media are often referred to as 

acoustic transients. The term covers the complete range of short duration elastic 

disturbances possible within a medium, that is either large or small in amplitude, and 

either planar or curved in shape. Small amplitude disturbances are generally known as 

acoustic waves. Such waves are essentially linear and are always propagated with a 

definite velocity with respect to the medium that they are travelling through, referred to 

as the speed of sound. The sound speed is dependant on the local thermodynamic 

properties of the medium, remaining the same for every conceivable small amplitude 

wave motion within the medium. Violent disturbances on the other hand, such as those 

created by the detonation of explosives, differ greatly from the linear phenomena of 

sound. Whereas in small amplitude wave motion initial discontinuities are preserved as 

they propagate, in large amplitude wave motion they are either smoothed out almost 

immediately or are propagated as shock fronts. In the latter the medium undergoes 

sudden and considerable changes in velocity and temperature. These shock waves are the 

most conspicuous phenomena in non-linear wave motion since they are propagated at 

supersonic velocities relative to the medium and, they can also be created without the 

need for an initial discontinuity. As a result of the non-linear nature of such violent 

disturbances, the familiar laws of refraction, reflection and superposition cease to be 

completely valid. For example, as a consequence excess pressures of interfering sound 
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waves are merely additive, whereas in contrast interactions and reflections of non-linear 

waves may lead to enormous increases in pressure. 

2.1.1 - The equations of motion 

An initial equation of motion for an isotropic medium can be derived by equating the net 

rate of increase of mass per unit volume to the rate of change in density. Suppose 

p(x,y,z,!) denotes the density and u(x,y,z,!) the displacement of particles within the 

rectangular parallelepiped shown in figure 2.1 as functions of position and time. The rate 

of inflow of mass through one face normal to the x-axis, say side OABe, will be equal to 

p du oy&., and that out of the other face (DEFG) will be {p du +~(p au)ox}OYOz. Also 
d! d! ax at 

the net rate of increase of mass from transport across these two faces will be 

-~(p dU)oxoyoz. Furthermore, similar terms will also appear from the mass transfer 
ax d! 

across the other four faces and, equating the sum of these to the rate of change in density 

gives the first equation of motion: 

- (2.1) 

A further set of equations of motion can be derived from Newton's second law of motion; 

that is by equating the products of density and acceleration in a given direction to the net 

forces acting per unit volume in that direction. Referring again to figure 2.1, it can be 

seen that the medium is subject to a total of 6 stresses acting in the x direction (that is 2 

tensional and 4 shear stresses.) This gives rise to a total force in the x direction of: 

[( cr"" + a:"" ox) oy&.- cr"" OY&.] 

+[( crxy + a~y Oy)oxoz-crxyox&.] = 

+[ ( crxz + a~xz oz) oxoy -crxz OXOY] 

4 

(
acr", acrxy acr xz ) ~ ~ ~ --+--+-- uXuyuz ax ax ax 



z 

C B 

J--
a~,. G , (aa,,)o 0"" O'JOl =au + ax x --( a., ,J-- ' (aa.,) -·r O'xy = O'xy + -ay By 

,J-.: a., 
0 A , (aa,,)& y a" O'n O'll1.=O'll1.+az 

"1~ ox 

D 

oz 

oy F x E 

Figure 2.1 - The stresses which act upou an arbitrary uniform medium contained within 
a rectangular parallelepiped. 

p 

'""'1'-- COl --+1'1 '""'1'>--- cOl --+1'1 

(a) Low amplitude - shape unchanged with time. 

p 
I, 12 

B 
t, 

(b) High amplitude - high pressnre peaks advance upon troughs with time. 

t, 

Figure 2.2 - Propagation of high and low amplitude acoustic transients with time. 

CL / ms-I CE / ms-I Cs / ms-I / -, fJ. / neper m-' B ds 
Medium CSR ms -

(f=IOMHz) A (1 112 =50ns) 

Gases 124--+1285 - - - - 0.024--+0.69 IO-Jt-710-6 m 
(t) (2) (3.y) (4.'1) (5.y) (2.Y) 

Liquids 920--+ 1920 - - - 3 --+500 4.9 --+ 11.7 0.35--+2.6mm 
(6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (( () (6) (7) 

Solids 1 1,00--+ 12~?0 500--+6223 ~i°--+88~? 1 O~i --+ 36i)5 0.01--+ 1100 - -
12) ((3 ((4) (15) 12) (13 (16 (17 ((8) ((9) 

Air 331.46 - - - -20 0.4 11l61lm 

Water 1480 - - - -2.5 4.9 1.5 mm 

x 

x 

Notes: 1· Freeon (113), 2 - Hydrogen, 3 • Ethyl ether, 4 - Krypton, 5 - Air, 6 - Carbon tetrachloride, 7 - Glycerol, 8 - Methyl alcohol, 9 - Castor Oil, 
IO - Water, 11 - Ethyl alcohol, 12 - Teflon, 13 - Beryllium. 14 - Cork, 15 - Tungsten carbide, 16 - Polystyrene, 17 - Chromium. 18 - Quartz, 

19 - Polyvinylidene fluoride. "( - Calculated from ratio of specific healS of gas. 

Sources: (0) Kaye, G. W. C. and Laby T. H. (1995) ~ Tahles of Phy.'iical ami Chemical COllstants, 16th Edition, Published by Longman. 
(b) Tennent, R. M. (1990) - Science Data Botlk, Published by Oliver and Boyd. 
(c) Beyer, R. T. (1960) ~ Parameter ofNolllillearity in Fluids, 1. Acoust. Soc. Am. 32, pp719-721. 

Table 2.1 - Typical values of the speed of elastic waves in materials. 



The mass of fluid involved will be poxoyoz , and so the rate of change of momentum will 

then be (poxoyoz) d2~ in the x-direction. Equating this using Newton's second law to the 
dt 

total force in the x-direction will give a conservation of momentum equation: 

- (2.2a) 

(ignoring body forces such as gravity.) Similarly, two further equations of motion can be 

derived for the y & z directions respectively: 

and - (2.2b&c) 

2.1.2 - The acoustic wave equation 

If the medium is assumed initially to be an isotropic solid, then the following linear 

elastic stress-strain relationships (which result from Hooke's law) can be inserted in the 

above momentum conservation equations [I]: 

(
ou Dv fJ"w) OU Dv fJ"w A -+-+- =cr -2~-=cr -2~-=cr -2~-
oX ay Oz xx oX yy ay zz OZ 

- (2.3) 

where" and ~ are known as Lame's constants and can be expressed in terms of the 

Young's modulus E, Poisson's ratio u and Bulk modulus K of the medium, such that [I]: 

K 3" + 2f.l 
3 

- (2.4) 

For simplicity here, it will be assumed that any disturbances within the medium will be a 

function of X and t only. Furthermore if it is assumed that there are only small particle 

displacements and velocities within the medium (i.e. that d(u,v,w)/dt - o(u,v,w)/ot), then the 

momentum conservation equations (2.2) with the elastic relations (2.3) simplifY to: 
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- (2.5) 

) - (2.6a&b) 

These equations give a complete description of smaU amplitude wave propagation along 

the x direction in an isotropic medium. The first equation of motion (2.5) describes the 

propagation of longitudinal vibrations along the x direction (Le. displacement along the 

direction of propagation.) Such acoustic or sound waves have a velocity of 

CL=([A +2fll/p)"2 and are referred to as either irrotational, dilatational, longitudinal bulk or 

P waves. The other two equations of motion (2.6a&b), however, describe together a 

second type of wave which is propagated with particle displacement at right angles to the 

direction of propagation and, therefore represents a transverse wave. This is known as 

either a shear, equivoluminal, rotational or S wave and travels with velocity cs=(ftlp),n -

which is slower than that of the P wave. 

Note that there are several other wave types which can exist within a given medium. One 

of these is a modification of P waves, and exists only in straight and uniform bars or 

tubes with diameters significantly less than the wavelength of the waves. These waves 

travel at a velocity ofc,=(E/p),n - which is slower than CL' Other types of vibration known 

as Lamb or Plate waves can be set-up at the interfaces between two or more solids in 

close proximity. One specific type called the Rayleigh wave propagates along the surface 

at a boundary between two media, one of them a solid. It has a velocity of c,,=a(ftlp)"2 

where a is the least positive root of the foUowing equation [2]: 

- (2.7) 

Further information on surface waves can be found in references [3] and [4]. For liquids 

and gases the rigidity fl is zero and as a result only longitudinal waves can exist within 

such media, travelling with a velocity of: 

C=~ - (2.8) 
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This can be derived simply from equations (2.4) and (2.5). The compressions and 

rarefactions of such waves occur rapidly and are therefore adiabatic, and this was 

considered by Laplace who derived the following relation using the definition of the bulk 

modulus: 

c=t: or coc.,ff - (2.9) 

That is, the speed of sound is affected primarily by the ambient temperature T of the 

medium, but is not affected very much by the local pressure P since the density p varies 

linearly with the pressure. For solids however the ratio of specific heats y is 

approximately unity and, as a result the compressions and rarefactions can be modelled as 

being isothermal equally as well as adiabatic. Typical values for the speed of sound in 

gases, liquids and solids are shown in table 2.1. In general sound travels at its greatest 

velocity in solids, followed next by liquids, and slowest in gases. 

Solutions to the longitudinal wave equation (2.5) are generally of the form: 

u = f( x -et) + F( x + et) -(2.10) 

where f and F are arbitrary functions which depend only on the initial boundary 

conditions. That is f( x - et) represents a plane wave which does not change shape as it 

propagates in the positive x direction. Likewise F( x + et) propagates unchanged with 

time in the negative x direction, as shown schematically in figure 2.2(a). The local 

pressure P is related to the above solution by the following relation: 

P=_K Bu 
& 

(P=-cr =-cr =-cr ) xx Y'I zz - (2.lla) 

This also satisfies the longitudinal wave equation, which can demonstrated by 

differentiating (2.5) through by BI&. Also for plane waves or spherical waves at a 

distance the particle velocity Bula! and the intensity 1 , that is the time average of the 

energy flow per unit time over a unit area normal to the motion, are defined as [1]: 
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2.1.3 - Boundary conditions and co-ordinate systems 

In many more complicated problems in wave propagation involving a large number of 

boundary conditions it is often more convenient to solve the equations of motion using 

the velocity potential <po This is defined for longitudinal waves propagating in an 

arbitrary direction in terms of the particle velocity components such that: 

8u 8<p 
-=--
at ax 

(}v=_8<p 
at ay 

aw 8<p 
-=--
at az 

where <p also satisfies the 3 dimensional wave equation: 

- (2.12a) 

-(2.12b) 

Furthermore the velocity potential is related to the physical quantity of pressure by: 

- (2.13) 

The Laplacian operator V can be re-expressed in an alternative co-ordinate system in 

order to aid the solution of a particular problem, the two most common systems being: 

(i) Spherical polar co-ordinates in which there is complete symmetry about a single 

origin point, which is usually a point source. Here the Laplacian operator reduces to: 

- (2.14a) 

and gives rise to solutions in terms of the radial position r such that: 

1 1 
<p = - f(r -ct) + - F(r+ ct) 

r r 
- (2.14b) 

that is a spherically symmetric waves propagates both outwards and inwards from the 

origin unchanged in shape with time, however the amplitude of the waves reduces 

with distance from the origin. 
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(ii) Cylindrically symmetric co-ordinates where there is symmetry about a polar axis. In 

this case the Laplacian operator becomes: 

82 1 0 '\7=-+--
8r2 r or 

- (2.15a) 

where r is the radial distance measured from the axis. This has solutions of the form: 

1 1 
<P =mf(r-ct) + mF(r+ct) 

r r 
- (2.15b) 

that is cylindrically symmetric waves propagate in both in-going and out-going 

directions from the common axis, reducing in amplitude with the square root of the 

distance from the axis. 

In order to solve the longitudinal wave equation described boundary conditions are 

required. These take two forms, firstly that of the initial conditions during the creation of 

the acoustic waves and, also those imposed when the waves meet a boundary between 

two media with differing physical properties. In the latter case two such boundary 

conditions are normally required to be met everywhere along the interface at all times so 

that there is never a situation where particles along the interface are subject to an infinite 

acceleration. These conditions are: 

(i) a continuity of pressure along the surface of the boundary and, 

(ii) continuity of the component of particle velocity in the direction perpendicular to the 

surface of the boundary. 

Both of these conditions are used so that there is never a situation where particles along 

the interface are subject to an infinite acceleration. Of considerable interest is the case 

where a plane acoustic wave is incident at a planar boundary between two media and, is 

both transmitted and reflected in varying amounts according to the angle of incidence Si 
from the normal. The incident, reflected and transmitted waves can be expressed as 

follows: 

<Pi =Aexp[i {roit+k(xcosSi +ysinsi)}] 

<p, = Bexp[ i {ro, t - k(xcosS, + ysinS, )}] 

<Pt = cexp[ i {rot t + k(xcosSt + ySins t)}] 
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each of which satisfy the 3 dimensional wave equation and the initial phases have been 

omitted for convenience. Here the boundary conditions take the form of: 

.L particle 

velocity 

O( ) o<jl! Pt at <jl; + <jl, = P2 81 - pressure 

- (2.17) 

These conditions, if met at all times and at all positions along the interface, give rise to 

the coefficients of all three exponentials in equations (2.16) to be equal. This condition 

results in the law of refraction, which is analogous to Snell's law in optics: 

sinS; sinS, sinS!. 
--=--=-- - (2.18) 

Solving for the amplitude terms gives rise to Rayleigh's reflection coefficients [5] using 

equation (2.13): 

Reflection coefficient: 

- (2.19) 

Transmission coefficient: 

where Z; = P; c; and Z, = Pt ct which are known as the acoustic impedances of the two 

materials. At normal incidence the above relations reduce simply to: 

& - (2.20) 

Evaluating equations (2.19) and (2.20) for materials with differing sound speeds and 

densities gives rise to the following results: 

(i) ct < c; - the reflection coefficient decreases as the angle S; increases away from the 

normal, reaching zero at an angle of incidence So such that: 
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-(2.21) 

Beyond this angle there is a phase change, the reflected wave being 1t out of phase 

with the input wave and the reflection coefficient increases to unity. The transmission 

coefficient increases from To with 9, and it grows to beyond unity when the angle of 

incidence is larger than 90 , which is analogous to Brewster's angle in optics. 

(ii) ct > c, - the reflection coefficient increases with 9, from Ro at normal incidence 

reaching unity at an angle 9, defined by: 

9, = arCSin( ~:J -(2.22) 

This is known as the critical angle at which total internal reflection occurs. Beyond 

this angle R remains at unity, but there is a phase difference E between the reflected 

and incident waves which increases with angle from zero at 90 to 1t at grazing 

incidence, such that: 

E = 2 arctan ---"- I I t 
( 

P. sin29 -(C./C )2 
Pt ~ 1-sin2 9, 

- (2.23) 

Whereas the transmission coefficient increases from To at 9 = 0 to a peak value at 9, of: 

- (2.24) 

Beyond the critical angle the transmitted wave no longer exists physically, becoming 

imaginary since it is refracted along the surface of the discontinuity and therefore no 

energy is transmitted into the second medium. (Note: The imaginary wave, which is 

sometimes known as an evanescent wave, does penetrate the material but falls off in 

amplitude very quickly. A real wave is transmitted, however, if a further boundary exists 

close and parallel to the first interface in which the third material has C less than ct .) 

Finally attenuation of acoustic waves will be considered briefly. In general the 

absorption of plane sound waves conforms to: 
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- (2.25) 

where 0; is known as the attenuation coefficient and is expressed in neper/unit length. 

Typical values are shown in table 2.1. For liquids and monatomic gases 0; varies , 
classically with the square of the frequency of the acoustic waves, however for solids 0; 

often varies linearly with frequency. Attenuation of acoustic waves is usually by viscous, 

thermal and rotational (mode change) mechanisms. 

2.1.4 - Non-linear effects and shock waves 

It has been assumed so far that the disturbances are of small amplitude and the media 

involved are perfectly elastic. The governing equations of motion that have been 

described are valid for most situations in acoustic transient propagation, however they do 

not hold for large amplitude waves. According to Riemann's theory of waves [1,6,7] this 

is predominantly due to the incorrect assumption that du/dt - BulBI which was used 

earlier to derive the wave equations (2.5) and (2.6). The correct relation connecting the 

partial and complete differentials with respect to time for large particle displacements and 

velocities is in fact closer to: 

du au .ou 
-=-+u-
dt at Ox 

- (2.26) 

where U = du/dl (only the x-direction is considered here.) In general, given the 

appropriate thermodynamic law under which the motion takes place (e.g. adiabatic 

expansion,) the pressure can be expressed as an explicit function of the density using 

Taylor's expansion: 

- (2.27) 

(OP) 2 (a2p) where A=po a and B=po fi2 
p P'Po P P'Po 

Discarding the terms beyond the second 

order and applying this to equations (2.1) and (2.2), two new equations of motion can be 

derived which describe the non-linear motion oflarge amplitude elastic waves [8]: 
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[! +(Co +~li) !JP+~U)=O 

[! +(co -~li) !Jp-~U)=O 
- (2.28) 

where ~ is known as the coefficient of non-linearity. These equations reveal that the 
quantity (P + ~u) is constant for a geometrical point moving with velocity (co + ~u); and 

conversely that (p-~u) is constant for a point moving with velocity (co- ~u). For 

example: the wavelet shown in figure 2.2(b) is distorted from its initial sinusoidal shape 

as it propagates such that points with large excess pressures, and hence great particle 

velocities, such as point B, will travel faster than those with small amplitudes, such as 

points A, C and E. Conversely the rarefaction portion of the wavelet which has negative 

excess pressure, such as point D, will propagate with slower velocity. Given that point B 

advances on point A, a steep fronted wave known as a shockfront will begin to develop 

after a short time. When this occurs the pressure gradient between the two points 

becomes very great, and as a result the effects of heat conduction and viscosity prevent 

point B from overtaking point A. These mechanisms also result in the shock wave 
eventually decaying. The terms (p + ~u) and (p - ~u) were first introduced by Eamshaw 

and Riemann, and are known as Riemann invariance [7). 

The coefficient of non-linearity ~ is defined for any arbitrary fluid as: 

B 
~=1+-

2A 
- (2.29) 

where A and B relate to the first and second order terms in equation (2.27). The ratio B/A 

is of particular interest and some typical values are shown in table 2.1. It is worth noting 
the special case of an ideal gas where P = Po (p / P or ' the ratio of BI A becomes just: 

B 
-=y-1 
A 

- (2.30) 

Finally the distance a sinusoidal wavelet with angular frequency ro propagates before it 

distorts into a shock front can be calculated using the equation derived by Beyer and 

Letcher [9): 
2 

d = Co 
s (Bj2A+ 1)00 Uo 

- (2.31a) 
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For a single pulse with peak pressure P"", and duration t,n which comprises of just the 

positive part of the sinusoid, this evaluates using equation (2.llb) to: 

-(2.31b) 

Typical values for 10MPa, SOns duration pulses are shown in table 2.1. In general shock 

fonnation in gases occurs within a very short distance compared with that ofliquids. 

2.1.5 - The Rankine-Hugoniot equations 

The most successful theory for the propagation of a shock front is that described by the 

Rankine-Hugoniot equations of motion. This theory uses the observation that shock 

fronts are often stable systems in which there is very little change in the profile of the 

shock front with time. That is, the shock front is assumed to be a region in which the 

fluid properties of temperature, pressure, density and flow velocity change within a 

constant distance. In reality this shock front thickness is infact just a few mean free paths 

and thus it is often convenient to consider the fluid properties to change discontinuously 

at the shock front. The theory leading up to the Rankine-Hugoniot equations does not 

however rely upon this, but does require the shock thickness to remain constant. The 

derivation of these equations proceeds here as detailed in references [7] and [10]. 

Initially a steady state one-dimensional flow is considered where there are two regions in 

the fluid which are separated by a transition zone and, all the internal mechanisms of the 

system are neglected. The transition zone conditions are also steady and a frame of 

reference is chosen such that this zone is stationary. Such a situation where a cylinder of 

fluid of unit cross-section containing the shock front is shown in figure 2.3(a). The 

cylinder can be viewed here as being stationary with fluid flowing through it from right to 

left, or alternatively in a more conventional frame of reference the cylinder moves from 

left to right through the stationary fluid on the right hand side of the figure. The density 

and fluid velocity in the low pressure (right hand) region are represented here by Po and 
Uo respectively, and by P, and u1 in the high pressure (left hand) region of the fluid. 

Since the fluid cannot accumulate anywhere, the rate of mass flow across any section of 

fluid must be a constant, which will be denoted here as mass m per unit volume. Hence a 

first equation of motion can be written: 

Mass continuity : - (2.32) 
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Figure 2.3 - Properties of a shock front according to Rankine-Hugoniot theory. 



Since the shock compresses the fluid on the left hand side then P, > Po and, as a result of 
the above equation li, < liD giving rise to the length of the cylinder decreasing with time. 

A second equation of motion can be developed by considering the rate of change of 
motion of the fluid, which is m( li, -liD) and this must be due to pressure difference at the 

two ends Po - P, , giving: 

Momentum conservation: - (2.33) 

Also the work done by the cylinder of fluid in unit time is P, li, - Po lio and this work 

appears at the expense of both the internal and kinetic energy of the fluid. If E denotes 

the internal energy of the fluid per unit mass, then by conservation of energy: 

- (2.34) 

An equation describing the difference in internal energy between the two regions can then 

be found: 

This equation is independent of the frame of reference. Next the velocity, U, that the 

shock front advances into the stationary fluid is: 

(p, -PO)Pl 
(p, - Po)Po 

- (2.36) 

As the pressure difference between the two regions tends to zero, that is P, ~ Po, this 

relation reduces to just that of the speed of sound as in equation (2.8). Finally the mass 

flow velocity w behind the shock front is: 

(P, -PO)(P,-PO) 
Po p, 

- (2.37) 

Equations (2.35), (2.36) and (2.37) are known as the Rankine-Hugoniot shock wave 

equations after the English and French mathematicians who independently were the first 

to use them. The latter two equations for the shock front and mass flow velocities follow 

solely from the conservation of mass and momentum equations (2.32) and (2.33), hence 
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these apply even to shocks which cause chemical reactions and release energy such as in 

detonation waves. 

Given the appropriate thermodynamic relation, the Rankine-Hugoniot equations can be 

solved to give a complete description of the propagation of a shock wave in a given 

medium. Specifically, for perfect gases the internal energy per unit mass is defined as: 

P 
E = Cv T = ---'p( Y~------1) - (2.38) 

where y is the ratio of specific heat at constant pressure cp to that at constant volume Cv. 
Of particular interest is the velocity U that the shock advances into the stationary fluid. 

This can be solved for by first deriving the compression ratio P,/PO from equations (2.35) 

and (2.38): 

p, P,+~Po 

Po Po+~P, 

y -1 
where ~ = --. This can be substituted into equation (2.36) to give: 

y+1 

- (2.39) 

- (2.40) 

Again, at low pressures where P, ~ Po this tends to the speed of sound as defined for 

adiabatic expansions in equation (2.9). A plot of the calculated shock front velocity U 

against pressure is shown in figure 2.3(b) for air which has a roughly constant specific 

heat ratio of y-1.4; this agrees with data collected experimentally by Payman and 

Shepherd [11]. It is briefly worth mentioning that according to this simple theory the 

fluid volume can only be compressed a limited amount no matter how much pressure is 
applied. This is shown in equation (2.39) which asymptotically tends to (y + 1)/( Y -1) as 

P,/Po ~OO, giving for air a maximum compression of p,/Po -6 and for water 

p,/Po -1.333. 

For water the Rankine-Hugoniot equations are more difficult to solve since the P-p-T 

relationship is substantially more complex. Equation (2.35) can be solved numerically, 

however, using steam tables to calculate P, given an initial value for P, together with the 

properties of the undisturbed water at room temperature. This then allows the calculation 
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of the shock wave velocity U which has been done in figure 2.3(c) by interpolating data 

from the NBSINRC Steam Tables [12]. It can be seen here that the shock front velocity 

is essentially linear with peak pressure up to at least 100 bar. According to Penney [10], 

although water is not an ideal gas it does behave roughly like one at high pressures with a 

yofabout 7. 

Given the ideal gas relation the Rankine-Hugoniot equations can also be solved simply to 

give the increase in temperature of the fluid as the shock front passes through it: 

- (2.41) 

This is plotted for air in figure 2.3(d), where it can be seen that there is a linear increase 

in temperature with peak shock front pressure. The increase in pressure can infact be 

immense, say many thousands of degrees for strong shocks close to explosions. Also 

because of this temperature increase there is a considerable increase in entropy and, as a 

result of the law of energy conservation, an amount of energy equal to the increase in 

enthalpy of the fluid element will be taken from the pressure pulse itself. It can therefore 

be shown that if the pulse retains a constant shape then all of its energy will ultimately be 

dissipated in this way, with a permanent increase in temperature and volume in every part 

of the fluid [10]. The increase in temperature of water during shock propagation is 

almost negligible however, even for strong shocks. This is demonstrated in figure 2.3(e) 

which shows that there is only a 5°C increase above room temperature for a shock with a 

peak pressure of 100 bar. Again due to the complicated nature of the P-p-T relationship 

of water, this increase can only be calculated by interpolating steam table data. 

Finally the velocity of the fluid flow on the high pressure side of the shock front for a 

perfect gas in a frame of reference in which the low pressure side is at rest is: 

- (2.42) 

For air this flow is supersonic for pressure ratios P1/PO greater than -4.6, however for 

water this flow is always subsonic [10]. 

The preceding theory has assumed that the fluid involved is an ideal gas, however for real 

gases like air this theory begins to break down at high temperatures for two reasons: 
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(i) If the gas is polyatomic, then when its temperature is raised sufficiently high 

molecular dissociation will begin to occur. Initially this means that a correction has 

to be applied to the ideal gas law to allow for the increase in the number of 

molecules in the gas. For example, the nitrogen molecules in air at high 
temperatures will begin to dissociate by the reaction N2 --+ N + N. If a fraction I; of 

the original nitrogen molecules dissociate then the total number of particles in the 

gas will increase to (I +1;), and hence the ideal gas law is modified to: 

Similarly at still higher temperatures an appreciable degree of ionisation will begin 

to occur, the freed electrons will exert their own partial pressure and further 

modification to the ideal gas law will be needed. 

(ii) A more serious effect of dissociation and ionisation is that it leads to variations in 

the specific heat ratio of the medium. Although this is a reasonable approximation 

over a limited temperature range for many gases, in reality this assumption breaks 

down at some temperature for all gases. It is beyond the scope of this review to go 

into detail about such effects so the reader is referred to Wright's book [7]; but in 

general the specific heat of a gas increases somewhat after a certain temperature 

because of an increase in the number of degrees of freedom in the molecules of the 

gas. This is predominantly due to ionisation and, in polyatomic gases this is also due 

to molecular dissociation. 

The net result of these two effects is a considerable increase in the specific heat c, above 

its initial value. For air this increase occurs only above a threshold temperature of about 

3000K, obeying a roughly linear relationship with temperature. The effect of this upon 

the shock front velocity U and flow velocity w is quite limited, there only being an 

increase of 5% on these properties for shocks with a peak pressure of 100 bar. There is 

however a large increase in the compression ratio p,' Po' for air there is a 50% increase 

above that calculated with a constant specific heat ratio at 100 bar. Also the compression 

ratio does not tend to the constant value predicted by equation (2.39) at high pressures 

but, continues to increase. Finally the increase in temperature of air as a shock 

temperature passes through decreases from that predicted with constant y, the relationship 

becoming non-linear with pressure reducing the temperature increase for a 100 bar shock 

to just 75% of that calculated from equation (2.41). 
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2.2 - The generation of acoustic transients 

In general any sudden disturbance within a medium, such as an explosion or sudden 

release of pressurised gas, can give rise to an acoustic transient. If the acoustic transient 

is small in amplitude then it will propagate into the surrounding media at the local speed 

. of sound; however if it has a large amplitude then the medium in which it travels will be 

heated by its passage and, the changes in pressure, density and temperature together with 

its speed will be described by the Rankine-Hugoniot equations. In this section some of 

the many methods for generating acoustic transients in a laboratory will be outlined. 

2.2.1 - Shock tubes 

A relatively simple mechanism for generating acoustic transients is to allow a 

compressed gas to expand suddenly into a neighbouring region which has a significantly 

lower pressure [7]. Such a device is known as a shock tube and essentially consists of a 

rigid cylinder which is divided into two compartments by a gas tight diaphragm, as 

shown schematically in figure 2.4(a). The two compartments are both filled with gas, 

though not necessarily with gases of the same chemical type and, a pressure difference is 

applied across the diaphragm. The section with the higher pressure P' is known as the 

compression chamber and, that with lower pressure Po is referred to as the expansion 

chamber. When the diaphragm is ruptured the pressure tends to equalise by means of a 

shock wave travelling into the expansion chamber and a rarefaction wave which 

propagates into the compression chamber, as seen in figure 2.4(b). The gas flow from the 

shock front to the tail of the rarefaction wave has a uniform flow velocity since no 

pressure variations are allowed build up, thus giving rise to a constant pressure P, in this 

region. The dotted line in figure 2.4(b) represents the position of the gas which was 

initially at the diaphragm. The gas to the right has been compressed and heated by the 

shock wave, but the gas to the left of this line has expanded from the compression 

chamber and has therefore cooled. At this position there will therefore in general be a 

change of type, temperature and density of the gas, however the velocities are the same 

on both sides and this point is known as a contact discontinuity. Provided that the tube is 

of constant cross-section, the shock wave will be virtually unattenuated with distance 

and, both the pressure and particle velocity will remain constant over a certain distance 

behind the shock front. It is this property of the shock tube which allows the precise 

generation of shock waves and gas flows in media, together with its simplicity, which has 

made this technique invaluable in many investigations. 
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Figure 2.4 • Pressure waves in simple shock tubes. 
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Emission Maximum Maximum 
Lasing Medium Wavelength(s) Output Power Pulse Durations Repitition Rate 

Nd:YAG 1064nm 150 J 30ps-20 ms 50kHz 

Nd: Glass l064nm loooOJ 100ps-2 ms 120Hz 

Ruby 694nm 400J 15 ns - 3 ms 120Hz 

Carbon dioxide 10.6 JlIll 2200J 6ns-Ims 10kHz 

Xenon chloride 308nm 400J 30ps-80us 500Hz 

Xenon fluoride 351 nm 10 J 8 ns - I ~ 500Hz 

Dye 400-1000 nm 1 J Ips-2~ 500Hz 

Krypton fluoride 248nm 1.5J 30 ps - 200 ns 500Hz 

Argon fluoride 193 nm 0.6J 5ns-25ns 500Hz 

Nitrogen 337nm, 428 nm 35 mJ 50ps-lOns 100Hz 

Copper vapour 510nm,578nm 30mJ IOns-60ns 20kHz 

Fluorine 157nm 30mJ 10 ns 500Hz 

Note: Maximum power, repetition rate and pulse duration not simultaneously possible in anyone laser. 
Source: Scruby, C. B. and Drain, L. E. (1990) - Laser Ultrasonics, Published by Adam HilgcrllOP. 

Table 2.2 .Commercially available pulsed lasers capable of generating acoustic transients. 



The use of the shock tube began with Vielle [13] who showed that the shock wave was 

propagated down the tube with a velocity greater than that of sound. Some years later 

Payman and Shepherd [11] conducted a detailed analysis into air born acoustic transients 

propagating within a shock tube. It was not however until the second world war when 

the need to study blast waves (that is shock waves generated by explosives) arose that the 

shock tube came into general use. Since then shock tubes have been used as the source 

of high pressure acoustic transients in many investigations [7], including the reflection 

and diffraction of shocks at obstacles, calibration of piezoelectric pressure gauges, as 

well as numerous applications in aerodynamics involving aircraft and projectiles 

travelling at supersonic velocities. 

In real shock tubes the shock strength achieved for a given initial pressure difference is 

somewhat weaker than that which would be predicted theoretically [7]. This is due to 

both influences from the diaphragm on the initial flow in the tube and also attenuation of 

the shock by viscous forces as it propagates. Initially the purpose of the diaphragm is to 

provide a gas tight seal between the compression and expansion chambers, and is 

generally required to be as light as possible so that when it shatters only a small amount 

of energy is used to accelerate the particles to the flow velocity of the gas. It is however 

found in reality that the weight of the material is important given the need for a 

sufficiently strong diaphragm, and results in the shock strength achieved being less than 

theoretically possible. As well as absorbing energy from the gases the pieces of shattered 

diaphragm tend to block the gas flow in the initial stages. Consequences the wave might 

have to travel several metres before a well defined shock if fonned. Finally the 

diaphragm tends to destroy the one-dimensional character of the shock tube flow. That 

is, under the initial differential pressure the diaphragm starts to bow and as a result when 

the diaphragm is caused to rupture there will be a component of flow towards the walls of 

the shock tube, as well as directly along the central axis. This can result in a transverse 

wave system being produced. Typically the most widely used diaphragm material is 

cellulose acetate film, which gives consistent results since it shatters into very fine pieces. 

The material is allowed to burst spontaneously as the compression chamber is being 

pumped up or else the pressure differential is maintained at just below the bursting point 

and the centre of the diaphragm is pricked by a moving knife. At higher pressure metal 

foil is used with diagonal scratches marked on it so that when it is allowed to burst 

spontaneously the diaphragm folds open and potentially damaging fragments are not 

projected down the tube. 

In practice it is observed that the shock fronts do not travel at constant speed down the 

tube but decelerate, and simultaneously the contact surface is seen to accelerate [7]. 
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These effects are due to the viscous forces set up by the relative motion between the gas 

and the tube walls. 

2.2.2 - High explosives 

Explosions result from exothermic chemical reactions in which large quantities of 

gaseous products are released at great speed. The quantity of heat released by an 

explosion is in general relatively small compared with that released by combustion of 

ordinary fuels, however this release occurs at great speed, high explosives releasing all of 

their potential energy instantaneously. This sudden release of energy results in great 

mechanical forces and results not only in destruction locally, but also in a shock wave. 

The properties of explosive chemical compounds have been reviewed extensively by 

Taylor [14] and also by Johansson and Persson [15], on which the following summary is 

based. 

The speed of a chemical reaction usually depends on both temperature and the intimacy 

with which the reactants can be brought together. If the reaction produces heat which 

cannot be dissipated rapidly, then since chemical reactions are accelerated by increases in 

temperature, self-heating and auto-acceleration will occur. Not all exothermic reactions 

result in explosions however, for example thermite burns at a slow rate with very intense 

heat emission but gives rise to very few gaseous products. On the other hand the early 

and well known explosive mixture named black powder, or gun powder, (formed from 

charcoal, potassium nitrate and sulphur ground up intimately) produces not only an 

exothermic reaction but also a large volume of gas as it burns, resulting in an explosion. 

When black powder is ignited the grains burn from the surface inwards so that the 

reaction front advances everywhere normal to the nearest free surface, and at a speed 

proportional to the gas pressure surrounding the grains. The temperature and gas 

pressure govern the behaviour of the reactions taking place, the composition containing 

its own oxygen for combustion, liberating gas and its burning speed is accelerated by the 

gas pressure produced. If such a reaction is allowed to burn in the open the gas will 

escape freely and consequently the gas pressure will not rise greatly, the combustion 

speed remaining at a rate determined by the chemical nature of the composition and the 

granule size (i.e. the ratio of surface area to volume.) If however the composition is 

confined so that the gas pressure can rise, then the reaction becomes self-accelerating and 

an explosion results. Explosive compositions capable of following this regime are 

known as burning, propulsive or deflagrating explosives. There are many compositions 
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which exhibit this behaviour, most typical is black powder and cordite, as well as 

powders used in gun and rocket propulsion. The speed of deflagration along a column of 

such explosives rarely exceeds IOOmls and is often only a few mls. 

More powerful explosions can be obtained by making the chemical mixture more 

intimate. This can be done by making the chemical constituents miscible liquids where 

the contact is virtually molecular, however the ultimate degree of intimacy is achieved 

when the same molecule contains all the reactants required. Reactions are then found to 

occur at speeds far greater than that of deflagration; subsequently the chemical reactions 

are initiated by a high intensity pressure pulse which passes through the medium and are 

no longer dependant upon the surrounding ambient gas pressure. This pressure pulse 

generally develops into a shock wave, its speed typically being of the order of several 

kmls. This process is termed a detonation and substances which give rise to such a 

pressure wave, or detonation wave, or blast wave, are known as high explosives. 

There is an enormous number of intrinsically explosive compounds, ranging between the 

extremes of those so unstable as to be only just capable of isolation, such as nitrogen 

trichloride, and others that can only be detonated by an exceptionally powerful impulse, 

for example ammonium nitrate. Within these limits exists the chemical compounds that 

can be made to detonate when suitably initiated, they are not restricted to any form or 

state, and may be solid, liquid or gaseous. When explosive substances are arranged in 

descending order of sensitiveness a continuously graded series is obtained, however 3 

general groupings can be distinguished [14]: 

(i) Primary or initiating explosives - these in small quantities are capable of ready 

ignition by flame, spark or percussion. They rapidly increase their reaction velocity 

to full detonation and, can then generate detonation in an adjacent mass of high 

explosive, which is their main use. Such substances are essentially dangerous to 

handle since they are very sensitive to ignition, but a surprising degree of safety can 

be obtained if the initiator is pressed into a thin walled metal shell or capsule. 

Typical explosives in this class include mercury fulminate, first used by Nobel, and 

lead azide. 

(ii) Secondary or high explosives - are less easily brought to detonation by ordinary 

physical means, usually requiring the shock from a detonation initiating explosive in 

close contact. Many high explosives can however be initiated by mechanical impact, 

such as being nipped between two hard metal surfaces. The most typical solid 

explosive of this class is TNT (trinitrotoluene.) 
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(iii) Tertiary explosives - these compounds are not usually regarded as explosives under 

normal conditions since they require extreme provocation to induce detonation, such 

as from a powerful high-explosive primer. A typical member of the group is 

ammonium nitrate. 

The problem of modelling the properties of a blast wave which is self sustained by a 

chemical reaction in a gaseous medium was first tackled by Chapman [16], and 

independently also by Jouget [17] . The reader is however referred to other works for a 

more comprehensive approach, such as the discussion by Penney et al [18] and the book 

by Sedov [19]. Chapman began by defining the detonation wave as the region in which 

the chemical reactions are induced, and went on to derive the minimum velocity for this 

wave for whi ch conditions in this zone are steady. In a similar manner to that used by 

Rankine-Hugoniot (see section 2.1.5), the shock front travelling with velocity U into the 

undisturbed medium was reduced to rest in a new frame of reference. In other words the 

explosive material moves from right to left at the detonation velocity and passes into the 

detonation zone which is stationary in space. This situation is shown schematically in 

figure 2.5 in which 3 zones are distinguishable: 

(i) the undisturbed medium ahead of the shock wave 

(ii) an extremely rapid pressure rise at the shock front which leads to chemical reaction 

generation behind this, which proceed until complete at the Chapman-Jouget plane. 

This zone is often considered to have negligible thickness, and as observed in the 

derivation of the Rankine-Hugoniot equations the particle velocity of the material 

decreases as it passes through the detonation zone, typically to between 50 to 80% of 

the detonation velocity U. Also the temperature within this zone cannot be defined 

precisely since the material is not in thermal equilibrium. 

(iii) a region where the pressure and temperature are steadily maintained by the exploded 

gas. This can be represented by a piston which moves away from the reaction zone 

at the same speed as the products emerge from the reaction zone. According to 

Penney [18] this speed is equal to the speed of sound in the gaseous products. 

This situation is similar to that discussed in section 2.1.5, and equation (2.35) can easily 

be modified to represent an ideal gas undergoing an explosive chemical reaction [19]: 

- (2.43) 
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where Q represents the amount of energy released during the chemical reaction and, Yo & 

Yl are the specific heat ratios of the gas before and after the reaction or detonation wave 

front. This can be solved as before for the compression ratio: 

p, Po+P,/~, 

Po Po I~o +2Qpo +P, 
- (2.44) 

Given that the detonation wavefront velocity U is known to be very much greater than the 
speed of sound as defined by equation (2.9), then it can easily be seen that U2 » Po I Po . 

The compression ratio can then be solved for by using this and substituting P, using 

equation (2.36): 

- (2.45) 

giving: El= __ -,=y=,~+~l===== 
2Q( 2 ) 1-l}2 y, -1 Po 

- (2.46) 

For large explosions Q» 0 giving a maximum compression ratio of: 

(El) = l!.:!:! 
Po MAX y, 

- (2.47) 

This is the Chapman-Jouget condition for steady conditions in the detonation zone. It 

can be clearly seen that the maximum compression ratio for a detonation wave is less 

than that for a simple shock, as found in equation (2.39). The velocity of such a 

detonation wave can then be found simply by inserting equation (2.47) into (2.45): 

- (2.48) 

Taylor [20] modelled the formation and propagation of a blast wave produced by a very 

intense explosion, namely that of an atomic explosion. By assuming that the initial 

enthalpy and pressure are negligible compared to those behind the shock, it was found 

that the spherical shock front is propagated outwards with radius r which is related to the 

time t after the explosion started by: 

- (2.49) 
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where a finite amount of energy Q is instantaneously released in an infinitely 

concentrated form and, Sty) is a calculated function of the ratio of specific heats y; which 

for air this is approximately equal to 1. Taylor commentated that the effect of such an 

explosion would be to force most of the air within the shock front into a thin shell just 

inside of the front. The theory is only valid however for intense explosions and becomes 

invalid when the peak pressure falls below about 10 atm since the initial atmospheric 

pressure can no longer be neglected. Taylor also commented that it is apparent that a 

blast wave from a very intense explosion is more efficient in heating the gas behind the 

shock front than explosions where the explosive products are not negligible. Hence the 

shock is attenuated much more quickly than lower intensity shocks because more of its 

energy is converted into entropy. Finally, Sedov [19] used similarity methods to show 

that the radial component r of the shock front of intense explosions in air conforms to: 

(
Q)2L _2 

r", Po j2+u - (2.50) 

where u represents the symmetry of the system such that u=l is a plane blast wave, u=2 

is a cylindrical one, and u=3 a spherical blast wave. 

2.2.3 - Laser interactions 

The use of modulated light for the generation of sound was first suggested by Alexander 

Graham Bell in 1881 [21], who modulated sunlight incident upon a metal plate causing 

sound emission from the plate. This sound emission was due to the light heating the 

plate causing thermal expansion and, it was observed that the pitch of the sound emitted 

followed the frequency at which the sun light was modulated. It was not until the laser 

was invented in the early 1960's, however, that the use of pulsed light to cause acoustic 

emissions came to a peak. As sources of light, lasers have a number of unique 

characteristics, such as their ability to generate a collimated, intense beams of coherent 

light at precisely defined wavelengths from infrared to ultraviolet. They have the ability 

to produce a continuous beam of light, or alternatively pulsed beams with durations from 

a few milliseconds down to picoseconds. The generation of acoustic transients by optical 

interactions with gases, liquids or solids, utilises in general only the high intensity and 

collimation characteristics of lasers. Table 2.2 shows the properties of several different 

types of laser which are capable of generating acoustic transients. Although pulsed high 
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powered laser beams have been used to create acoustic transients directly, the output can 

also be accurately focused to give a very intense point source of spherical waves. 

A substantial quantity of work has been done by numerous authors on laser induced 

acoustic transients in media. It has been found that there are a number of mechanisms by 

which acoustic transients may be generated. These include the thermo-elastic effect, 

vaporisation, electrostriction and dielectric breakdown, or ablation. However not all 

these mechanisms play a part in the generation of acoustic transients in every material, 

that is the dominant processes depend upon whether the medium is a gas, liquid or a 

solid. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to review all the work published on acousto

optic interactions, so the reader is referred to Jin [22] for a detailed account of research 

done on liquid and gas interactions, Scruby and Drain [23] for solids, and Hutchins [24] 

for all media. A summary of the main processes involved will however be presented 

here. 

(i) Gases 

In general the processes involved in acoustic transient generation in gases have been 

likened to those in high explosive detonations. Given that the majority of gases are 

transparent, the main mechanism for acoustic transient creation within a gas has been 

found to result from dielectric breakdown. This process can be divided into two regimes: 

firstly the detonation or heating of the gas, and then secondly, the subsequent expansion 

of the spark and acoustic transient after the laser pulse has ended. 

Ramsden and Savic [25] were the first to study both of these phases. They proposed a 

model to explain the time dependence of the luminous spark produced experimentally by 

a Q-switched ruby laser pulse (SMW, 20ns) focused with a 8mm focal length lens into air 

at atmospheric pressure. Using this a relation was derived for the shock front 

displacement towards the lens and away from the focal point, and found that this was 

proportional to W"' I~' during the duration of the laser pulse, where W is the energy 

absorbed from the laser beam and I is time. The constant of proportionality was found to 

depend only on the geometry of the system and, the 3/5 power law came as a 

consequence of the inverse square fall off of the electric field as the shock front moves 

towards the lens. They verified this experimentally finding that the plasma front obeyed 

a 1°65 power law for the duration of the laser pulse, the plasma having preferential growth 

towards the focusing lens. It was postulated that the initial non-linear growth of the 

plasma was caused by a shock wave generated at the air breakdown site. This was 

thought to lead to further ionisation of the air immediately behind the shock front giving 
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rise to increased optical absorption behind the front, and hence the shock front would 

subsequently be maintained by greater absorption of energy from the laser beam. It was 

considered that this situation was equivalent to that of a detonation, where the reaction 

energy in a detonation gas mixture is replaced by the energy absorbed from the laser 

beam. 

Ramsden and Savic also found experimentally that after the laser pulse ended the shock 

front displacement followed a 1'.38 relationship. This situation was considered to be 

identical to that investigated by Taylor [20] (see section 2.2.2), who found that the time 

displacement of spherically symmetric blast waves caused by chemical and nuclear 

explosions followed a 1''' power law (equation 2.49). 

Daiber and Thompson [26] obtained results which conflicted with those by Ramsden and 

Savic. They studied the growth of a gas breakdown plasma, as well as the resulting 

shock front, over a range of gas pressures from 1-75atm in air, helium, argon and 

hydrogen using a ruby laser giving 25ns pulses with energies between 2 to 10 joules. It 

was found that the displacement relationship of the plasma followed a t" relationship, but 

N varied between 0.5 to 0.9 depending upon the initial gas pressure, laser energy and 

focal length of the focusing lens used. Daiber and Thompson thought that higher values 

of N could be explained by taking into account the shape of the laser pulse. They 

assumed the pulse to have a gaussian shape and found that the breakdown occurred at 

earlier times for higher powered pulses. Later Emmony [27] pointed out that apparent 

discrepancies in the value of N are almost entirely dependant upon the geometry of the 

system and the laser pulse shape. That is for N<0.6 geometrical considerations were 

considered dominant, whereas laser pulse shape and breakdown time accounted for 

displacements where N>0.6. 

After the cessation of the pulse Daiber and Thompson found that the displacement of the 

shock front followed a t02 relationship for all conditions of gas, laser power, pulse 

duration and focusing lens geometry. This differed considerably from Ramsden and 

Savic's results, and it was suggested that blast wave theory giving N-O.4 only applies 

when the shock wave radius exceeds that in which the energy is added. 

Subsequently Raiser [28-30] made a comprehensive analysis of laser induced shock wave 

generation in gases, in which three separate but related mechanisms were identified: 

(a) Breakdown wave - dielectric breakdown first occurs at the focal point of the lens 

where the electric field is at its greatest, giving rise to intense ionisation and heating. 
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That is the high intensity laser light ionises molecules which emit free electrons. 

These electrons are accelerated by absorbing light and subsequently go on to cause 

further ionisation in other nearby molecules by inelastic collisions processes, the 

total number of free electrons building up exponentially in an avalanche process. 

Given that the rate at which this process occurs is dependant upon the electric field 

intensity, the breakdown process will take longer to occur a points further away from 

the focus where the light intensity is not as strong. Hence the ionisation, or plasma, 

front will appear to grow as a breakdown wave towards the lens. Whereas 

breakdown on the other side of the focal point, remote from the lens, will occur at a 

slower rate since the laser light is attenuated by the strongly ionised plasma at the 

focal point. 

(b) Shock wave mechanism - the plasma at the focus of the lens expands quickly and 

creates a shock wave. As this propagates out into the surrounding gas, the gas is 

locally heated giving rise to an increased optical absorption coefficient. Given that 

high intensity light is only present in the focal cone of the lens, further energy is 

absorbed accelerating the shock, resulting in distortion in the overall shape of the 

shock front. 

(c) Radiative mechanism - the relatively cold outer regions of the plasma absorb thermal 

(blackbody) radiation from the hot inner core, become ionised and are subsequently 

able to absorb lower energy photons from the beam. 

(H) Liquids 

According to Hu [31], there are four main mechanisms responsible for the stress 

production and the resulting acoustic transients in liquids by laser irradiation, namely 

dielectric breakdown, electrostriction, vaporisation and the thermoelastic effect. The 

properties of these effects are summarised below: 

(a) Vaporisation - this occurs when the total light energy absorbed in the medium is 

greater than the boiling threshold for the liquid, giving rise to evaporation and an 

explosion. A typical value for the vaporisation threshold of water is about 537 

cal/cm'. This mechanism has been studied in some detail by Bell and Maccabee 

[32], Sigrist and Kneubuhl [33], Emmony [34], and theoretically by Bunkin and 

Komissarov [35]. 
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(b) Thermoelastic effect - this is the dominant mechanism when the total absorbed 

energy is too small for evaporation to take place, but it can still give rise to large 

acoustic waves. The effect is produced in the medium when the energy is injected in 

a very short time, say of the order of 10" sec. Absorption and heating results in very 

rapid thermal expansion of the liquid, the inertia of this giving rise to a large reaction 

force on the surrounding medium, even though the total expansion is small. Under 

this large reaction force the medium becomes slightly extensible and compressible 

giving rise to an acoustic wave. Sigrist and Kneubuhl [33] have studied this 

mechanism and vaporisation using a CO, laser. They observed using high speed 

photography that the geometry of the resulting acoustic transients was determined by 

the optical absorption coefficient a. of the liquid at the laser beam's wavelength 

(10.6Ilm). With high a. only a hemispherical wave was generated, originating from 

where the laser radiation intersects the surface of the liquid; however in liquids with 

Iowa. it was found that the laser beam penetrates the liquid creating a cylindrical 

wave in addition to the hemispherical wave. The thermo-elastic effect in liquids has 

been studied in some detail by many authors, including Carome et al [36], Hunter et 

al [37], Westervelt and Larson [38], and theoretically by Bushanan and Barnes [39] 

and Hu [31]. 

(c) Electrostriction - this mechanism becomes important in a few transparent liquids, 

such as N, and 0, at cryogenic temperatures, where the absorption coefficient is too 

small to give appreciable absorption of energy. It occurs in the beam of some Q
switched lasers that are capable of generating electric fields as high as 10' V fcm. 

This high electric field causes polarised molecules to move in or out of the field 

according to their charge, resulting in a density gradient and thus an acoustic 

transient. The electrostriction effect has been experimentally observed by Sullivan 

and Tam [40], and by Chaio et al [41], and considered theoretically by Lai and 

Young [42], and Heretier [43]. 

(d) Dielectric Breakdown - this is the most efficient means of producing high intensity 

acoustic transients, however it is often the most difficult effect to produce since 

extremely large electric fields and intensities are required, typically of the order of 

1010 Wcm-'. Also it was the first mechanism to be utilised for the generation of 

acoustic transients in liquids, being first reported by Askar'yan et al [44] who used a 

IllS duration high power Ruby laser pulse which was either focused or directed 

straight into water. It has been found to be useful for producing not only spherically 

symmetrical acoustic transients, but also a cavitation bubble which grows to some 

maximum diameter before collapsing and producing more acoustic transients [22]. 
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The effect in pure liquids is attributed to molecules becoming ionised by an 

extremely high electric field, the liberated electrons are subsequently accelerated by 

the radiation field and collide with other molecules causing further ionisation, and 

hence the number of freed electrons grows exponentially in an avalanche process. 

Breakdown is however produced at significantly lower intensities (few kWcm" [44]) 

in inhomogeneous liquids, where small impurities such as dust or dissolved gases 

absorb the light energy and become 'hot spots'. These impurities subsequently 

produce free electrons via inelastic collisions with other impurities, which then go on 

to produce the avalanche effect as before. A great number of papers have been 

published on acoustic transients generated by laser induced dielectric breakdown in 

liquids [45-48], and also more recently on its applications to surgery [49-53] and the 

study of cavitation phenomena [52-54]. Finally it can be commented that the energy 

and power densities that have been obtained during laser generated breakdown in 

liquids, between 1010 to 101
' Jcm" and 10'· to 10" Wcm" respectfully, are much 

greater those achieved in high-current electrical discharges and chemical explosions 

(10' Jcm-' and 10' Wcm-'). Infact the densities are of order of those achieved during 

nuclear explosions [55], even though the total amount of energy is small. 

(iii) Solids 

According to Scruby and Drain [23], there are a number of different processes that can 

take place when a solid surface is illuminated by pulsed laser light. At low intensities 

these include heating, the generation of thennal and elastic waves by the thenno-elastic 

effect and, in materials such as semiconductors electric currents may also be generated. 

Whereas at higher intensities material may be ablated from the surface and a plasma 

fonned, while in the material there may be melting, plastic defonnation, combustion and 

even the fonnation of cracks. In addition to longitudinal (sound) waves, transverse and 

surface waves can also be generated within solids by these mechanisms. 

The generation of elastic waves in solids thermoelastic effect was first observed in solids 

by White [56], and occurs when the incident power of the laser radiation is relatively low, 

say 10' to 10' W/cm'. When a solid with a high absorption coefficient is illuminated by a 

short pulse of light from a Q-switched laser, some of the radiation is reflected at the 

surface, whereas the rest is transmitted into the solid and absorbed within a short 

distance. For conductors this distance is defined by the skin depth, where conduction 

band electrons close to the surface either reflect or absorb the light, screening those 

deeper in from the radiation. Next, the absorbed energy heats the surface region of the 

solid and, this energy propagates into the material as a short lived thennal wave. The 
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subsequent rapid and localised increase in temperature results in thermal expansion, 

setting up stress and strain fields which propagate out as elastic waves deep into the 

material. In the simplest case where the surface is unconstrained, as shown in figure 

2.6(a), there will be very little stress developed normal to the surface, giving rise to a 

radial source of acoustic transients. 

Significant changes in the stress distribution can be obtained by adding liquid or solid 

layers to the surface prior to irradiation [24]. In the case shown in figure 2.6(b), where a 

thin film of liquid is applied to the surface, forces normal to the surface can be generated 

by momentum transfer if the liquid evaporates in addition to the radial stresses caused by 

thermo-elastic effect. Alternatively if a completely transparent (at the wavelength of the 

light) layer of solid material is bonded rigidly to the surface, as shown in figure 2.6( c), 

the absorbing material will be completely constrained in all directions. This results in 

stresses being developed in both the normal and radial directions during the rapid thermal 

expansion, thereby creating elastic waves which propagate in all directions. 

Given that the light pulse is very short, it is the total energy absorbed per pulse which 

determines the amplitudes of the elastic waves generated by the thermo-elastic effect. 

There is however no general rule as to the relative proportions of longitudinal, transverse 

and surface waves generated. The maximum amplitude of such waves generated by the 

thermo-elastic effect is defined by the damage threshold of the irradiated media, which is 

typically reached with beam intensities of the order of 10' Wcm·'. Beyond this threshold 

the temperature of the surface is raised above the boiling point of the solid, resulting in 

some of the material being vaporised and ejected from the surface. Often this 

accompanied by a spark, the vaporised material becoming ionised and forming a plasma. 

This process is called ablation, and the momentum transfer from the ejected material will 

cause stresses to be formed normal to the irradiated area. At high laser power densities 

these stresses will dominate over the more radial thermo-elastic stresses, giving rise to 

very strong elastic waves which will propagate into the solid, together with sound waves 

which propagate towards the laser in the surrounding gaseous medium. Vaporisation and 

ablation of solids by laser radiation can be produced most easily at the focal point of a 

lens. Typically a 30ns duration 100mJ pulse of light from a Q-switched laser will give 

rise to a power density of the order of 10' W cm-' when focused, much greater than the 

vaporisation threshold of _10' Wcm-' for most metals [23]. For further information on 

ablation the reader is referred to the book by Ready [57], and for experimental work the 

paper by Krehl et al [58]. The generation of acoustic transients in solids by the 

thermoelastic effect is covered in great detail in the book by Scruby and Drain [23], and 

also in the paper by Hutchins [24]. 
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2.2.4 - Cavitation 

The phenomenon of cavitation was first discovered by Reynolds in 1873 [59]. It was 

observed that when water flowed through a tube containing a local restriction, bubbles or 

cavities were formed in regions of low pressure which subsequently collapsed and 

vanished upon entering a region of higher pressure. Later Bamaby and Thomycroft [60] 

observed that bubbles were created around rotating ship propeller blades and were caused 

by the pressure drop around the blades. They observed that rapid erosion of the blades 

occurred due to the bubble formation and gave the phenomenon the name cavitation. 

Infact cavitation has been found as the main cause of damage in most hydraulic 

machinery, and in severe cases causes complete destruction of moving parts. 

Cavitation bubbles were first modelled theoretically by Rayleigh [61] who considered 

spherically symmetric bubbles. Rayleigh showed that although the total energy involved 

is small, the spherical convergence of a collapsing bubble can give rise to enormous 

energy densities and pressures as it reaches its minimum volume. Cavitation bubbles 

were also shown to undergo several cycles of expansion and collapse and this was first 

photographed in detail by Lauterbom [62,63]. The consequence of this is that every time 

cavitation bubbles collapse to their minimum volume it is found that acoustic transients 

are produced; since at minimum volume the pressure and rate of change of pressure is at 

its highest around the bubbles. Also the extreme pressures can initiate other phenomena, 

such as the emission of light (sonoluminescence) and the initiation of chemical reactions. 

Since the discovery of cavitation much effort has been put into researching and 

understanding the precise mechanisms involved and, ultimately to search for a means of 

controlling cavitation damage. Several authors have suggested that shock waves are the 

predominant mechanism for damage [64,65]. These are created during the collapse of a 

spherical cavitation bubble, and also as such a bubble is arrested by solid boundary 

placed close by. Another mechanism which has been suggested is that the damage is 

caused by a liquidjet or water hammer, which is formed within the asymmetric collapse 

of a cavitation bubble when it is close to a solid boundary. This idea was first put 

forward by Komfeld and Suvorov [66] and observed later experimentally by Naude and 

Ellis [67]. No consensus has been reached in the literature, however, as to which 

mechanism is dominant. Some experimental investigators such as Hickling and Plesset 

[64], as well as Fujikawa and Akamatsu [68,69], have produced evidence that it is the 

shock waves which damage the solid. Whereas other authors have come to the 

conclusion that the damage is caused by a liquid jet, these include Benjamin and Ellis 

[70], Plesset and Chapman [71], Lauterbom and Bolle [63], and Jin [22]. 
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Although mechanical methods of generating cavitation have been used to investigate the 

mechanisms involved, such techniques make the observation of the history of a single 

bubble impractical because of the inherent random nature of cavitation. Hence cavitation 

is often artificially generated in water by either electrical spark discharge, the blowing of 

hot vapour into the liquid, underwater chemical explosion, high intensity sound field and, 

also by focused laser irradiation to give dielectric breakdown in water. All of these 

methods rely upon violently changing the pressure within the liquid to create the bubble. 

Generation of cavitation bubbles by high intensity acoustic fields has been studied in 

some detail by Flynn [72]. Acoustic cavitation, as it is termed, results when the negative 

pressure (or positive tension) in the rarefaction parts of an acoustic wave exceeds the 

tensile strength of the liquid. This has been measured for pure water by Briggs [73] and 

found to be about -275 bars; however it has been found to be more easily produced in 

impure water with 1110 to 11100 of the pressure, the cavitation being initiated at 

inhomogeneities present called nuclei or microbubbles. Generation of cavitation bubbles 

by laser induced liquid dielectric breakdown, called optical cavitation, has been studied 

in some detail by Jin [22] and comes about by the same interactions described in the last 

section. This technique has a distinct advantage over many of the others because the 

bubble can be easily generated at a chosen point and, it leaves the region clear of 

obstacles enabling high speed photographing of the event. 

2.2.5 - Spark discharges 

If a small potential difference is applied across two electrodes in an insulating or 

dielectric medium then under normal conditions only a small, negligible current will 

flow. When the potential is increased to some critical magnitude, the dielectric medium 

abruptly becomes conducting and a large current begins to flow. Localised intense 

heating of the gas occurs giving rise to rapid thermal expansion and the generation of an 

acoustic transient together with a bright spark. This phenomena known as dielectric 

breakdown, sparking, or arc discharge occurs under a number of conditions: at its 

greatest during lightning strikes and at its smallest between low voltage switch contacts. 

The potential at which this begins to occur is called the breakdown potential or sparking 

potential; the magnitude of which depends upon the dielectric medium involved, the 

time variation of the potential, and also the size, shape, material and separation of the 

electrodes. For example, air typically breaks down at potentials between 8.6kV and 

30kV for point like and parallel plate electrodes respectively with 1crn separation [74]. 
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The many processes involved in electrically induced breakdown of gases were first 

studied by J. J. Thompson [75] and J. S. Townsend [76], and have been extensively 

reviewed Llewellyn-Jones [77]. Initially when a potential difference is established across 

two electrodes in a gas, electrons which are naturally produced at the cathode are 

accelerated towards the anode by the electric field. During their travel these electrons 

ionise gas molecules through inelastic collisions, thereby producing more electrons which 

are also accelerated and go onto collide with other gas molecules. This gives rise to an 

avalanche effect, where the electron population rises exponentially with distance from the 

cathode, until they are eventually neutralised at the anode. 

Secondary electron generation processes also exist which become dominant at the 

breakdown potential. At low gas pressures additional electrons are generated at the 

cathode by the incidence of either accelerated positive ions, excited metastable gas 

atoms, and also by photons which have been released through the photoelectric effect 

during gas molecule ionisation. These photons can also be absorbed by unexcited gas 

molecules giving rise to ionisation, and both the photons and electrons can excite already 

ionised molecules to release more electrons. Dielectric breakdown occurs when the rate 

of electron generation just exceeds the loss of electrons through mechanisms such as 

diffusion and drift. Since an electron gas, or plasma, is formed the electrical resistance of 

the gas falls to almost zero allowing a very great current to flow which is limited only by 

the electrical circuit supplying the electrodes. Typically currents of up to 10kA can flow 

and, it is possible for up to 50% of the supplied electrical energy to be converted into 

mechanical energy [83]. 

At higher pressures however, including atmospheric pressure, very few extra electrons 

are generated at the cathode and, Loeb's streamer theory [77,78] of breakdown then 

applies. Here narrow luminous tracks are observed upon spark breakdown, indicating 

that additional electrons are generated mainly by photo-ionisation by photons produced in 

the primary electron avalanche. This ionisation only becomes rapid, however, when the 

original field is heavily distorted by a positive space charge at the head of the avalanche. 

These new electrons then initiate additional avalanches near the head of the main 

avalanche, producing rapid effective propagation of the avalanche across the gap. 

Breakdown occurs when the streamer reaches the cathode [78]. 

Less is known about the mechanisms behind electrically induced dielectric breakdown in 

liquids since the processes involved are not necessarily the same under all conditions. In 

general it is thought that the Loeb's streamer theory also applies to liquids accompanied 

by low-density disturbances near the cathode [79], such as cavitation bubbles. Liquids 
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have a higher dielectric strength than gases; typically water has a breakdown potential in 

the region ofa few hundred kV/cm. This is however very dependant upon the purity of 

the water, since impurities can be draw up into the high field region causing partial 

bridging of the high potential gap and so precipitate breakdown. 

Finally it is worth noting that the first high speed photographs of acoustic transients were 

taken by Toepler [80] who used spark gaps not only as pulsed light sources, but also to 

generate the shock waves. Other techniques for generating dielectric breakdown exist, 

such as by using a theta pinch in which breakdown is caused by high electric fields 

developed within a single turn coil [81]. Lastly, further information about the design of 

spark discharge systems can be found in Frungel's books [82-85]. 

2.2.6 - Piezoelectric transducers 

The phenomena in which materials develop an electrical polarisation when mechanically 

stressed and, conversely, change their shape in an electric field is called Piezoelectricity 

[86]. It was first discovered in 1880 by Pierre and Jacques Curie [87,88], who found the 

effect in several naturally occurring minerals, such as Rochelle salt (potassium sodium 

tartrate), quartz (nearly colourless silicon dioxide) and tourmaline ( a silicate). Their 

discovery came as a consequence of studying the relationship between Pyroelectricity 

(generation of electrical charge by changes in temperature) and crystal symmetry, and the 

phenomenon was later given the name Piezoelectricity by Hankel since Piezo- is derived 

from the Greek word for press. The effect remained a laboratory curiosity until 1916 

when Langevin demonstrated the first acoustic transducers, utilising quartz placed 

between two metal electrodes as both the source and detector of sound in a simple sonar 

system [89]. 

In 1940 the first synthetic piezoelectric substance, barium titanate, was fabricated [90]. 

This is a ferroelectric ceramic which becomes piezoelectric by poling the material in an 

electric field above its Curie temperature, and it has piezoelectric properties comparable 

to those of Rochelle salt. Being a ceramic barium titanate has several more favourable 

properties, such as that it is not water soluble, can withstand higher temperatures and can 

be moulded into almost any physical shape, whereas the naturally occurring crystalline 

materials could only be cut with diamond saws. This material was quickly followed by 

other man-made substances offering yet better performances. These include ethylene 

diamine tartrate (EDT), dipotassium tartrate (DKT), ammonium dihydrogen phosphate 

(ADP), lead metaniobate, lead zirconate titanate (PZT), and synthetic quartz. 
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Piezoelectric effects also exists in polymers. This was first discovered as early as 1924 

[91], however it was not until the work of Fukada [92,93] in the 1950's and 1960's that 

such materials were examined in detailed. The real breakthrough came in 1969 when 

Kawai [94] discovered a strong piezoelectric effect in Polyvinylidene Fluoride, better 

known as either PVDF or PVF,. This material exhibits considerably stronger 

piezoelectric activity than other polymers, which is in part due to its high dielectric 

constant [95]. 

The most typical configuration for piezoelectric transducers is that of a piezoelectric 

substance placed between two parallel plate electrodes, with the piezo material polled in 

the direction perpendicular to the plates. If a voltage V is applied across these plates the 

dimensions of the material will, to a good approximation, change linearly with electric 

field along all three axes. As a result the strains in the material parallel (/:"w/w) and 

perpendicular (/:"s/s) to the plates under stress-free conditions will be: 

Liw =d (V) 
w 31 S 

and /:"s =d (V) 
s 33 S 

-(2.51) 

where s and w are the thickness and length of the material, Lis and !!.w are the changes in 

thickness and length, and d33 and d" are the respective piezoelectric strain constants. 

Here the first subscript denotes the direction of the applied electric field (3 for 

perpendicular to plates) and the second subscript gives the direction of mechanical strain 

(1 or 2 for the two directions parallel to plates.) Also note that positive strain results 

from when the electric field is applied in the same direction as the original poling field of 

the piezoelectric material. 

The strains developed in a piezoelectric material under stress-free conditions can also be 

calculated in terms of the open-circuit charge Q applied to the electrodes: 

- (2.52) 

where A is the area of the electrodes and, 9" and 933 are the piezoelectric stress constants 

of the material. Typical values for the piezoelectric stress and strain constants are shown 

in table 2.3 [96-100] (see page 46), together with two other important constants. The 

electromechanical coupling factor k expresses the ability of a transducer to convert the 

applied electrical energy into mechanical energy, and visa versa. Whereas the acoustic 
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impedance Z can be used to find the amount of energy reflected Re and transmitted TE at 

the interface between the transducer and the external medium as follows: 

RE = (Zlran - Z.~)2 and 
Zlran + Z.~ 

- (2.53) 

where l"", and Ze. are the acoustic impedances of the piezoelectric and external media 

respectively. These relations follow from equations (2.1lc) and (2.20) for normally 

incident waves at an interface. As a result the best piezoelectric materials will have 

acoustic impedances close to that of the external medium, this is so that the amount of 

energy transmitted is maximised. 

Of the piezoelectric materials available, PZT has become the most popular for the 

generation of acoustic waves due to its comparatively high coupling factor. The acoustic 

impedance of PZT is, however, very much greater than that of air (425 kgm·'s·') and 

water (J.5xI0' kgm·'s·'). As a result most of the acoustic energy is reflected back into the 

transducer. To some extent this can be reduced by using an impedance matching layer, 

called a couplant, placed between the transducer and the external medium. Alternatively 

the polymer polyvinylidene fluoride can be used as the transducer material, since this has 

an acoustic impedance much closer to that of water. For acoustic sources the 

piezoelectric characteristics of PVDF are however not as good as those of PZT; both the 

coupling factor and the strain constants are smaller, meaning that a higher driving voltage 

is required to give the same output from a PVDF transducer compared with one made 

fromPZT. 

Further information on piezoelectric transducers can be found in a review article by 

Crecraft [lOO], and for piezoceramic transducers in a paper by Gallego-Juarez [97]. For a 

detailed comparison between ceramic and polymer piezoelectric materials the reader is 

referred to a paper by Lancee et al [101]. Details of the applications of piezoelectric 

transducers can be found in a book by Shields [102], and the crystal structures of 

piezoelectric materials can be found in an article by Sworakowski [103]. Finally 

piezoelectricity is not to be confused with the much smaller effect called electrostriction, 

which is seen in all dielectric materials and follows the square of the applied electric field 

[96]. 
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2.2.7 - Lithotriptors 

In this section pulsed high pressure acoustic sources will be briefly investigated. These 

devices have been used predominantly in the medical field for the fragmentation of Gaul 

and Biliary stones, and given this application such transducers have come to be known as 

Lithotriptors, which is derived from the Greek for 'stone breakers'. 

The idea of fragmenting Gall stones, sometimes called calculi, by using high pressure 

continuous ultrasound was first investigated independently by several authors in the 

1940's and 1950's [104-106]. It was found that even the largest continuous pressure 

waves produced had too small an intensity to effectively fragment the stone and, these 

waves caused damage to human tissue though ultrasonic heating. It too a further two 

decades before Forj3mann et. al. [107] solved these problems by using single pulses of 

ultrasonic energy generated by a spark gap focused by an elliptical reflector onto the 

stones, fragmenting them with the shock wave developed. As a result Dornier [108,109] 

produced the first clinically applicable system, pioneering the field of extracorporeal 

shock wave lithotripsy; which was followed later by similar systems from the Siemens 

medical group and Wolf. 

Typically the compressive strength of stones found in kidneys is about IIMPa [110] and, 

there are several high pressure acoustic sources which are capable of generating peak 

pressures in excess of this: 

(i) Electromagnetic acoustic source (EMAS) - this design of emitter is shown 

schematically in figure 2.7(a). A spirally wound coil is mounted onto an acoustically 

hard and electrically insulating backing. When an electric current pulse is passed 

through the coil it produces a rapidly increasing magnetic field which induces eddy 

currents (according to Lenz's law) in a metallic membrane. Electrostatic repulsion 

occurs between the currents in the coil and membrane, giving the membrane kinetic 

energy which is transmitted into the water as an acoustic wave. The acoustic 

transient is then focused by an acoustic lens made from polystyrene, which has the 

effect of increasing the peak pressure generated and accelerating the fonnation of a 

shock wave. Mathematical analyses of this type of source are given by Alcock [Ill] 

and Eisenmenger [112], whereas design and construction considerations can be 

found in several papers by Camell, Emmony and Alcock [113,114]. Typically peak 

pressures in the region of 60MPa [115] can be generated using this type of emitter. 

This fonn of transducer also has applications in oceanography and in the 

investigation of chemical equilibria [116]. 
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(ii) Planar piezoelectric source - when an external electric field is applied across a 

planar piezoelectric crystal, the external dimensions of the piezo material change as 

described in the last section. Provided that the electric field is pulsed high enough, a 

pressure wave is produced which is then focused using an acoustic lens, as shown 

schematically in figure 2.7(b). Peak pressures of up to 115MPa have been reported 

for this type of transducer [115]. 

(iii) Hemispherical piezoelectric source - shown schematically figure 2.7(c). The 

principle for this type of emitter is similar to that of the planar piezoelectric source, 

except that the transducer is spherically shaped and is therefore self-focusing. 

Although modern piezoelectric ceramics can be fabricated into the required shape, it 

is more usual for the source to be comprised of small flat elements arranged in a 

curved mosaic. This type of shock wave generator is consumes more space (up to 

50cm diameter [117]) than other designs and, the life time of the piezoelectric 

crystals is limited by mechanical damage due to peeling off of the piezo-ceramic 

elements and by electrical breakdown of the materials insulation. 

(iv) Spark gap source - this design for a high pressure acoustic source was the first to be 

applied as a Lithotriptor by Domier [108,109] and is shown in figure 2.7(d). The 

basic principle is that energy is released suddenly in a small volume using a spark 

gap (see section 2.2.5,) thus generating an exploding plasma which then expands 

with supersonic velocity. The resulting shock wave is then focused by an elliptic 

reflector. Typically peak pressures of about 80MPa can be generated using such a 

system [115], however this form of shock wave generator suffers from extreme 

variations in intensity (up to ±45%) [118] due to the transient nature of spark gaps. 

When applied to lithotripsy, the dimensions of these systems are a compromise between 

several factors. If the device is too large skeletal parts obscure and absorb the acoustic 

waves, whereas a small aperture leads to a higher power density at the body's point of 

entry, thereby causing pain sensation if not also tissue damage [119]. 
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2.3 - The measurement and characterisation of acoustic transients 

In the last section it has been seen that acoustic transients can be generated by a large 

number of different mechanisms. These sources cannot always be accurately modelled 

theoretically, and different sources give rise to acoustic transients with very different 

temporal and spatial properties. It is therefore beneficial to measure experimentally 

generated acoustic transients to either characterise the source, or examine the effects of 

the transients upon objects placed in their path. Among numerous other examples, the 

characterisation of acoustic transients has been shown to be useful for examining urinary 

and biliary stone damage in extracorporeal lithotripsy [110-113,116,119], blast wave 

effects from intense explosions [11,18,20], and cavitation bubble damage to surfaces 

[54,64-65,68-69]. 

There are a great number of techniques that have been developed in the last century for 

the detection and characterisation of acoustic transients. The most successful of these 

measurement techniques can be broadly divided into two categories: 

(a) Transducers - in which the measurement of pressure takes place at a single point in 

the path of an acoustic transient. Transducers give rise to a signal 8(1) measured with 

respect to time. There are two general types of transducer, firstly piezoelectric 

transducers which will be discussed in the next section, and secondly optical probes 

which will be reviewed in section 2.3.2. 

(b) High Speed Photography - where an acoustic transient is frozen at one of more 

points in time and imaged onto a recording medium. This technique gives rise to an 

image with intensity l(x,Y) which varies according to spatial co-ordinates. Temporal 

resolution, that is how effectively the image of the acoustic transient being measured 

is frozen in time, can be achieved using either (i) a pulsed light source or (ii) a 

shuttered camera. Both of these techniques will be discussed in section 2.3.3. In 

general photographic techniques can only be used for transients propagating in 

transparent media. Furthermore acoustic transients are invisible, however the 

refractive index of the medium local to the transient is pressure dependant giving rise 

to the refraction of light. The effects of this can be imaged, and techniques for doing 

this are described in section 2.3.4. 
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2.3.1 - Piezoelectric transducers 

Acoustic transients may be detected and characterised using piezoelectric transducers. 

As commented earlier in section 2.2.6, this was first demonstrated in 1916 by Langevin 

[89] who showed that a quartz crystal placed between two metal electrodes could be used 

as both source and detector of sound in a simple sonar system. Devices for measuring 

acoustic transients propagating in water are called hydro phones. Traditionally 

hydrophones have been fabricated out of poled ceramic materials such as barium titanate 

(BaTiO,), lead zirconate titanate (PZT), quartz, and lead metaniobate. Extensive reviews 

of the physical properties of ceramic piezoelectric materials can be found in papers by 

Gallego-Juarez [97] and Berlincourt [120], as well as in the book by Ikeda [96]. Ceramic 

piezoelectric materials have been extensively used as both sources and detectors in the 

medical field (e.g. ultrasound scanning and lithotriptors), as well as in non-destructive 

testing (e.g. flaw detection in materials) [97,100]. Since the discovery of a large 

piezoelectric effect in the organic polymer polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) [92,93], this 

polymer has become probably the most popular material for use in hydrophones. This 

material has been used in a number of configurations ranging from thin mm detectors to 

needle hydrophones. Furthermore it has been used extensively in the characterisation of 

acoustic transients associated with cavitation [22,121-124], laser interactions [22,55,125], 

and lithotripsy [110,113,115-116,119,126]. 

The piezoelectric properties of ceramic and polymer piezoelectric materials are shown in 

table 2.3, and have been compared in Woodward [127] and also by Lancee et al [101]. 

Of particular importance in the design of hydrophones is the piezoelectric stress constant 

9". 10 the case of a simple transducer where the piezoelectric material is sandwiched 

between two metal electrodes and is poled in the direction normal to these plates, the 

open circuit voltage V generated upon the electrodes due to a compressive pressure P, 

applied perpendicular to the plates will be: 

- (2.54) 

where s is the thickness of the piezoelectric material. From table 2.3 it can clearly be 

seen that the magnitude of the stress constant of the polymer PVDF is 13 times higher 

than that of ceramic materials such as PZT. Clearly from the above equation the same 

amount of pressure applied to similar dimension transducers fabricated out of PZT and 

PVOF will give rise to a far higher voltage output from the polymer. 
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k" / % d" / pCN' d" / pCN' 
, , 

/1O'VmN' Z / 10' kgrri2s' g" / 10 VmN g" 

Rochelle salt 76 550 - - - -
Quartz (crystal) 10 2.3 - - - \5.2 
Barium titanate 50 150 -58 14 -5.5 27 
Lead Metaniobate 38 80 -10 36 -4.5 -
PZT-4 70 290 -123 26 -11 30 
PVDF 20 -33 23 -339 216 4 

Sources: Ikeda, T. (1990)· Fundamentals of Piezoelectricity, Published by Oxford University Press. 
GalIego-Juarez, J. A. (1989) - Piezoelectric Ceramics and Ultrasonic Transducers, J. Phys. E: Sci. Instrum. 22, pp804-816. 
Brush-Clevite Ud. (1966) - Piezoelectricity, A Data BookJor Designers, Brush Clevite Ltd. Data Book .• V.K. 
Gultan Industries Inc. (1961) - Glennite Piezoceramics,Gulton Industries Data Book, U.S.A.. 
Crecraft. 0.1. (1983) - Ultrasonic Instrumentation: Principles, Methods and Applications, J. Phys. E: Sci. Instrum. 16, ppI81-189. 

Table 2.3 - Properties of several piezoelectric materials. 

(a) Polyvinylidene-fluoride 
membrane hydro phone. 

(b) Polyvinylidene.fluoride 
needle hydrophone. 

(c) Miniture ultrasonic 
ceramic hydrophone. 

Figure 2.8 - Piezoelectric hydrophones. 
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An other important factor is the coupling factor k33 which represents the ability of a given 

piezoelectric material to convert mechanical energy into electrical energy. From table 2.3 

it can be seen that the coupling factor of PZT is 3.5 times larger than that of PVDF, 

making PZT a much more efficient material. Lastly the acoustic impedance Z of a 

transducer material determines the amount of an incident acoustic transient which is 

transmitted into the transducer at the water-transducer interface, as defined earlier by the 

Rayleigh's reflection coefficients [5] in equation (2.19), and equation (2.20) for normally 

incident waves. Clearly the polymer PVDF has a much closer acoustic impedance to 

water than PZT, and is therefore a much better material for detecting acoustic transients 

propagating in water. Typically 80% of the energy in a normally incident acoustic 

transient is transmitted into a PVDF transducer, whereas only 18% is transmitted into the 

ceramic PZT. Furthermore acoustic reflection at the transducer boundary can also 

significantly perturb the acoustic field being measured. Clearly the low acoustic 

impedance and the relatively high value for the piezoelectric stress constant makes PVDF 

a far more superior hydrophone material than a ceramic. 

A great number of piezoelectric hydrophones have been built and it is beyond the scope 

for this review to detail them all. For further information the reader is referred to reviews 

by Oallego-Juarez [97] for ceramic transducers, and Sessler for PVDF hydrophones [95]. 

Several transducer designs will however be described here briefly because of their 

relevance to detecting water born acoustic transients with high spatial and temporal 

resolution. 

The simplest and most common form of piezoelectric transducer comprises of a thin film 

of piezoelectric material sandwiched between two metallic electrodes, the piezoelectric 

material being poled in the direction which is normal to the plates. A typical fabrication 

process for PVDF film transducers can be found in reference [128], and in this material 

the piezoelectric effect has been found to work well for frequencies up to 100Hz [129]. 

The frequency response of a free standing film transducer is predominantly limited by the 

acoustic resonance of the film. The (half wavelength) resonant frequency tR of the film 

can be calculated using the time of flight of an acoustic transient entering the film, being 

reflected at the rear interface, and returning to the front interface: 

~ = ctrans 

2s 
- (2.55) 

where c.",. is the sound speed in the film which has thickness s. Typically a 9!lffi thick 

PVDF film transducer will have a resonant frequency of about 120MHz. Greater 
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temporal resolution can be obtained with thinner piezoelectric films, however this gives 

rise to a reduced output voltage as indicated in equation (2.54). Furthermore the voltage 

resolution is reduced because the amount of noise is proportional to the frequency range 

measured, as stated by the bandwidth theorem. 

Clearly thick film transducers will have relatively poor temporal resolution. This can to 

some extent be improved by backing the film transducer with a material which has the 

same acoustic impedance and relatively large dimensions. This eliminates reflection of 

the acoustic transient at the rear interface back into the transducer, and gives rise to a rise 

time which is equal to the time for the transient to traverse the film. The wave 

transmitted into the backing material is then either eventually absorbed, or returns to the 

film via other reflections well after the signal of interest has finished. Furthermore when 

the rise time of the film transducer is taken into account, the pressure profile of a 

normally incident planar acoustic transient can be temporally resolved to a higher 

resolution than that of the voltage output of the transducer [130]. 

The parallel plate construction of film transducers also makes the device inherently 

capacitive, making voltage output frequency dependant. The resulting electrical 

impedance Z, of such devices at a frequency f is defined by: 

I s Z =-=-
• 21lfC 21lfEA 

- (2.56) 

where C is capacitance of the device, which varies with the area of the electrodes A and 

the permittivity E of the piezoelectric material. 

One problem with large area film transducers is that such devices have poor spatial 

resolution due to their size. Higher spatial resolutions can be achieved by reducing the 

area of the film, such as in the spot poled membrane transducer design [131-134] which 

was first demonstrated by DeReggi [131]. In this technique a thin sheet of unpolarised 

PVDF film, typically 25J.llll thick, is stretched over a drum and is metalised in a limited 

area by vacuum deposition, as shown schematically in figure 2.8(a). The electrodes on 

both sides of the film only overlap in the centre, and typically the resulting active area 

can be as little as 0.3mm in circular diameter [134]. Poling of the piezoelectric material 

is then performed by applying the appropriate voltage to the electrodes (an electric field 

of -IMV/cm [131]) at a temperature of -390DC for about 15 minutes. Spot poled 

membrane hydrophones have been shown to exhibit minimal perturbation to the acoustic 

field being probed, and have a broad-band and smoothly varying frequency response. 
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Such devices are not omni-directional however, and have a maximum frequency of up to 

100MHz [132] which is sometimes too low for resolving shock fronts. This type of 

hydrophone has however been extensively used characterising acoustic transients 

generated by medical lithotriptors [115-116,119,126]. 

An alternative transducer design is that of the needle hydro phone, which is shown 

schematically in figure 2.8(b). This transducer was first demonstrated by Platte [135-

137] and has recently been found useful for studying both acoustic transients generated 

by optical cavitation [121,138] and lithotripsy [110,119]. In this design a metal needle, 

rounded at its tip, is coated with a thin layer of polyvinylidene fluoride. The needle 

forms one of the transducer electrodes, and the other is vacuum deposited onto the 

outside of the piezoelectric material. A small spot poled zone at the needle point 

approximately 200llm in diameter forms the sensitive region of the hydrophone, which 

gives the transducer extremely high spatial resolution. The thickness of the PVDF layer 

is also smallest at the needle point, typically 20llm thick. As a result the device has an 

acoustic resonant frequency of about 55MHz giving the transducer high temporal 

resolution. Furthermore the curved shape of the sensitive region gives rise to non

directivity in a wide angular range. 

Finally miniature hydrophones have also been constructed out of piezoelectric ceramics 

such as barium titanate [139,140] and lead zirconate titanate (PZT) [139]. Figure 2.8(c) 

shows a typical construction in which a small plate of piezoelectric material (typically 

400llm thick and 0.8mm square [139]) is attached to a platinum wire. The piezoelectric 

crystal is pre-poled in the direction of the wire, which also serves as one of the electrodes. 

An epoxy resin is used to support the crystal at the end of a glass capillary tube, and this 

is coated with silver conductive paint which acts as the second electrode. Ceramic based 

miniature hydrophones have been found useful in the characterisation of acoustic 

transients originating from lithotriptors [116,126], and also in the study of optical 

cavitation [121,138]. 

2.3.2 - Optical transducers 

Acoustic transients may also be accurately characterised using optical probe transducers. 

Almost all of these optical transducers are based upon fibre optic technology and have 

been reviewed in some detail by Giallorenzi et al [141], Bucaro and Cole [142-144], 

Davis [145], and most recently by Bilaniuk [146]. The idea of an acousto-optic 

transducer has existed since Bell [147] proposed his photo phone in 1880, however the 
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first practical design for an optical acoustic sensor was probably that of Von Ohain [148] 

in 1935 in which an interferometer would sense vibrations on a membrane. The first 

acousto-optic hydrophone developed was probably the phase dependant moving mirror 

hydrophone [149]. In this arrangement light is reflected diagonally back and forth down 

the length of two parallel mirrors. One of the mirrors is movable and is attached to a 

diaphragm which responds to incident acoustic waves, thus modulating the total optical 

path length through the mirror system. The device forms one path of a Mach-Zehnder 

interferometer which is used to detect the changes in path length. 

More recently Bucaro [150-151] and Cole [152] have introduced the use of optical fibre 

interferometers for acoustic detection. In these arrangements the moving mirror is 

replaced by a high quality glass fibre. The acoustic waves to be detected are allowed to 

interact with a portion of the fibre, and the resulting compression gives rise to a change in 

the refractive index the fibre core which induces phase modulation. Again the phase 

modulation is converted into an amplitude signal using a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. 

Hydrophones of this nature have been demonstrated to have a reasonably high frequency 

response (> IMHz [153]). Furthermore perhaps the most attractive feature of these 

hydrophones is that it is possible to arrange the sensing fibre in almost any configuration 

desired: linear, spiral, and cylindrical have all been demonstrated. 

Another recent hydrophone design is that of the fibre microbend sensor [154-155]. This 

device utilises induced bending loss in an optical fibre when deformed using a series of 

ridges connected to a diaphragm which moves under the influence of the acoustic field 

being detected. Evanescent or coupled waveguide sensors [156-158] on the other hand, 

have two parallel fibres placed in very close contact so that light is coupled between the 

two fibre cores. If light is incident along only one of these fibres then the amount of 

transmitted to the other is a function of the interaction length, refractive indices and 

separation of the cores [157]. The refractive indices and core separation can be altered by 

an incident acoustic wave, and therefore give rise to a signal in the second fibre. 

The moving fibre hydrophone [159] employs two fibres which are mounted such that 

their end surfaces are parallel, coaxial, and separated by about 2J..llll. The acoustic waves 

incident induce relative motion between the two fibres, one of which is fixed and the 

other is free to move in the acoustic field. Relative motion varies the light coupled 

between the two fibre ends and thus modulates the transmitted light intensity. A more 

sensitive arrangement based upon frustrated total internal reflection has been 

demonstrated by Spillman and McMahon [160]. In this arrangement the two fibre ends 

are cleaved at the critical angle so that total internal reflection occurs for all modes 
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propagating in the fibres, and the fibres are positioned sufficiently close to each other so 

that a large amount of the light power is transmitted across the gap. If one of the fibres is 

fixed and the other is connected to a diaphragm, then vertical displacements caused by 

acoustic interactions with the diaphragm give rise to modulation of the light power 

coupled between the two fibres. 

Hydrophones based upon changes in the polarisation of light propagating down a single 

mode fibre have also been demonstrated [161-162]. In these devices a coil of fibre is 

placed in tension by wrapping it around a small compliant cylinder, which induces a large 

birefringence in the fibre. When a linearly polarised input beam is used, changes in the 

polarisation of the light induced by an incident acoustic transient can be simply detected 

using analysing polarisers. Another sensor, the Schlieren [163] or grating [164] 

hydrophone, uses two parallel diffraction gratings of which one is attached to a 

diaphragm and the other is fixed. These are mounted in a collimated probe beam, and the 

relative movement the gratings perpendicular to the light beam induced by the incident 

acoustic field at the diaphragm gives rise to modulation of the light beam. This sensor 

has advantages over others in that tight mechanical tolerances are not required. 

Although proven to be extremely useful in many underwater applications, the transducers 

described above do not address the problem of measuring acoustic transients with high 

spatial and temporal resolution. Infact due to their physical size many of the above are 

unable to resolve the fast rising curved wavefront shock waves generated by, say, optical 

cavitation. One fibre optic sensor which is capable of measuring acoustic transients with 

high spatial resolution has been demonstrated by Staudenraus and Eisenmenger [165-

167]. This transducer is shown schematically in figure 2.9(a), and is based upon changes 

in the reflection of light at the end of a single mode glass fibre which is submerged in 

water. The reflectance at the fibre tip is perturbed by changes in the refractive index of 

the water arising from an acoustic transient incident upon the front face, and a probe 

beam generated ~y a semiconductor laser (lOOmW, 800nm) is then used to measure this 

effect. A 3dB fibre coupler is used to sample the reflected light so that the signal can be 

measured by a photodiode. Furthermore noise generated by the semiconductor laser is 

removed by sampling the probe beam before reflection, and subtracting it from the 

measured signal. 

The spatial resolution of the fibre optic hydrophone is determined by the diameter of the 

glass fibre, which in the case of the device demonstrated by Eisenmenger [165] is lOO~m. 

As commented above, the sensitivity of the transducer to acoustic waves is dependant 

upon the reflectance at the glass-water interface. Since the refractive index of glass is 
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relatively insensitive to stress, the reflectance is predominantly determined by changes in 

the refractive index of the water. Unfortunately the change in the refractive index of 

water due to an applied pressure is rather small (AnI~Jl"'1.4xlO-' bar-I [165]), and 

therefore the overall sensitivity of the device is also small. As a result the signal 

measurement requires the detection of a small decrease in reflected light intensity against 

a relatively large background. Furthermore only 0.4% of the probe beam is reflected 

back down the fibre to the photodiode. This fails to utilise all of the probe beam 

intensity, and almost all of the powerful (-100mW [165]) probe beam is transmitted into 

the water making eye protection necessary, which makes this device difficult to use. This 

device has however been demonstrated characterising the acoustic output of lithotriptors 

[119,165]. 

PhiIlips [168] suggested a similar fibre optic reflection hydrophone with a much higher 

sensitivity. The design is shown schematically in figure 2.9(b) and is based upon a single 

mode fibre which is cleaved close to the critical angle. The reflectance of the water-to

fibre interface is defined by the Fresnel equations [169], which are functions of the 

incident angle and polarisation of the probe beam, as well as the refractive indices of the 

media involved. The greatest sensitivity of the reflectance to small changes in the 

refractive index is found to be at, or just below, the critical angle. Furthermore at this 

angle almost all of the probe beam is reflected back down the fibre to the photo detector. 

This results in the signal measurement being made against a much smaller background 

radiation level, and allows the use of a much less powerful probe beam source. The near 

total internal reflection hydrophone has however never been demonstrated practically, 

and it is thought that this was because the cleaved fibre end disrupted the single mode 

properties of the fibre giving rise to high beam divergence, thus reducing the sensitivity 

of the device. This will be discussed in more detail in chapter four. 

Other techniques for improving the sensitivity of a reflection probe hydrophone have also 

been demonstrated and are described by Davis [145]. One method is to coat the plane 

cleaved end of a fibre with a mirror, and incorporate this as one arm of a Michelson 

interferometer. If the fibre tip is placed in the path of an acoustic transient, then changes 

in the refractive index of the fibre will give rise to a change in the relative path length of 

the interferometer arms. This is detected by a photodiode when the two (coherent) light 

beams combine and interfere at the beam splitter. A second technique involves coating 

the fibre tip with a half silvered mirror, followed by thin film of transparent material, and 

on top of this a fully reflecting mirror. This arrangement forms a Fabry-Perot 

interferometer in which interference of a coherent probe beam takes place at the half 

silvered interface. Again an incident acoustic transient causes changes in the refractive 
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index of the fibre. This gives rise to phase modulation of the probe beam, which is 

converted to an amplitude modulation by the interferometer. 

An other sensor capable of measuring acoustic transients with high spatial resolution has 

been demonstrated by Dandridge et at [170]. This device is shown schematically in 

figure 2.10 and utilises a single mode semiconductor laser with an external second 

mirror. The external reflector, placed in the path of the acoustic transient, feeds light 

back into the laser cavity, and the phase of the reflected light is determined by the 

displacement of the mirror. When the reflected light is in phase with that inside the laser 

cavity the effect is to raise the reflectance of the front laser facet, whereas when the light 

is out of phase the facet reflectance is lowered. The resulting modulation of the laser 

output intensity is monitored by a photodiode placed near to the rear facet of the laser. 

The great advantage of this device is that it is extremely sensitive and is capable of 

detecting displacements as small as lO-4nm [170]. Furthermore the sensor can be made 

very small thus giving it high spatial resolution. 

A technique for measuring the amount of refraction experienced by a narrow probe beam 

while being traversed by an acoustic transient has been demonstrated by Davidson and 

Emmony [171]. The basic set-up for the schlieren probe is shown schematically in figure 

2.11, in which the probe beam is generated by a He-Ne laser which is spatially filtered 

and focused by a camera lens. After passing through the test area the beam is collimated 

to a parallel beam and then re-focused on to a fast photodiode. A knife edge is used to 

mask off some of the re-collimated light, and deflection of the beam at the focus gives 

rise to a modulation of the beam intensity at the photodiode. The spatial resolution ofthe 

technique is determined by the diffraction limit of the probe beam and the temporal 

resolution by the response of the photodiode detector. Similar techniques have also been 

used in the study of cavitation [121,138] and laserinduced breakdown [40,53,172-173]. 

Finally there are also a range of probe beam techniques for studying surface waves. It is 

beyond the scope of this review to discuss them here, and the reader is referred to a 

number of reviews by Monchalin [174], Sontag and Tam [175], Wagner [176] and 

Dewhurst [177], as well as a paper by Halliwell et af [178]. 
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2.3.3 - High speed photography 

High speed photography has been extensively reviewed by a number of authors including 

Field [179], Fuller [180-185] and in books by Holder and North [186], Jones [187] and 

Saxe [188]. In this technique an image of the event is "frozen" at one or more points in 

time and recorded on, say, photographic film so that it can be reviewed at a later stage. 

Some form of temporal resolution is required however, and this can be achieved using 

one of two techniques: (i) by illuminating the event using a flash light source, or (ii) by 

photographing the event using a camera with a high speed shutter. These techniques are 

discussed below. 

(i) Flash light sources 

A short duration flash light source can be used to illuminate the acoustic transient with a 

bright pulse of light, which is subsequently imaged onto a relatively slow recording 

medium such as a CCD camera or photographic film. In order to temporally resolve the 

acoustic transient, that is minimise the image blur, the pulse duration needs to be as short 

as possible. The most desirable situation is that the movement of the image during the 

light pulse is smaller than the thickness of the acoustic transient shock front. Acoustic 

transients typically last for up to about 1 J.ls, and shock fronts in water are typically of 

IOns duration. At present only spark discharge light sources and lasers are capable of 

providing such short exposure times. 

Spark discharge sources are technically the simplest method of obtaining a short duration 

pulse of light, and have been reviewed in some detail by Frungel [82-85]. Historically 

the first high speed photographs of acoustic transients were taken by Toepler [80] using 

this method, applying the flash photography technique first demonstrated in 1851 by the 

inventor of modern photography, Williarn Fox Talbot [179,182]. The internal processes 

of spark discharge have already been described earlier in section 2.2.5. Obtaining sparks 

of sub-microsecond duration which are bright enough to expose film has been found to 

be very difficult. It requires careful control of the geometry and material of the 

electrodes, the gas surrounding the spark gap, and the electrical parameters of the driving 

circuit [179]. Typical designs for use as high speed photographic light sources are shown 

in figure 2.12, and include the sandwich, Liberssart and Schlieren spark gaps [82-85]. 

The laser is a more recent development having been used since the mid 1960's as both a 

useful source of acoustic transients (see section 2.2.3) and a short duration pulsed 

illumination source in high speed photography. The acronym L.A.S.E.R. stands for Light 
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Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation. Lasers work by virtue of stimulated 

emission between two atomic energy levels. This was first shown theoretically by 

Einstein in 1917 [189], however it was not until 1960 that Maiman [190] first 

demonstrated laser operation in the visible spectrum using a ruby crystal. 

The construction of a simple ruby laser is shown schematically in figure 2.13(a), and 

operates as follows. Under normal circumstances the electron levels of the ruby crystal 

are occupied according to Boltzmann statistics, such that the higher energy levels have 

relatively few electrons, as shown in figure 2.l3(b). When light from a conventional 

source such as a photographic flash tube is "pumped" into the crystal, electrons are raised 

into excited states (E,) before rapidly decaying into a single lower metastable state (E). 

When the pumping is intense enough the metastable state will have more electrons than 

the ground state (Eo), which is called population inversion. If a single photon is then 

spontaneously emitted by an electron transition from the metastable state to the ground 

state, then after propagating a short distance it will stimulate the emission of a second 

photon with the same wavelength (energy), phase, direction and polarisation. In this 

situation stimulated emission is far more likely than absorption of the original photon 

because of population inversion. These two photons then go on to stimulate further 

photon emission in the same way, and an avalanche effect builds up giving rise to a large 

flux intensity. The lasing medium is placed in a Fabry-Perot etalon (mirrors #1 and #2) 

which provides optical feedback, enhancing the amplification process by redirecting 

escaping laser light back into the medium. In the early stages of the lasing process 

spontaneous photons are emitted in all directions, and all except those propagating along 

the mirror axis are lost. This gives rise to an output beam which is both highly 

collimated and coherent. Furthermore the mirror cavity gives rise to longitudinal and 

transverse standing waves, the characteristics of which are determined by the separation 

of the mirrors. The resonant modes of the cavity are considerably narrower in frequency 

than the bandwidth of the normal spontaneously emitted photons. This acts such that 

light of only a certain narrow wavelength band is selected and amplified, giving rise to a 

monochromatic output beam. 

Many different types oflaser exist, and are reviewed in some detail by numerous authors, 

including Wilson and Hawkes [191-192] and Hecht [193]. The output properties of 

several pulsed laser sources are summarised in table 2.2 [23]. In general the most 

suitable lasers for high speed photography are Q-switched. In these lasers a fast optical 

switch is placed within the Fabry-Perot cavity which initially inhibits the lasing action 

such that the population inversion is enhanced. The Q-switch is turned on when the 

population inversion reaches its peak, and this gives rise to a tremendously fast and 
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powerful output light pulse as the electrons drop to the lower states in unison. In 

practice, dye [54,123-124], nitrogen [34], ruby [32,46,113-114] and Nd-YAG [46,194] 

lasers have been used for the study of acoustic transients. More recently semiconductor 

lasers have begun to be used in high speed photography and this will be discussed in 

more detail in chapter three. 

A single flash of light illuminating an acoustic transient is capable of producing just one 

picture. If the event can be repeated accurately, then a sequence of pictures can be built 

up by simply repeating the experiment and altering the delay between the emission of the 

acoustic transients and the light pulse. Most dynamic events are however not easily 

repeated, and it is therefore necessary to obtain the sequence of images from just a single 

event. One approach is to use the Cranz-Schardin camera which is shown schernatically 

in figure 2.15(a). In this arrangement several pulsed light sources are spaced out in a grid 

pattern and are triggered at different times. The resulting sequence of images of the event 

are recorded on either a single camera [195] or an array of cameras [196]. One 

disadvantage with this type of camera is that unless rather complicated optics are used, 

the images are taken at different angles and therefore suffer from problems with parallax. 

The great advantage with this technique is that framing rates of above 1 million frames 

per second are achievable. Other techniques involve either a single source pulsed a 

number of times, or alternatively a number of (schlieren) spark gap sources placed in the 

cascade arrangement shown in figure 2.15(b). In these techniques the sequence of events 

build up on the same image, and a dark field imaging method such as Schlieren is often 

required so that the image is not swamped by the background light. 

The image(s) of the acoustic transients can be recorded on a variety of recording media, 

the most popular being photographic film and CCD cameras. Photographic film has the 

advantages of being highly sensitive with high spatial resolution, however it is 

inconvenient as it is slow to wet process. Whereas CCD cameras are often more useful 

because their output is a continuous electronic signal which is observable in real time on 

a TV monitor, and can be stored on a frame grabber. The disadvantages of CCD cameras 

is that they suffer from relatively low resolution compared with photographic film and are 

often not as sensitive. Typically a black and white photographic film such as Ilford HP5 

[197-198] requires an exposure of 10'3 lux-seconds, whereas CCD cameras on the other 

hand require a more powerful light source providing about 1 lux over a 1/50 second field 

[199]. Further details on the workings of CCD cameras can be found in chapter three. 
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(ii) Shuttered cameras 

As commented above, in high speed photography the exposure time must be shorter than 

the duration of the transient in order to resolve the acoustic transient spatially on the 

recorded image. This can be achieved using shuttered cameras, in which the light is 

blocked off from the recording medium either mechanically or electronically for all time 

except during the exposure. A sequence of events can be built up from a number of 

exposures which can then be recorded on either the same picture or a sequence of 

different pictures. Traditional moving picture cameras such as the Cinecamera (or 

intermittent pin-register camera [179,181]) are far too slow for this application and are 

limited by film strength and other mechanical tolerances. The stresses placed upon the 

film can be overcome somewhat by supporting the film in motion such as in a drum 

camera [181], and moving the image of the event with the motion of the film using 

rotating prisms [179,181] or lens arrays [181]; however framing rates of up to 10,000 

frames per second (f.p.s.) can only be achieved. High speed photography of acoustic 

transients can however be achieved using the following camera designs: 

(a) Rotating mirror or frame camera - still higher frame speeds can be achieved when 

the event is first imaged on a rotating mirror, shown in figure 2. 15(a) which then re

images the light through framing lenses onto the stationary film held on a drum. 

Temporal resolution of the images is provided by the lens apertures as the light is 

continually moved by the mirror over the lens arrays. The event, light source, and 

camera are usually synchronised so that double exposure does not take place as the 

mirror is continually rotating. Typically top framing rates of up to 25 million f.p.s. 

can be achieved using this arrangement, and depending on the design up to 200 

frames can be stored [179]. 

(b) Image Converter camera - in this type of camera, shown in figure 2.l5(b), the light 

falls first onto a sensitive photocathode which releases electrons according to the 

image intensity. In a single frame a short duration electronic pulse is applied to the 

shutter plates, which then allows a short burst of electrons to be imaged on a 

phosphor screen which is then recorded using a conventional camera. Furthermore 

in an image converter framing camera, a series of deflecting sweep and shift plates 

moves the electron beam to different parts of the screen giving a set of frames over 

several consecutive exposures. Image converter cameras can provide framing rates 

of up to 600 million f.p.s. and typically up to 20 frames [179]. The image converter 

framing camera has become extremely popular for studying acoustic transients 
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[25-26,33], and further infonnation on this type of high speed camera can be found 

in a review paper by Garfield [200]. 

(c) Streak cameras have been used to characterise the development of laser generated 

acoustic transients [25-26,49-50]. In a simple streak camera the event is first imaged 

on to a slit. This takes a one dimensional sample of the image which is then re

imaged and scanned across a recording medium with constant velocity by a mirror. 

The development of the event is then reviewed on the recording medium with one 

axis representing time. One advantage with this technique is that the event can be 

studied with extremely high temporal resolution (i.e. sub-nanosecond), however the 

primary disadvantage is that only a one dimensional sample of the event can be 

studied. 

(d) Gated microchannel plates are the latest development in high speed camera 

technology. Figure 2.l5( c) shows schematically a gated microchanne1 plate attached 

to a CCD camera, although it could also be incorporated into image converter 

cameras [201]. In this case the optical image is focused on to the photocathode 

where it is converted into a photoelectron image. When a negative shutter voltage 

pulse is applied to the cathode the electrons are accelerated by the electric field onto 

the microchannel plate (MCP). The microchannel plate consists of a large number of 

small tubes, in which the electrons are accelerated further and their number are 

amplified through collisions with the tube walls. Finally the intensified electron 

image is converted into light which is subsequently coupled to the CCD camera 

through a fibre optic array. Further infonnation on this type of high-speed camera 

can be found in several papers by Kume et al [201-202]. 

2.3-4 - Imaging techniques 

Many problems in science and engineering involve substances that are colourless, 

transparent and non-luminous, so that their observation by direct visual or photographic 

methods is inherently difficult. This is particularly true for the study of acoustic 

transients propagating in transparent media, as well as in other situations such as the 

investigation of air flow around aeroplane wings and jet engine compressor blades. It is 

often the case that the phenomena of interest is related to changes in refractive index, and 

this can be visualised using one of several optical techniques which depend upon the 

refraction of light. These techniques will be reviewed in this section. 
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The refractive index of a medium may vary across the field of interest because different 

substances are present at different points in the field, or because the density of the 

substance changes because of its temperature and pressure are non-uniform. In the case 

of acoustic transients, the latter effect is important since the density of the medium being 

imaged is dependant upon the pressure of the acoustic transient. Taite [203-204] 

discovered during the mid 1870's that a simple linear equation can accurately describe the 

changes in density of sea water with applied pressure. It has since been found that the 

Taite equation of state accurately describes the changes in density of many materials for 

applied pressures up to 100MPa [204]. Furthermore in the late 1850's Gladstone and 

Dale [205-206] discovered that there is a linear relationship between the refractive index 

and density of many optical materials for excess pressures of up to about 100bars [207]. 

This will be discussed in greater detail in chapter four, section 4.3. 

Figure 2.16 shows the effect that a refractive index gradient has upon a ray of light. Here 

the density and hence refractive index gradient is perpendicular to the incident ray. The 

ray suffers no change in course upon entering the new region, however clearly the light 

starts to bend towards the higher refractive index region immediately after entry. Upon 

reaching the far side of the refractive index disturbance the ray is refracted further 

according to Snell's law [169]. As a result of this the imaging techniques described 

below are in general only sensitive to refractive index gradients perpendicular to the 

direction of the illumination beam. 

(i) Shadowgraphy 

Shadowgraphic imaging is a comparatively simple technique which is used for the 

visualisation and measurement of positions and dimensions, and was first introduced as a 

scientific technique in 1880 by Dvorak [208]. The technique can be applied usefully in 

high speed photography by illuminating the event of interest with a point or collimated 

light source, and recording the shadow of the object using a camera. In the case of an 

opaque object, such as a cavitation bubble, the method can only give an umbra, that is a 

region of complete shadow. Whereas for a transparent object such as an acoustic 

transient, the intensity of the image depends upon the refractive index variations across 

the field of view. This situation, called direct shadowgraphy, is shown schematically in 

figure 2.17. Light is deflected away from its normal path by the changes in refractive 

index, and this results in intensity fluctuations which are recorded by the camera (L). An 

increase in the refractive index gradient perpendicular to the illumination beam gives rise 

to a decrease in the recorded light intensity; whereas a decrease gives rise to an increases 

in the light intensity. Infact in direct shadowgraphy the recorded image intensity is 
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proportional to the second derivative of the refractive index with respect to distance in 

the plane perpendicular to the illumination. As result however, quantitative 

measurements of intensity variations are not sufficient to provide enough information 

deduce the spatial distribution of refractive index and hence pressure field of the medium. 

In focused shadowgraphy the refractive index disturbance is imaged onto the camera 

using a lens, and the undeflected collimated input illumination beam is brought to a focus 

at the focal plane of the lens. Refraction of light in the object plane of the lens does not 

give rise to any changes in the image intensity recorded by the camera. Infact increases in 

the local image intensity recorded are only due to light being deflected before or after the 

object plane, and this light is imaged out of focus and displaced on the resulting image. 

Consequently decreases in the local image intensity occur where this light would have 

normally been imaged to, and are also due to light being deflected beyond the aperture of 

the imaging lens. Again it is not possible to quantitatively derive the pressure field using 

this technique, and shadowgraphic imaging is not as sensitive as other imaging 

techniques such as Schlieren and Mach-Zehnder interferometry. This technique has 

however been found to be very useful for studying the propagation of acoustic transients 

generated by optical cavitation in liquids [34,46,125,194,209] and in lithotripsy [113-

114]. An example of a high speed photograph taken using the shadowgraphic imaging 

technique of an acoustic transient generated by an electromagnetic lithotriptor (see 

section 2.2.7) can be seen in figure 2.18(a). Further details on the shadowgraphic 

imaging technique can be found in chapter three, section 3.5.4, and in the book by Holder 

and North [186]. 

(ii) Schlieren 

Focused shadowgraphy can be made much more sensitive to perturbations in the 

refractive index of the medium by placing an opaque stop at the focus of the imaging lens 

to remove the undeflected zeroth-order light beam. This technique is called schlieren 

imaging and was first introduced by Toepler in 1864 [80,210], initially for examining 

defects in optical elements, and later for visualising compressible fluid flows. The 

technique has since been developed for studies in many different areas such as ballistics 

[183,185], aerodynamics [186], and the propagation of acoustic transients in fluids 

[22,48,113-114,123-124,218]. 

Two different arrangements for schlieren imaging of refractive index disturbances are 

shown in figures 2.19(a) and (b) respectively. In both arrangements light from an 

extended source is collimated using either a concave mirror or lens, and is used to 
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created by optical cavition at a water-poly carbonate boundary. 



illuminate a test region containing the event, which is subsequently imaged on to a screen 

(~) using either a second concave mirror or camera lens. In the Toepler method a knife 

edge schlieren stop is brought in to the focal region of the imaging mirror or lens, which 

partially obscures the image of the extended source (S). A refractive index gradient in 

the test area gives rise to an angular beam deflection I: which displaces the image of the 

source on the knife edge. This results in a change in the image intensity recorded on the 

screen, the intensity increasing if the deflection is away from the knife edge. If the knife 

edge is carefully positioned so that it obscures the whole of the image of the source, the 

imaging system becomes a high pass filter in which the intensity variations across the 

image plane are proportional to the first derivative of the refractive index perturbations in 

the test region with respect to distance. Furthermore although quantitative SchIieren 

methods exist, they are however extremely difficult and are comparatively inaccurate 

compared with more quantitative techniques such as Mach-Zehnder interferometry, 

which is described below. 

An example high speed photograph of a shock wave generated by an electromagnetic 

lithotriptor [113-114] taken using the schIieren imaging technique can be seen in figure 

2.18(b). By comparing this image with that taken with the same source using 

shadowgraphic imaging, which is shown in figure 2.18(a), it can clearly be seen that the 

schIieren technique is much more sensitive to perturbations in the refractive index of the 

medium and shows the image on a dark background. Furthermore, an other example of a 

schlieren image is shown in figure 2.20(a) [22]. In this picture optical cavitation has been 

generated in water close to a transparent solid. The initial acoustic transient originating 

from the dielectric breakdown of the water can clearly be seen propagating with spherical 

symmetry in the upper half of picture, together with its reflection at the liquid-solid 

boundary, and also in the solid shown in the lower half of the picture. Finally the 

schIieren imaging technique is described in greater detail in chapter three, section 3.5.4, 

and is reviewed in the classic text by Holder and North [186]. 

(iii) Mach-Zehnder interferometry 

Since its development by Zehnder [211] and Mach [212] in 1891 in the fields of ballistics 

and air jets, the Mach-Zehnder interferometer has been found to be extremely useful for 

the quantitative measurement of refractive index disturbances. The great advantage of 

using interferometry is that it provides a technique for visualising a dynamic field and, 

perhaps more importantly, it makes possible numerical analysis of the interferograms in 

situations where schlieren images are quite inadequate. 
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A high speed Mach-Zehnder interferometry set-up for studying acoustic transients 

generated by Nd-YAG laser optical cavitation is shO\\11 schematically in figure 2.21. It 

comprises a short duration pulsed coherent light source, beam preparation optics, two 

semireflecting plane beam splitters (Bl and B2) and two fully reflecting mirrors (Ml and 

M2). The optical paths of the two interferometer paths are matched using a 

compensating sample, and the two light beams are recombined at the second beam 

splitter (B2) giving rise to interference fringes. The cavitation event created within the 

test sample is imaged on to a CCD camera using a camera lens, and the resulting image is 

stored on a frame grabber and viewed using a television monitor. Perturbations in the 

refractive index of the fluid in the test sample give rise to changes in the optical path 

length of the interferometer. This results in a displacement of the fringes recorded by the 

CCD camera which can subsequently be analysed quantitatively using computational 

techniques. This has been demonstrated by Ward and Emmony who derived the radial 

pressure profiles of spherically symmetric acoustic transients produced during optical 

cavitation using the Abel-inversion technique [54,209,213-215]. 

An example Mach-Zehnder interferogram can be seen in figure 2.20(b) [22] in which 

optical cavitation has been generated in water close to a transparent solid. Significant 

fringe displacements can be clearly identified in both the water and the solid, and are due 

to the initial acoustic emission from the plasma. Furthermore these fringes extend over 

greater distances than the intensity variations observed using schlieren imaging in figure 

2.20(a), and it can therefore be said that Mach-Zehnder interferometry technique is more 

sensitive. 

(iv) Photoelastic imaging 

Although schlieren and shadowgraphic imaging are very useful for studying the 

propagation of acoustic transients in fluids, these techniques are quite inadequate for the 

highly complicated situation of waves travelling solids. The reason for this lies in the 

fact that whereas in fluids only longitudinal sound waves can exist (see section 2.1.2), in 

solids transverse and surface waves are also possible. Shadowgraphy and schlieren 

imaging are only capable of resolving changes in the refractive index of media resulting 

from longitudinal waves, and are completely insensitive to shear waves in which the local 

pressure remains unchanged. Since the discovery of the phenomena of double refraction 

induced by mechanical stress in amorphous transparent materials by Brewster [216] in 

1815, the technique of photoelastic imaging has become extremely useful for analysing 

stresses within solid materials. 
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Many transparent non-crystalline materials which are optically isotropic under stress free 

conditions become anisotropic and birefringent when they are stressed. When linearly 

polarised light propagates through a stressed material the electric field can be resolved 

into components along the principal stress directions at any point in the material. 

According to the Maxwell-Neumann stress-optic law [217], the changes in the refractive 

indices of these two components are linearly related to the stresses or strains applied to a 

linearly elastic material. Changes in the optical path between the two components lead to 

rotation of the polarised light which can then be analysed by a crossed output polariser. 

The medium then displays regions of dark and light known as isoclinic fringes which are 

superimposed onto isochromatic fringes. Isochromatic fringes are the most useful for 

studying shear waves and can be isolated from the isoclinic fringes by the use of 

circularly polarised light. 

In dynamic photoelasticity a pulsed light source is passed through a polariser and 

converted to circularly polarised light by a quarter wave plate aligned with its optical axis 

at 45°. Having passed through the photoelastic material containing the acoustic transients 

of interest, the beam is subsequently analysed using a further quarter wave plate and 

polariser. The photoelastic imaging system can be operated in either the light or dark 

field modes by rotation of the final polariser, and the region of interest is imaged on to a 

camera using an appropriate camera lens. High speed dynamic photoelastic imaging has 

been demonstrated by Jin et al [22,218-219] to study the effects of cavitation close to a 

polycarbonate surface, and by Asundi and Sajan [220] for impacts on a polyurethane 

beam. An example photograph taken using this technique can be seen in figure 2.20( c), 

in which Nd-YAG laser breakdown has been created in the water in the top half of the 

picture close to a polycarbonate surface, which is at the bottom half of the image [22]. 

The longitudinal acoustic transients are imaged as in focused shadowgraphy, and by 

comparing this picture with the similar schlieren and Mach-Zehnder images, figures 

2.20(a) and (b) respectively, it can clearly be seen that additional disturbances exist in the 

solid which can be attributed to the propagation of shear waves in the solid. One problem 

with this technique is that the isochromatic fringes only represent the difference between 

the principle stresses and do not directly give the absolute values of the principal stresses. 

A second problem is that the solid has a three dimensional stress field and it is extremely 

difficult to derive this from the fringes. 
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(v) Holographic imaging 

A holographic imaging technique has been demonstrated by Takayama et al [221-223] 

for studying acoustic transients created in water by a Iithotriptor [221], and in air by a 

shock tube [222]. In this technique, which is shown schematically in figure 2.22, an 

acoustic transient propagating in the test chamber is illuminated by a short duration pulse 

of light from the ruby laser, and is imaged onto a high resolution photographic plate using 

a parabaloidal mirror. At the same time a second "reference" beam of light is split off 

using the beam splitter and superimposed on to the image of the acoustic transient. Two 

exposures are taken using light pulses from the ruby laser, and the photographic plate is 

developed and fixed using appropriate chemicals. The first exposure is performed 

without the acoustic transient present in the imaging field, and the second exposure taken 

at the time of interest with the acoustic transient present. The hologram records local 

phase changes in the coherent ruby laser beam induced by the disturbance in the 

refractive index. As a result the holographic interferogram measures only the part of the 

phenomena which changed between the two exposures, and is therefore insensitive to the 

quality of the optical elements used and any inhomogeneities in the media involved. 

Finally, after developing the hologram can be reviewed simply using the reference beam. 

The main advantage with this technique is that the recorded fringe information can be 

used to visualise and quantitatively derive the characteristics of acoustic transients. 

Furthermore holographic imaging has the potential to provide quantitative three 

dimensional photographs of acoustic transient phenomena. 
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Chapter Three 

High Speed Semiconductor Laser Photography 

Introduction 

This chapter will deal with the design and development of a high speed multiple exposure 

imaging system utilising a high powered semiconductor diode laser as a flash 

illumination source. It begins by reviewing the general problems of high speed 

photography using semiconductor illumination sources and, a system for Schlieren 

imaging of an acoustic transient on a CCD camera is proposed utilising a pulsed 

semiconductor laser source. A general review of the construction and operating 

properties of semiconductor lasers then follows in section 3.2, leading onto the design of 

drive circuits and collimation optics for such lasers in sections 3.3 and 3.4 respectively. 

The practical considerations of Shadowgraphic and Schlieren imaging with CCD cameras 

are then investigated in section 3.5, followed by the timing circuitry required in section 

3.6. The use of high power single pulse semiconductor lasers in high speed photography 

is illustrated in section 3.7, and is applied to the imaging of air born acoustic transients 

created during dye laser ablation. Finally a multiple pulse semiconductor laser high 

speed imaging system utilising dark field Schlieren imaging is described in section 3.8 

and, it is used to image the development of individual acoustic transients with time 

propagating in both air and water created by Nd-YAG laser assisted breakdown. The 

system is demonstrated by illuminating an optical cavitation event with up to 10 pulses of 

light at a repetition rate of 5MHz, the spatially and temporally resolved images of the 

resulting acoustic transient being displayed on the same CCD camera frame. 

3.1 - High speed photography using pulsed semiconductor light sources 

It has already been seen in chapter 2 that high speed photography of acoustic events 

involves either having a camera with an extremely fast shutter speed, or by illuminating 

the event with a short duration flash of light and recording this with a relatively slow 

camera. The latter is often the simplest of the two techniques to perform in practice, 

given the need to resolve the acoustic transient with good spatial and temporal resolution. 

That is, it has been seen that sufficiently short duration light pulses are capable of 

'freezing' the motion of the acoustic transient when it is imaged on a recording medium. 

This light pulse is conventionally achieved by use of one of a range of pulsed light 
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sources, for example a Q-switched Ruby laser [1], or a Nitrogen pumped Dye laser [2]. 

These devices are however often difficult, expensive and complex to operate and 

maintain. 

Semiconductor light sources on the other hand have proved to be simple and cost 

effective devices to operate, requiring only appropriately timed current pulses to drive 

them. Recent developments in these devices have provided extremely bright sources of 

near infrared light which are ideally suited for detection by CCD cameras. It has already 

been seen that the Light Emitting Diode (LED) when over-driven can be a bright pulsed 

light source powerful enough to suitably expose a CCD camera [3-5]. This has been 

done for a variety of high-speed photographic applications with typical single exposure 

times of between 50ns and 2J.1s, emitting up to -1 W [3,5] in light output power at a 

framing rate of up to 165kHz [5] (80 frames max.) when applying the Cranz-Schardin 

camera arrangement [6]. However, although LEDs are superior light sources in terms of 

their stability [7], they are extended light sources and suffer from high beam divergence. 

As a result they are not as suited to Schlieren imaging applications as say lasers or other 

conditioned light sources [7]. 

A further disadvantage of LEDs compared with pulse semiconductor laser diodes is their 

distinct lack of light output power, for example pulsed LEDs can only supply up to -1 W 

[3,5] in a single pulse compared with a single chip pulsed diode laser with 30W [8]. 

Further improvements in output power of a semiconductor laser can be achieved by 

stacking several relatively low power single chip lasers together [9], giving in excess of 

lOOW output light power [8]. Furthermore diode lasers are ideally suited to detection by 

CCD cameras, the near infrared peak response wavelength of CCD cameras (see figure 

3.45) matching the peak output of the most powerful semiconductor lasers (-860nrn.) 

This can however also be a disadvantage during beam alignment and in terms of safety, 

since the human eye cannot see output light at these wavelengths. 

Semiconductor diode lasers have begun to be used in high speed photography, first as a 

single pulsed light source in Schlieren imaging systems [10], and then with several 

sources in a Cranz-Schardin camera arrangement [9]. However, both semiconductor 

lasers and LED sources suffer from limitations in their Duty Cycle, that is the time that a 

device is switched 'on' multiplied by the repetition rate at which it is pulsed. In a high 

speed camera system this restricts the number of exposures that can be made within a 

finite period. For example an LED giving out 1 W of light power can be pulsed at a rate 

of up to 5kHz [3] and, diode laser sources have duty cycles of up to 0.025% 

corresponding to repetition rates -5kHz for 50ns output pulses [8] (see section 3.2.4). 
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One method of overcoming this problem is to use several sources, such as in the Cranz

Schardin camera arrangement [5,6], however this has a disadvantage in that Schlieren 

imaging is not possible. 

Higher repetition rates can be obtained for semiconductor lasers if only a small number of 

light pulses are required. In practice repetition rates typically a 1000 times higher than 

that stated for continuous operation can be achieved without permanent damage to the 

laser [9], providing that the overall number of output pulses for anyone event is kept 

small. This allows repetition rates in excess of 2MHz, which can be usefully applied to 

high-speed imaging of non-repetitive events that occur over a very short duration, such as 

with acoustic transients. Acoustic transients in air travel at speeds equal to or greater 

than the sound speed of -330ms·', so for a framing rate of 2MHz might travel a distance 

of -0.165mm between each exposure. Whereas in water the sound speed is -1500ms·', 

corresponding to about 0.75 mm of travel. High speed mechanical framing cameras (see 

chapter 2) can be used in conjunction with semiconductor laser sources applied in this 

way, giving systems capable of taking 80 individual photographs with 7ns exposures at 

framing rates of up to 2MHz [9]. There are problems associated with this type of system 

in that the event, camera and diode laser have to be very carefully synchronised with each 

other. 

A better and less complicated solution can be found for non-repetitive acoustic events. In 

many cases the transient usually only occupies a small proportion of the image field at 

anyone point in time. Therefore the progress of the acoustic transient at several instances 

in time could be viewed effectively on just one frame. An appropriate imaging technique 

has to be chosen given that for multiple exposure photography the background scene 

must be a dark field, otherwise the required image in one frame will be swamped by the 

background light intensity integrated over several exposures. Such a technique is 

Schlieren imaging in which the resulting first order changes in refractive index in the 

plane of the acoustic transient are displayed on a dark field. 

A multiple exposure imaging system could be constructed for non-repetitive events, using 

an over-driven semiconductor laser as the flash light source and, the variations in 

refractive index Schlieren imaged onto a CCD camera. This provides a very cost 

effective solution to the examination of the progress of an acoustic transient through a 

system. The remainder of this chapter will deal with the design and realisation of such a 

system, starting with an overview of the workings of a semiconductor laser. 
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3.2 - The semiconductor laser diode 

The first semiconductor lasers were developed in 1962 after the discovery that gallium 

arsenide (GaAs) could be effectively used as a lasing medium within what was later to 

become the workings of a Light Emitting Diode (LED) [11]. It was nearly a decade later, 

however, that researchers at Bell Laboratories and also in the Soviet Union were able to 

manufacture continuous beam semiconductor lasers operating at room temperature. 

Since then the pace of development of laser diodes and the number of applications have 

accelerated rapidly, finding uses in the telecommunications industry, compact disc 

players and laser printers, amongst numerous others. 

Semiconductor diode lasers have all the general advantages and conveniences of solid 

state devices. They are compact, efficient, cost effective, amenable to mass production, 

modulatable, and in many ways superior to their non solid state counterparts. Currently 

the smallest diode lasers, mounted complete with heat sink, can measure as little as 

50mm' yet deliver a continuous output intensity of as much as 100mW [12]. Their 

efficiency far exceeds that of other types of laser, typically 20% of the electrical input 

power is converted to light, compared to less than 2% for He-Ne or Nd-YAG lasers. 

Above the lasing threshold far greater efficiencies are achieved in laser diodes, typically 

80% of additional input power being converted to laser radiation. 

Generally diode lasers are fabricated from the group JII-V compounds in the periodic 

table, the most popular material combinations being the gallium-arsenide family which 

have lasing transitions at wavelengths from 660nm to 900nm, and also indium-phosphide 

based compounds which radiate in the 1300nm to 1550nm telecommunications window. 

Recently visible light semiconductor lasers fabricated out of InGaAlP or InGaP 

compounds have also become available, however they are not as efficient as those in the 

near infrared. 

3.2.1 - The semiconductor junction diode [13] 

It is initially worth considering the operation of a p-n junction diode since this device 

forms the basis of both LEDs and semiconductor lasers. Most active electronic devices 

contain junctions between two dissimilar materials, such as metal-metal, metal

semiconductor or semiconductor-semiconductor combinations. A p-n junction is formed 

between two variants of the same semi conducting material. It is useful here to briefly 

review the properties of the materials used, before going on to describing the operation of 

p-njunctions and diodes, LEDs and finally semiconductor lasers. 
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(i) The doping of semiconductor materials 

An extrinsic semiconductor is produced from an intrinsic semi conducting material by 

introducing appropriate impurities into its crystal lattice. This has the effect of increasing 

the number of charge carriers within the material. The process, called doping, alters the 

crystal so that it has a predominance of either electrons or holes (the latter occur as 

vacancies in the valence band of the crystal which can be considered as positive charge 

carriers.) The material can be either n-type, where the majority carriers are negative 

electrons and the minority carriers are positive holes, or p-type material where the 

opposite is found. For example, by doping the tetravalent element silicon with impurities 

from group V of the periodic table, such as phosphorus or arsenic, the material will 

become n-type. Whereas by doping with group III elements such as boron or indium, p

type material is produced. In a doped material the impurity atoms are found to occupy 

atomic sites which normally contain silicon atoms. 

When silicon is doped with phosphorus the material becomes n-type, as shown in figure 

3.1(a). In this situation only four out of the five valence electrons of the phosphorus 

atoms are used in forming covalent bonds with the tetravalent silicon, leaving one 

electron weakly bound to its parent atom which can easily be excited into the conduction 

band. Such impurities are called donors, since they donate electrons to the conduction 

band from donor levels. Typically the difference in energy between the bottom of the 

conduction band and the donor levels is -O.04eV, so above moderately low temperatures 

most of the extra electrons are excited into the conduction band. Hence there is a greater 

number of free electrons in the material resulting in an increase in the conductivity. 

If on the other hand silicon is doped with boron to produce p-type material, then there is 

one electron too few to complete the bonding, as shown in figure 3.1 (b). At temperatures 

above absolute zero an electron from a neighbouring silicon atom can move to the 

impurity to complete the bonding at that site, but by doing so it leaves a vacant state in 

the valence band thereby creating a hole. The impurities, which are trivalent for p-type 

doping of silicon, are called acceptors since they accept electrons excited from the 

valence band of the crystal. It is convenient to regard this situation as a negative ionised 

acceptor atom with a hole orbiting around it analogous to a positive charge carrier, just as 

the free electrons in n-type material are negative charge carriers. 

The main semi conducting material used in the fabrication of diode lasers is the 

compound gallium arsenide, which is formed out of the group III element gallium (Oa) 

and arsenic (As) from group V. This and other compounds such as OaP, InP and AlSb 
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are often referred to as the group Ill-V compounds, which can be doped to create n- and 

p-type materials. For example, if a group II element such as zinc replaces a gallium atom 

then the material becomes p-type; whereas if a group VI element such as tellurium is 

substituted in place of an arsenic atom then n-type material is formed. It is also possible 

to dope GaAs with group VI elements such as germanium or silicon, however exactly 

which type of material (p- or n-type) is produced depends on whether the impurity 

replaces the arsenic or the gallium atoms (respectively.) 

(ii) p-n junctions 

A p-n junction is usually constructed out of a single crystal of semiconducting material. 

The precise fabrication process in which these crystals are transformed into p-n junctions 

determines the distances over which there is a change between p-type and n-type 

materials. This distance controls the exact behaviour of the junction, however for 

convenience it is best to assume here that the junction is abrupt. That is, the junction can 

be considered to be formed out of two initially isolated pieces of n-type and p-type 

materials (this is not the case in reality) which are brought together into intimate contact. 

Since there are many more holes in the p-type material than in the n-type material, holes 

will diffuse from the p to the n-type regions. The migration will leave behind many 

ionised acceptors thereby building up a negative space charge layer in the p-type side of 

the junction. Likewise electrons diffusing to the p-type material will create a positive 

space charge layer of ionised donors in the n-type semiconductor. This is shown 

schematically in figure 3.2. The double space layer causes an electric field to be set-up 

across a narrow region on either side of the junction. Although diffusion is not prevented 

entirely, this electric field inhibits further migration of the minority carriers (Le. holes in 

n-type and electrons in p-type regions.) In other words the electric field sweeps minority 

carriers across the junction so that there is a drift current of electrons and holes in the 

reverse direction to that of the diffusion current. Hence the junction potential builds up 

until equilibrium is reached between both diffusion and drift currents, at which point the 

Fermi level becomes constant across the junction. 

The induced electric field establishes a contact or diffusion potential Vo between the two 

regions, displacing the energy bands of the p-type material relative those of the n-type. 

This contact potential depends on the temperature, doping levels and the fabrication of 

the p-n junction. The space charge region is called the depletion region due to the almost 

total absence of majority carriers, and it is therefore highly resistive. 
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(iii) The p-n junction diode under forward bias 

If an external voltage source is connected across the junction, as shown in figure 3.3(a), 

then the junction is said to be forward biased and the equilibrium situation is disturbed to 

give a net current flow. Given that the depletion region is extremely resistive, the 

external voltage V is dropped almost entirely across the junction and has the effect of 

lowering the height of the barrier potential to V. - V. This is shown schematically in 

figure 3.3(b), and it allows majority carriers to overcome the potential barrier more easily 

thereby allowing the diffusion current to become larger than the drift current. A net 

current therefore flows from the p region to the n region in the conventional sense, and 

carriers flow in the external circuit to restore equilibrium in the bulk regions. 

It is worth noting that the Fermi levels in the p and n-type materials are altered somewhat 

in both regions giving an abrupt change across the junction. As majority carriers are 

"injected" across the junction they instantly become minority carriers. These then diffuse 

away from the junction and eventually recombine as electron-hole pairs, the probability 

of an injected electron existing without recombination decreases exponentially with time. 

When an electron in the conduction band makes a transition into a vacant state in the 

valence band there is an energy release in the form of either a phonon (lattice vibrations) 

or a photon (light) - which is the phenomena utilised in LEDs and semiconductor lasers. 

Finally the response to the applied potential V giving rise to current flow I is given by the 

following relationship known as the idealised diode equation: 

- (3.1) 

3.2.2 - The light emitting diode [13] 

It has already been commented that under forward bias conditions majority carriers from 

both sides of a p-n junction are injected across the potential barrier, becoming minority 

carriers on the opposite side of the junction. Close to the junction the local minority 

carrier population becomes larger than normal which causes them to diffuse away and 

recombine with majority carriers within a short distance there after. This mechanism 

which is shown schematically in figure 3.4 forms the basis of a Light Emitting Diode, or 

LED. 
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Ideally every injected electron and hole in a LED will give rise a radiative recombination 

emitting a photon. In practice however this does not occur efficiently, so a term known 

as the quantum efficiency is defined, which is the probability that a photon is released 

during anyone electron-hole recombination. The number of radiative recombinations 

that take place is usually proportional to the carrier injection rate, or rather the current 

flowing through the LED, as described by equation (3.1). 

If a transition takes place directly between states at the bottom of the conduction band 

and the top of the valence band, then the emitted photon will have wavelength A, which 

can be calculated using Plank's equation: 

- (3.2) 

For example, an ideal LED fabricated out of GaAs will have a bandgap of -1.43eV 

giving rise to emission at Ag-860nm. In reality however thermal excitation of electrons in 

the conduction band give rise to higher energy differences than assumed above, and 

therefore the emission of photons occurs over a range of wavelengths slightly shorter than 

\. A further problem that can occur is self absorption, in which an emitted photon might 

travel a short distance in the material and then be absorbed at another site (the opposite 

transition to emission,) raising another electron from the valence band to the conduction 

band. 

Radiative recombinations in LEDs do not occur in the simplistic sense that has been 

described above, but by three different mechanisms which are listed here in order of 

probability: 

(i) Interband Transitions - which have high quantum and luminescent efficiency. 

Semiconductors can have either a direct (figure 3.5(a)) or an indirect (figure 3.5(b)) 

bandgap, depending upon the material used. A photon of wavelength A has a 

momentum that is proportional its wave vector k which has a magnitude of 2rc/A. 

The electron wave vector can be between -rc/a and rc/a, where a is the crystal lattice 

spacing of the semiconducting material. For emission wavelengths in the visible and 

infrared the wave vector of the photon will be extremely small compared with that of 

the electron, that is 2rc/A« rc/a. Consequently, since only an electron and a photon 

are involved, the only transitions allowed by the conservation laws are ones that do 

not alter the momentum of the electron. That is, it is highly unlikely for radiative 

transitions to occur in a material with an indirect band gap, such as silicon, unless a 
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third body (i.e. phonon) is involved which is even more improbable. As a result the 

most efficient LEDs are fabricated out of a direct bandgap materials such as GaAs. 

(ii) Impurity Centre Recombination - of which there are three types of transition 

involving the acceptor and donor levels, as illustrated in figure 3.6. When an 

electron is in any of these states it will be fixed relatively strongly in its spatial 
position. Heisenberg's uncertainty principle (Ax Ap 2: 1i 12) therefore implies that 

the electron will have a range of possible momentum values, thus the wave vector k 
of the electron will also have a range of values given that it is proportional to 

momentum. These values are sufficiently spread to cover the wave vector range of 

both the conduction and valence bands (-1tla to 1tla.) As a result there is a significant 

number of transitions between the impurity and band extreme states which do not 

require phonon interactions. It is therefore a mechanism for photon emission not 

only in materials with direct band-gaps but also in those with indirect band-gaps. 

(iii) Exciton recombination - these exist even in pure semiconductors, and can be 

visualised as Bohr like states where an electron and a hole orbit at relatively large 

distances round a common centre of gravity. They are weekly bound, the exciton 

states existing just below the bottom of the conduction band. Exciton states may be 

sufficiently well localised to allow electron-hole recombination, even in indirect 

bandgap materials without the need for a phonon. 

A typical construction for a light emitting diode is shown in figure 3.7(a). The p-type 

material is made as thin as possible so that very little of the output radiation is absorbed. 

Care is taken to ensure that the majority of the radiative recombinations occur close to the 

output surface. This is done by arranging that most of the current flowing through the 

device is carried by those carriers which are injected across the surface layer. Even 

though the internal quantum efficiencies of some LED materials approach 100%, the 

external efficiencies are substantially lower. This is due to the majority of the radiation 

being trapped inside the device as it is reflected back at the p-type to air interface, since it 

strikes the boundary at trajectories greater than the critical angle. Improvements in the 

design of the output interface can reduce this effect, however this will not be discussed 

further here. 

The output wavelengths and efficiency of LEDs depend primarily upon the radiative 

processes involved, which in turn is determined by the material used. The most efficient 

LEDs (~13%) are manufactured out of Ga,Al,_,As (l<x<0.7) - a ternary "alloy" which 

uses impurity centre recombination as the mechanism for light production. As explained 
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before, very little of the output light is absorbed since the photon energy is less than the 

bandgap of the material giving rise to high efficiency. The next most efficient devices 

are fabricated from GaAs (-10%) which is a direct bandgap material, so has high 

luminescent efficiency but has problems with self absorption. Both these materials 

produce light in the red to near infra-red range. Mid-visible wavelength LEDs have also 

been manufactured but are extremely inefficient (-D. 1 %,) this is because they are 

generally fabricated from materials with indirect band-gaps and use the exciton 

recombination process. 

3.2.3 - Homojunction semiconductor lasers [8,11-13) 

In principle semiconductor lasers operate in a similar manner to LEDs and emit light 

spontaneously when current flows through the p-n junction. In a diode laser however the 

p-n junction also operates as the active medium in a laser cavity, where simulated 

emission may occur under suitable conditions. These conditions are as follows. When 

the junction is placed under forward bias with a voltage comparable with the energy gap 

potential Vo' electrons and holes are injected across the junction insufficient numbers so 

as to create population inversion in a narrow zone called the active region. If the 

semiconductor material has a direct bandgap then spontaneous emission of light will 

occur as these electrons and holes recombine, just as in a light emitting diode. The 

radiation released could interact with valence electrons and be absorbed a short distance 

later, however this is unlikely during population inversion due to there being more 

electrons in the conduction band than in the valence band. Alternatively the photons 

could interact with other electrons in the conduction band and cause the stimulated 

emission of more photons. A stimulated photon will have the same energy (and hence 

wavelength or frequency), phase, polarisation and direction as the photon that caused its 

release. Grouped together these may then go on to stimulate yet further photon releases 

in the same way, causing amplification of the total light intensity. 

If the active region is placed between two parallel mirrors, then laser oscillations will 

occur when the round trip losses are exceeded by the gain in intensity over the same 

distance. In semiconductor lasers the principle losses are due to free carrier absorption 

and scattering at optical inhomogeneities. Free carrier absorption results when a photon 

is absorbed by either an electron or a hole, moving these to higher energy states within 

the conduction band and valence bands respectively. This presents several practical 

limitations in the choice of semi conducting materials, as well as a few advantages: 
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(i) The material must have a direct bandgap so that the electrons and holes can 

recombine radiatively with high probability. As mentioned before, indirect bandgap 

materials are unlikely to have radiative transitions since photons have very little 

momentum and therefore additional phonon interaction is required - which is highly 

improbable. Furthermore the impurity recombination mechanism can not be used in 

homojunction lasers due to low quantum efficiency. 

(ii) Stimulated emission requires a region of the device where there is a large number of 

excited electrons and vacant sites (holes) present together. This is achieved under 

forward bias conditions only in materials that are heavily doped. In such n·-type 

materials the Fermi level lies within the conduction band, whereas in p·-type 

materials it is in the valence band. When these materials form a p-n junction, the 

energy bands become as those shown in figure 3.8 for equilibrium and forward bias 

conditions. Recombination will only occur in a small zone around the junction since 

the injected charge carriers can only travel a short distance across the junction. 

(iii) A resonant cavity is created by cleaving the semiconductor material along its natural 

crystal planes, as shown in figure 3.9. The high refractive index of the 

semiconductor compared with that of air ensures that the reflectivity R at the 

interfaces are sufficiently large to act as partially reflecting mirrors. For example, 

GaAs has a refractive index of -3.6 giving the reflectivity to be approximately: 

R=(nGaAS- nAir)2 =(3.6-1)2 ",0.32 
nGaAs + n Air 3.6 + 1 

- (3.3) 

The simplest homo junction semiconductor lasers are fabricated using GaAs. The p·-type 

material is very heavily doped with germanium and the n·-type is doped with tellurium. 

Typically the cavity length and the width are between 200 and 400Jlm, whereas the depth 

of the junction or active region is of the order of2Jlm. 

Finally it is difficult to define exactly what the term population inversion means when 

applied to semiconductor lasers. In other types of lasers the energy level system is as that 

shown in figure 3.1 O. That is under equilibrium conditions the energy levels are filled 

according to Boltzmann statistics; whereas under population inversion more electrons 

occupy the upper energy levels than the lower states. As a result if a photon interacts 

with an electron in the lasing medium, then there will be a higher probability of it 

stimulating emission of another photon (since there are more electrons in the upper 

states) rather than it being absorbed. In a semiconductor laser however there are two 
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distinct energy level bands, and the distribution of electrons is likely to be like that shown 

in figure 3.11. During population inversion there will be a greater number of electrons 

that have been injected across the junction into the conduction band compared with that 

in the valence band. Therefore since laser transitions occur mainly between the bottom 

of the conduction band and the top of the valence band, population inversion could be 

visualised as only occurring between these two regions in the energy bands. 

3.2.4 - Properties of homojunction lasers 

Unfortunately a great deal of the radiation created within the active region of a 

homojunction laser does not head towards the cleaved plane mirrors, but spreads out into 

the rest of the surrounding semiconductor and is lost. There is however limited amount 

of containment of this radiation within a region called the mode volume. This is because 

an increase in carrier concentration causes a slight increase in refractive index around the 

junction, which in turn forms a rather weak dielectric wave guide. Also in order to 

operate a homojunction laser as it has been described up to now, very vigorous pumping 

is required. Typically the current density might be of the order of 400Amm·1 at room 

temperature for a GaAs homo junction laser emitting at 840nm [13]. This means that 

such a laser could only be used in practice in pulsed mode, otherwise over heating will 

destroy the delicate device. The conditions under which a device can be safely operated 

without thermal damage is given by the duty cycle, which is defined for specified input 

current pulses as: 

duty cycle = current pulse width • frequency of pulses • 100% - (3.4) 

So if a device has a duty cycle of 0.025% for pulses of 50ns duration and specified peak 

current, then it can be safely pulsed at a maximum rate of 5kHz before damage will 

occur. If the device is overdriven using higher peak current pulses then the duty cycle 

will decrease accordingly. Also if the device is pulsed only a limited number of times 

then it is also possible to increase the repetition rate, providing that the overall duty cycle 

over a long period oftime is not exceeded. 

The lifetime and reliability of semiconductor lasers are limited by two processes, 

catastrophic failure and gradual degradation. The latter depends principally upon the 

current density, duty cycle and the fabrication of the laser. Generally as damage occurs 

the threshold current (the minimum current for which lasing occurs) increases and dark 

lines develop in the emission. Whereas catastrophic failure is generally most evident in 
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pulsed lasers, where mechanical damage to the mirror facets caused by high optical 

intensities occur. The damage threshold (Le. the maximum input current before damage) 

is lowered by faults in the cleaved ends facets, but can be improved by use of half-wave 

coatings of AlP" for example. 

The typical output characteristics of semiconductor lasers are shown in figure 3.12. 

Below the threshold current the diode laser behaves like an inefficient LED. Whereas at 

the threshold current lasing begins to occur causing an abrupt increase in the radiance of 

the emitting region, and axial modes are set-up in the optical cavity. Finally above 

threshold the energy is supplied almost entirely into just the most dominant of these 

modes, significantly narrowing the spectral width of the output as the light intensity 

increases. The typical threshold current density for a homojunction laser is -16Amm-' 

[13), which corresponds to about 1.5A for a junction with dimensions of 300x300).lm. 

This depends however upon several factors: 

(i) Internal quantum efficiency - that is the probability that the recombination of an 

electron-hole pair by either spontaneous or stimulated means will be by a radiative 

process. Other non-radiative recombinations are also likely to exist. 

(ii) Dimensions of the junction - which control the confinement of the carriers and, as 

noted earlier, affect the wave guide confinement of the radiation. 

(iii) Refractive index - this determines the reflectivity of the cleaved end mirrors and 

hence the optical gain of the laser cavity. 

(iv) Loss coefficient - defines the total amount of radiation loss in the laser by undesired 

means, such as absorption and scattering in the semiconductor and at the mirrors. 

A more comprehensive treatment of the threshold characteristics is given in reference 

[13), together with discussions on how power and efficiencies may be calculated for 

simple homojunction lasers. In general the output power is proportional to the input 

current above threshold current. 

Another effect within semiconductor lasers is the setting up of axial modes within the 

cleaved mirror resonant cavity. The modes satisfY the standing wave condition: 

mA.=2L - (3.5) 
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where L is the length of the cavity, '}.. the wavelength in the cavity and m an integer. The 

range of energy levels in the band structure of the semiconductor means that the emission 

or gain curve has quite a large spectral line width, as shown by the dotted line in figure 

3.13. However the resonant cavity will only amplify those wavelengths determined by 

equation (3.5) above, hence giving rise to a spectral output more like that shown by the 

continuous line in figure 3.13. That is, the output consists of several wavelengths of 

different intensities, each with very narrow line-width. It is usually the case that as the 

input current is increased one mode will become dominant over the others, as shown in 

figure 3.l2(d). 

Transverse Electromagnetic Modes (TEM) can also be set-up in the laser cavity as shown 

schematically in figure 3.14(a). Each mode corresponds to waves travelling just off axis 

that are able to replicate themselves after covering a closed path, giving rise to resonant 

modes that include the transverse components of their electromagnetic fields. By far the 

most dominant of these is the TEMoo mode which has a Gaussian irradiance distribution, 

shown in figure 3 .14(b). The mirrors act as planes of constant phase and the beam spread 

varies with distance away from the cavity along the axis. 

Higher TEM modes extend further from the cavity axis compared with the TEMoo mode, 

and therefore can only oscillate if the output aperture of the cavity is large enough. It is 

often the case that only the TEMoo mode is wanted and usually the active region is small 

enough to eliminate all other modes. The TEMoo mode is often called the uniphase mode 

since all parts of the propagating wave front are in phase, which is not the case for higher 

transverse mode patterns. Consequently a homojunction semiconductor laser with only 

the TEMoo mode operating will have greater spectral purity and coherence. Furthermore 

this mode also represents the diffraction limited output of the semiconductor laser. That 

is since the radiation is emitted through a narrow window, as illustrated in figure 3.15, 

the far field intensity distribution will conform to Fraunhoffer diffraction for a single slit 

[14]: 

I(e)= I(e = O)sinc2 
{ ~ sine} - (3.6) 

where A is the output wavelength of the semiconductor laser, b is the slit width » A and, 

e is the angle from the normal. For example, GaAs lasers typically emit at 904nm with 

an output window of 2J.1m by 300J.1m. This gives rise to first zero intensities at e" '" 270 

and e
l 

I '" 0.20 in the directions perpendicular and parallel to the junction respectively. 

The output beam will therefore be elliptical, spreading most in the direction 

perpendicular to the junction. In practice however the output beam is subject to the 
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electric current profile within the laser, which dominates over diffraction in the plane 

parallel to the junction. The output beam will therefore typically have a spread of 9 L ",300 

by 9
11
",150

• 

The output intensity also varies with temperature since the threshold current, which is a 

function of quantum efficiency and other parameters of the junction, is dependant on 

temperature. In general an increase in temperature significantly reduces the quantum 

efficiency thereby increasing the threshold current required for lasing, as indicated in 

figure 3.16. Finally semiconductor lasers exhibit linear polarisation, usually with the 

electric field vector parallel to the junction. In practice the polarisation ratio of parallel to 

perpendicular components is of the order of 100:1. 

3.2.5 - Heterojunction semiconductor lasers 

In the last section it was mentioned that the threshold current, and therefore the output 

power, of a homojunction laser depends on both optical and electronic carrier 

confinement. Homojunction lasers have extremely poor confinement giving a large mode 

volume in comparison to the active region within it. Dramatic reductions in the threshold 

current can be made by changing the structure to that of a heterojunction, giving large 

increases in the output light power. 

A typical single heterostructure is shown in figure 3.17(a). This structure is fabricated 

with a thin layer of p-type GaAs sandwiched between P-type GaAIAs compound and n

type GaAs semiconductor. (Note: P- and N- represent very heavily doped forms of p

type and n-type materials respectively.) The P-type GaAlAs has a larger bandgap than 

GaAs and so the material absorbs less of the radiation that is produced in the p-type 

region. This arrangement also confines the charge carriers, that is the holes to the P- and 

p-type materials and the excited electrons to the n- and p-type regions. The result of this 

is that electron-hole recombination is restricted to the p-type semiconductor. 

Furthermore the refractive index of the p-type material is substantially higher than in the 

other two regions therefore giving improvements in optical confinement. Hence less 

radiation is absorbed by being allowed to stray away from the junction, thereby making 

the efficiency of the device greater and reducing the threshold current. 

Further improvements may be made by using a double heterosfructure, as shown in 

figure 3.17(b). As in the single heterostructure, the carriers are confined and radiative 

recombination is restricted to just the GaAs p-type region. This material is sandwiched 
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between two layers of the ternary compound Ga,.,AI,As, which has a much wider 

bandgap than the GaAs - so very little of the radiation is absorbed. The P- and N-type 

Ga,.,AI,As materials also have smaller refractive indices than the p-type material giving 

better optical confinement than with the single heterojunction arrangement. 

Typically these improvements in efficiency can lower the threshold current density from 

the 16Amm·' of a homojunction laser to 10Amm·' for a double heterojunction laser. This 

gives rise to an extremely large improvement in power output - as shown in figure 3.18, 

allowing such lasers to operate in continuous wave mode since the greater efficiency of 

the device reduces thermal heating. Further improvements can be made by making the 

junction structure into a quantum well structure, however this will not be reviewed here 

and the reader is referred to reference [13] for further information. 

3.3 - Semiconductor laser drive circuitry 

It has already been commented that a flash light source must have an output pulse 

duration of less than about lOOns in order to resolve acoustic transients temporally. It 

was also suggested that pulsed semiconductor lasers have become viable sources given 

that they offer both sufficiently short output pulse durations and high enough output 

power. Figure 3.19 shows the operational characteristics of such a light source - the 

Northern Telecom model LJ30 GaAs/GaAlAs semiconductor laser. This device has been 

used in all the experiments that will be described during the remainder of this chapter. It 

was chosen not only because of its large power output (30W), high duty cycle (0.025%) 

and short pulse duration (50ns), but also because of its robust design and ability to 

withstand severe environmental conditions with stable output properties. 

3.3.1 - Single pulse [15,16) 

The design of electronic circuits for driving semiconductor lasers are generally based 

upon current sources rather than voltage sources, since these devices exhibit extremely 

low impedance beyond their threshold potential. They are designed with primary 

consideration given to required pulse duration, energy, shape, amplitude and duty cycle of 

the laser. 

The traditional means of driving a pulsed semiconductor laser is shown schematically in 

figure 3.21, where the important operational components are shown within the dotted 

line. The operation is simple, where after an appropriate trigger pulse to the thyristor the 
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main capacitor C is discharged through the semiconductor laser. Since the circuit has an 

inductance L (which is the inductance of the wire loop formed by the connection wires 

between the components) it will attempt to oscillate, however this is prevented by the 

thyristor switching off as the current drops towards zero. In effect the circuit acts as a 

high energy current pulse generator where the duration, shape and amplitude of the 

output light pulse are determined by L and C; the energy released in the laser diode being 
slightly below that stored in the capacitor (X C Vo

2 
.) Typically the capacitor might have a 

value of -0.1 ~F and charged to a potential of 30V, storing an energy of approximately 

45,.u. 

The signal diode DI is included to protect the laser diode from a potentially damaging 

negative voltage. Typically a reverse bias or transient potential above -I V is capable of 

irreversibly damaging a semiconductor laser. The high speed thyristor (or silicon 

controlled rectifier, SCR) needs to have a large current rating, so that the device has a 

low impedance once switched on, as well as a rapid switch on time - that is much faster 

than the discharge pulse duration. In the case of the GB301A shown, a 0.7V, 2mA abrupt 

gate pulse trigger is required to switch on the SCR within 20ns. This positive trigger 

pulse is applied to the gate relative to the cathode through a large bandwidth pulse 

transformer. Due to the high bandwidth necessary for rapid triggering of the thyristor, the 

transformer has to be constructed very carefully with few turns and low inductance. 

It is also worth noting that the charging of C takes place through RI' L, and D" all of 

which serve to protect the semiconductor laser during the charging process. The charging 

current is limited by RI to well below the switching current of the SCR and the threshold 

current of the diode laser, whereas the inductor prevents the circuit from experiencing 

quickly varying charging currents and, the diode D, protects against any possibility of 

negative potentials being connected to the circuit. Finally the two signal diodes D2 and D, 
dampen back-e.m.f.s created by the pulse transformer which could switch off the SCR 

prematurely. 

The main problem with this circuit is that it is difficult to match the pulse transformer to 

the thyristor. Furthermore such fast SCRs are extremely difficult to fabricate so are 

therefore both expensive and not widely available. An alternative switching device that 

can be considered is the Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor (MOSFET). 

The advantage of thyristors is that once switched on they can pass large currents and have 

little impedance. Whereas until recently MOSFETs could only deal with small currents 

(due to their "on" resistance being a few ohms), low voltages (otherwise gate breakdown 

can occur) and have slow switching speeds (200ns upwards.) The SMP60N06-18 n-
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channel MOSFET however has sufficiently good operating characteristics (see figure 

3.20 [17],) low cost and availability to warrant its consideration as a replacement for the 

thyristor. Unfortunately a direct swap cannot be made since the gate of the MOSFET has 

a comparatively high capacitance requiring a considerable quantity of charge to switch 

the device on. 

A suitable replacement drive circuit is shown in figure 3.22, where the critical 

components within the dotted line have been rearranged so that the source of the 

MOSFET is connected to zero volts. The semiconductor laser is also moved to allow the 

potential across it to monitored with respect to zero volts. Initially the capacitor C is 

charged through the resistors R" R" the inductor L, and the signal diode 0, to a potential 

appropriate to the output light power required. The diode 0, is also used to protect the 

laser from potentially damaging reverse bias conditions, whereas R, is included in case 0, 

should fail. The value of the resistor R, is chosen so that the potential across the laser 

does not rise above 1 V (viz. the maximum safe reverse bias potential for laser diode.) In 

order to trigger the system a brief l2V pulse is sent to the transistor Q, which allows rapid 

transfer of charge from C, into the gate of the MOSFET Q,. Within 30ns the MOSFET is 

switched on and the discharge begins to occur. Note that the inclusion of the 6.2V zener 

diode prevents the gate potential reaching damaging proportions. After triggering R, 
allows charge to drain away from the gate of Q, allowing the MOSFET to switch off a 

short time after the main capacitor has discharged. 

The discharge can be modelled very simply by acknowledging that the laser diode and 0, 

exhibit low impedance at potentials greater than their forward bias thresholds. These two 

components can be approximated as purely resistive, forming along with the connecting 

wire and MOSFET "on" resistance a total resistance R. The discharge circuit then 

becomes like the L-C-R circuit shown in figure 3.23(a}. The behaviour of this circuit after 

the MOSFET has switched on can be found by applying Kirchoffs law: 

qo' th .dq - = given at 1=-
c dt 

which can be solved to give the current in the circuit i with time: 

- (3.7) 
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where - (3.8) 

The inductance of the circuit is roughly that of a wire loop of radius a, which is 

approximately equal to: 

L ~ 1-10 a 
2 

- (3.9) 

For example, if the discharge occurs in a wire loop of radius of say 2cm, then the self 

inductance will be approximately 10-' H. Since the resistance is comparatively small then 

R2/4L2« IILC making the angular frequency from (3.8): 

-(3.10) 

The current i through the circuit reduces to: 

(C) 112 (-R) ( I ) 
i~-Vo L exp 2L t sin .JLC - (3.11) 

given that the capacitor has an initial charge qo=CVo ' where Vo is the initial charge 

potential of the capacitor. The current pulse duration is approximately the time taken for 

the current to return to zero since D2 prevents a negative potential building up across the 

laser. Therefore when ro.l = 11 equations (3.7) and (3.1 0) give: 

- (3.12) 

The solid line in figure 3 .23(b) shows the calculated current waveform for a circuit with 

inductance L=lO-'H, capacitance C=O.1I-1F and resistance R-0.2Q. It is evident from this 

that the pulse duration (full width half maximum) and the peak current are approximately 

equal to: 

- (3.13) 

and, - (3.14) 
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The average current I" can also be approximated as the route mean square of the above, 

so that: 

1 '" 0.6Vo re 
av J2 fC -(3.15) 

Note that the time for the MOSFET to switch on has been ignored here, together with the 

fact that the diode laser and protection diode have higher impedance at low currents, as 

indicated by the diode equation (3.1) mentioned earlier. In generally the latter will have 

the effect of damping the oscillations significantly during low current flow, as well as 

delaying the oscillations slightly - as shown by the dotted and dashed line in figure 

3.23(b). 

The main capacitor C is chosen to give the appropriate amount of electrical energy to the 

diode laser. This must account for the efficiency of the semiconductor laser (-20%, say,) 

pulse length required and, the proportion of energy dissipated by resistive elements of the 

circuit. The average power dissipated in the circuit during the discharge can then be 

estimated by assuming that all the energy in the capacitor is discharged within time t""'h",,: 

p ",;; cvg '" V0
2 

{L watts 
av rr.JLC 2rr Vc -(3.16) 

If the laser has an efficiency of £% and the power dissipated in the resistance of the wires, 

contacts and MOSFET switch accounts for X%, then the peak light power emitted by the 

semiconductor laser can be found using equation (3.16) and a.c. theory: 

- (3.17) 

Typically the efficiency of the laser will be -20%, and it is not unreasonable to assume 

that approximately 112 of the energy is dissipated resistively in the circuit resistance of 

-0.10. The remainder ofthe energy is converted to light within the semiconductor laser 

which is also assumed to have an impedance of 0.10, giving a total resistance of 0.20. 

Hence the pulse duration, peak current and light output power can be estimated from 

equations (3.13), (3.14) and (3.17): 

tdischa~, '" 50ns lpeak '" 38 amps P peak'" 28.5 watts 
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when L=lO-' H, C=O.lf..lF and R-0.20 and the main capacitor is charged to Vo=20V. 

These values are in agreement with those quoted in the LJ30 semiconductor laser 

specifications shown in figure 3.19. As a result the circuit shown in figure 3.22 with 

similar inductance, resistance and capacitance values as in the rough calculations above 

should drive the LJ30 semiconductor laser adequately. 

3.3.2 - Experimental single pulse set-up 

Before a semiconductor laser can be incorporated into the single pulse drive circuit 

described, it is vital that the circuit is tested so as to ensure that the semiconductor laser 

will not be damaged by either too high or too long a current pulse, or alternatively by 

negative voltages. This may be done using a dummy load which is chosen to have similar 

electrical characteristics to the laser, for example the diode can be replaced with two 

IN4148 signal diodes placed in series, or alternatively a 0.50 pure resistor. 

The drive circuit described in the last section (figure 3.22) has been constructed for the 

Northern Telecom LJ30 semiconductor laser. This was done on a strip board 

approximately I inch square minimising the circuit size to keep the inductance of the 

discharge loop as low as possible. That is the diameter of the capacitor-MOSFET-Iaser 

circuit was approximately 2cm - close to that used in the calculations earlier where the 

inductance was estimated to be _10-' H. The two suggested dummy loads were inserted 

in place of the semiconductor laser and the voltage across them measured on an 

oscilloscope, and the results are shown in figure 3.24: 

(i) Dummy load of two signal diodes in series - it is seen in figure 3.24(a) that the 

potential across this dummy load behaves very similarly to that predicted in the last 

section (see figure 3.23,) however with two distinct differences. The first is that in 

order to generate the 13V peak forward voltage quoted for the LJ30 (see 

specifications in figure 3.19,) the capacitor had to be charged to 35 volts -larger than 

the charge potential estimated earlier. This implies that the circuit resistance is 

greater than expected. The other difference is that the potential measured across the 

diodes does not drop back to zero after discharge (at least not until the MOSFET 

switches off several hundred microseconds later) or oscillates, but settles to -3V. 

This is most likely to be due to the diodes having high impedance at low potentials. 

(ii) 0.50 Pure resistance dummy load - this circuit shown in figure 3.24(b) behaves 

more like that predicted earlier. The resistance used here is higher than that used in 
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the approximations, however it is not high enough to lengthen the pulse duration 

significantly. Again, the charge potential Vo had to be increased to -32V since the 

potential measured across the dummy load was lower than expected - due to higher 

circuit resistance. Since the dummy load is a pure resistor then the peak current 

flowing through the circuit can be estimated applying Ohm's law: 

. Vpeak 13V 26 
Ipeak =-R--=-O-~ amps 

dummy .50 

This is large enough to be beyond the lasing threshold of the laser but also low enough so 

as not to damage the laser. The slight increase in pulse duration can be explained by 

there being greater inductance in the circuit than estimated, say about 2 *1 O-'H. 

Having determined that the circuit provides a suitable current pulse, the semiconductor 

laser can now be inserted. The laser diode is not soldered into position since it can easily 

be damaged by the high temperatures involved, but is attached using screw terminals. 

Figure 3.24(c) shows the voltage trace measured with respect to time across the laser 

diode when the capacitor C is charged to 25 volts. It can be seen that the peak voltage is 

-15V implying that the impedance of the diode, which is a function of both the applied 

voltage and current, is significantly lower than that of the test loads. The pulse duration 

(Full Width Half Maximum) is approximately 60ns, which is marginally longer than 

expected. Figure 3.25(a) shows the output light intensity with time (arbitrary vertical 

scale) measured by the fast photodiode circuit shown in figure 3.25(c). It is observed 

here that the output pulse shape roughly follows that of the input current, however as the 

charge potential Vo is increased the pulse duration lengthens. The measured peak output 

light intensity above the threshold potential (-3V) is essentially linear with Vo, as seen in 

figure 3 .25(b), however as the charge potential is increased above 20V the peak intensity 

begins to fall off. Both of these effects are due to saturation of the recombination rate at 

the junction. There is also the essential requirement for the semiconductor laser to 

produce enough light to suitably expose a recording medium. This is experimentally 

verified in section 3.4.2 where it has been found that the laser produces sufficient light to 

saturate an entire field of a CCD camera. Also calculations involving the amount of light 

available from the semiconductor laser compared with the sensitivity of the CCD camera 

have been performed and can be found in section 3.5.3. 

One important aspect in the design of the circuit is that the correct type of capacitor is 

used. The inherent inductance and resistance of real capacitors depend upon their 

fabrication, that is a capacitor which has plates with a large area is likely to have a higher 
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inductance since the charge has to "travel" greater distances during charging and 

discharging. With this in mind, the capacitor found best experimentally for this 

application was a O.lIlF Ceramic Disc (30V) type. 

Another problem is the effect that long wires have on trigger pulses. That is a SOns 

square shaped pulse sent from timing circuitry to the trigger of the semiconductor laser 

drive circuit down a 1 metre cable can deform in shape significantly. This problem is 

entirely in accordance with transmission line theory and the wire can therefore only be of 

a limited length before the signal is lost. One solution to this problem is to use a fibre 

optic cable link in place of the wire. 

3.3.3 - Problems with electromagnetic noise 

Devices that produce acoustic transients, such as high power lasers and electromagnetic 

lithotriptors often emit large amounts of electromagnetic noise during the discharge of 

their large high voltage capacitors. As a result of this, the semiconductor laser drive and 

timing circuitry is often prone to false triggering. It is therefore advisable that the circuit 

is protected from external influences by the following: 

(i) Isolation of power supplies - often false triggering is caused by electrical transients 

entering through the power supply. Several techniques are available to reduce this 

problem though none can completely solve it. These include using noise suppression 

circuitry, isolating the supply with a toroidiol coil transformer and, the use of large 

inductances and capacitances. An example of how these can be applied can be seen 

in appendix AI.I for the protection of digital timing circuitry used later. 

(ii) Reducing the number and size of current loops in the circuit - electromagnetic noise 

can be picked up in any complete conducting loop. In order to reduce this effect the 

size of the control circuit (i.e. power supply, timing and drive circuitry) should be 

minimised. Also breaks in large circuits which therefore have large current loops 

can be made using optical isolators and dual power supplies (e.g. appendix AL2). 

(iii) Optical fibre links - these are especially useful where a signal must be sent over a 

great distance, for example between timing, event and laser control circuitry. If a 

cable link is used in these cases then the wire can pickup both electromagnetic noise 

and transmit transients from the event causing device. Fibre optic cable on the other 

hand only carries the signal and is not susceptible to pickup, although the emitters 
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and detectors can be effected. Opto-isolators can also be used to stop the passage of 

noise spreading within control circuitry. 

(iv) High current circuitry - electromagnetic noise is rarely capable of generating high 

currents. Therefore one way of reducing the effects of noise is to use switching 

devices that require large amounts of current. Alternatively capacitors and resistors 

can be added to the inputs of each device within the circuit. However this is often 

disadvantageous since large amounts of power are required and high speeds are 

harder to achieve. 

(v) Shielding circuits and cable - this can reduce the amount of electromagnetic noise 

picked up. The circuit to be protected could be encapsulated in a conducting shield, 

sometimes called a Faraday Cage. The electromagnetic noise will generate eddy 

currents in the shield which is then dissipated resistively, the electromagnetic 

radiation does not penetrate through the shield. Cable can be protected in the same 

way using a coaxial arrangement of the wire, however with limited effect. 

All these techniques were applied, the semiconductor laser was encased in a brass 

housing, connected to timing and power supply circuitry (both housed in an aluminium 

die cast box) by earthed coaxial cable. 

3.3.4 - Multiple pulse drive circuitry 

It was commented earlier in section 3.1 that semiconductor lasers can be pulsed beyond 

their duty cycle limit for a short amount of time provided that over a much longer period 

the duty cycle is not exceeded. This property can therefore be exploited to provide a 

source of short duration light pulses in high speed photography. 

Unfortunately the drive circuit shown in figure 3.22, and described in the last three 

sections, can not be used to drive the laser diode with several pulses in quick succession. 

This is for two reasons, firstly due to the main capacitor C not being able to recharge 

quickly enough and, also because the MOSFET switches off slowly in its present 

configuration. In order to reduce the recharge time of C to say 1 f..ls, the resistance would 

have to be lowered to -10ft This however causes a problem in that the laser diode will 

be damaged if it is put in reverse bias above IV, which will occur with R so small. The 

present configuration of the MOSFET allows the gate charge to leak away through R, 
switching it off over a few hundreds of microseconds. Unfortunately only slight 
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improvements can be made by reducing the size of R,. As a result of these problems a 

completely different circuit design is required. 

A more appropriate system for driving the semiconductor laser is shown schematically in 

figure 3.26. It comprises of two parts: a digital timing circuit providing a pre-set number 

of trigger pulses at regular intervals in time, and a circuit which drives the semiconductor 

laser with constant duration current pulses. These are connected by a fibre optic link. 

The detailed circuit diagram for the timing circuitry can be found in appendix 1, figure 

AI-8, and operates as follows. A single external triggering pulse (for example from the 

camera synchronisation and timing circuitry described later in section 3.6) allows 

counting to start and triggers the first output pulse. At the same time delay counters are 

triggered. These wait for a pre-set time before triggering a further output pulse, resetting 

and repeating the same operation. The output pulses are counted until a pre-set number 

have been sent down the fibre optic link, at which the counters are stopped and reset. 

The counters can not be started again until a fresh trigger pulse is sent to the system after 

a further pre-set "safety" period, which is so that the semiconductor laser is not operated 

beyond its duty cycle limit. The circuit can trigger the semiconductor drive circuit up to 

9 times at regular pre-set intervals of between 200ns-2.0~s, in lOOns steps, to an accuracy 

of within a few nanoseconds. 

The circuit for driving the semiconductor laser is shown in figure 3.27. Upon receiving a 

trigger pulse through the fibre optic link, a monostable multivibrator generates a 30ns 

duration 5V pulse. This is inverted by the 7406 buffer and converted to the 12V logic 

needed to control the IR2110 MOSFET driver [18]. The IR2IIO then briefly switches 

the power MOSFET on for a few nanoseconds allowing charge from a large capacitor 

bank (50~F) to flow through the laser diode for -50ns. The increase in pulse duration is 

due to both the IR2IIO and the MOSFET taking longer to switch off than on. The 

precise pulse length can be controlled by adjusting the potentiometer VR1 controlling the 

monostable multivibrator, however it is also dependant upon the exact properties of the 

semiconductor laser. 

The power MOSFET is chosen to have fast switching times, very low 'on' resistance and 

the ability to withstand high currents. Here a RFD 16N05 is used since it has an on 

resistance of 0.080, switching times of 24ns and 20ns for on and off respectively [19], 

and can withstand up to 45A when pulsed. A signal diode is also placed across the laser 

to protect the laser against reverse bias potentials. The drive circuit is kept small (30mm 

by 25mm) to keep the inductance and the capacitance to a minimum. As before, it is 
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cased in a brass shell so that the circuit is not triggered falsely by stray electromagnetic 

noise from the laser used here to create the event. 

The fibre optic link used is based upon the Siemens SFH452V infrared transmitter and 

SFH551V digital receiver [20,21], connected by a Imm core diameter polymer cable. 

The system is capable of transmitting 5Mbits/sec over a maximum length of SOm. It was 

chosen due to the relative ease of connection between the transmitter, fibre and receiver; 

as well as being extremely inexpensive. As explained earlier, the fibre optic connection 

is used because of its high immunity to electromagnetic noise. 

3.3.5 Experimental multiple pulse drive circuit 

The multiple pulse semiconductor laser drive circuit described in the last section was first 

tested with the same dummy loads described earlier in section 3.3 .2, and the circuit was 

found to be safe for the laser diode to be included. Figure 3.28 shows the voltage 

measured across the laser with respect to time by an oscilloscope. The timing circuit is 

set-up so that after triggering there are 5 pulses emitted by the laser with 200ns 

separation. The oscilloscope was set to have an impedance of son preventing signal 

reflections at the oscilloscope end of the measuring cable, which could disrupt the 

measurements. 

It can be seen that the voltage pulses applied to the semiconductor laser have a FWHM 

duration of about SOns, the rise and fall times of the pulses being less than 20ns. The 

voltage does not immediately settle back to zero after each pulse however, probably due 

to the laser having high impedance at low voltages (or currents.) Also the peak voltage is 

only about 7V when the capacitor bank of the drive circuit is charged to 26V, which is 

most likely due to the MOSFET having a comparatively large "on" resistance compared 

with laser diode. This could be rectified by choosing a MOSFET with lower "on" 

resistance, however this is usually at the expense of increasing the switching times. 

Therefore the only alternative is to increase the voltage that the capacitor bank is charged 

to, but this was unfortunately not possible during these experiments. 

The optical output intensity of the laser was measured with a photodiode at the same time 

as the voltage measurements were made. The photodiode set-up used was similar to that 

used earlier with the single pulse drive circuit as shown in figure 3.25(c). It can be seen 

that the output intensity rises and falls much more slowly than the voltage pulses, 

however the pulse duration (FWHM) is still about SOns. All the pulses emitted are of 
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similar shape, however they vary slightly in intensity, but do not fall off with time. This 

is due to slight fluctuations in the drive voltage pulses and appears to be somewhat 

random. 

3.4 - Collimation techniques 

It is essential in any analytic optical system, such as Shadowgraphy or Schlieren imaging, 

that the output beam of the light source is properly collimated. By this it is meant that the 

beam appears to originate from a single point in space, which is at an infinite distance 

away from the observer. To the observer the point source will appear to have a planar 

wavefront and negligible beam divergence, so that the light will appear to travel in a 

straight line with the same cross-sectional area everywhere along its path. In section 

3.2.4 it was commented that the output beam properties of semiconductor lasers differ 

between the two planes parallel and perpendicular to the junction. That is in the 

perpendicular plane the output beam is limited entirely by diffraction, whereas in the 

parallel plane the characteristics are controlled by the electric current profile across the 

junction. Typically the output facet of the LJ30 pulsed semiconductor laser is about 2Jlm 

by 350Jlffi, giving rise to a far field beam divergence of 81",300 by 81 I ",120 [8]. 

Consequently the beam profile in the far field will be elliptical, the diameter of the beam 

perpendicular to the junction being about 2.5 times that in the parallel direction. 

The output beam of a semiconductor laser also suffers from astigmatism. Although in 

the plane perpendicular to the junction the beam originates from the front face of the 

laser, the beam in the direction parallel to the junction appears to diverge from a point 

that is up to 50Jlm behind the front face. This occurs because the beam is limited by 

different physical effects in the two directions, that is by the electric current profile in the 

parallel plane and diffraction in the plane perpendicular to the junction. Astigmatism of 

the order of 50Jlm may not seem large, but it becomes very significant when compared 

with the dimensions of the junction and the beam divergence, and makes good Schlieren 

imaging difficult. 

The current flow across the junction of a semiconductor laser also results in the output 

beam being polarised. Typically the beam polarisation is 100 times greater in the plane 

parallel to the junction compared with the perpendicular direction. This can cause 

problems if the beam is reflected off surfaces (e.g. beamsplitters,) or in systems that 

analyse the polarisation properties of materials. Finally spherical aberration is introduced 

by the -O.2mm protective glass window on the semiconductor laser casing. 
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3.4.1 • Commercial semiconductor laser collimators 

Two typical commercial lens arrangements for the collimation of semiconductor laser 

beams are shown in figure 3.29 [22,23]. Both consist of a diffraction limited compound 

lens which collimates the light in one plane, and a weak cylindrical lens corrects the 

astigmatism in the other plane. The type and power of the cylindrical lens primarily 

depends upon which point on the semiconductor laser the compound lens is focused on: 

(i) Compound lens focused on the front facet • as shown in figure 3.29(a) and 

schematically in figure 3.30(a). In the plane perpendicular to the junction the output 

beam appears to originate from the front facet of the laser PI, so the light will be 

collimated by the compound lens in this direction. Whereas, in the perpendicular 

plane the beam appears to originate from a point P2 several microns behind the front 

facet. In this plane the beam is imaged by the compound lens to a point P3, distance b 

beyond the lens. Assuming that the compound lens can be approximated to a single 

lens focused on the front facet, then b can be calculated using the Gaussian lens 

formula: 
111 

--+-=-
f+a b f 

. (3.18) 

where f is the effective focal length of the compound lens and, a is the distance into the 

semiconductor laser that the beam appears to originate from in the plane parallel to the 

junction. For example, if the compound lens has a focal length ofOAcm and the light 

appears to originate from a point 50J.lm before the focal point, then the beam will be 

focused at a point -32cm beyond the lens. This is then corrected by a negative 

cylindrical lens with a focal length of 32cm positioned very close to the compound 

lens, with the curvature in the direction parallel to the junction. 

(ii) Compound lens focused on apparent origin of beam in plane parallel to junction· as 

shown in figure 3.29(b). In this case the light in the parallel plane is collimated by the 

compound lens. This also results in the beam orthogonal to the junction becoming 

slightly divergent upon leaving the first lens. The divergence can be calculated using 

equation (3.18) and slightly redefmed distances as shown in figure 3.30(b). For 

example, suppose a f=OAcm compound lens is used to collimate the beam in the 

parallel plane originating from a point P4, distance a=·50J.lffi behind the front facet P6. 

In the perpendicular plane the beam will appear to originate from a point P4, distance 

b=·31.5cm behind the front facet and, this can then be corrected by a positive 

cylindrical lens with a focal length of 31.5cm placed close to the compound lens. 
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In the last section it was commented that the semiconductor laser beam is highly 

divergent. As a result the compound lens must have a large numerical aperture, which is 

defmedas: 

NA = no sin e~ - (3.19) 

where e~ is the maximum angle of the light entering the lens aperture through refractive 

index no, which is usually air no -1. Alternatively if the lens has an aperture with diameter 

D and focal length f, the lens can be quoted in terms ofit'sj-number [14]: 

fl# 1 f 
2(NA) D 

- (3.20) 

Therefore a beam that has a maximum divergence of 30°, for example, will need a lens 

having a numerical aperture of at least 0.5, which corresponds to a fJ2 lens. This 

obviously causes problems when it comes to selection of the focal length of the 

compound lens, in this case restricting f to less than about I cm. It is best to have a large 

focal length, since this will reduce the effects caused by the astigmatism of the 

semiconductor laser. Also the compound lens becomes more difficult to accurately align 

relative to the front facet of the laser with shorter focal lengths. This is due to the tight 

mechanical tolerances involved in all three directions, for example in the direction of the 

output beam the positioning error must be very much smaller than the astigmatism (few 

microns.) Therefore semiconductor laser collimators carmot simply be assembled by eye 

relying solely on mechanical tolerances. Hence micro translation stages are vital for the 

alignment of the first collimation lens, whereas the cylindrical lens does not need to be 

accurately positioned due to its comparatively long focal length. Additionally there is the 

problem of spherical aberration caused by the output window of the laser; this can be 

compensated by adjustment of the thickness of the first element of the compound lens. 

Collimation of light from a semiconductor laser in the way described above yields an 

output beam that has an elliptical cross-section, due to the differing divergences in the 

two planes. This can be corrected using either a cylindrical lens telescope or a pair of 

anamorphic prisms, as shown in figures 3.31(a) & (b) respectively. The second method 

is preferred commercially since it is both difficult and expensive to manufacture 

cylindrical lenses with the diffraction limited performance necessary. The anamorphic 

prism pair consists of two identical prisms mounted in such a way that the incident beam 

enters both prisms at Brewster's angle. At this angle the component of the light polarised 

with the electric field parallel to the plane of incidence (which is perpendicular to the 

surface of the prism) is completely transmitted; whereas the component orthogonal to the 
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plane of incidence is partially reflected. Since the light emitted from semiconductor 

lasers is usually polarised with the dominant component of electric field in the plane 

parallel to the junction, then the prisms are mounted such that the plane of incidence is 

parallel to the junction. The Brewster angle ep and the wedge angle ew of the prisms can 

be calculated using: 

& 

where n,n,m is the refractive index of the prisms. 

sinew = n.. sinep 
nprism 

3.4.2 - Simplified experimental collimation set-up 

- (3.21) 

One problem with commercial semiconductor laser collimators is that the light has to 

travel through a considerable number of glass elements. This will not only attenuate the 

beam, but the light will also be scattered and reflected at the glass-air interfaces. 

Therefore the lenses used must be anti-reflection coated, otherwise over several lens 

elements a significant quantity of the beam will be scattered and phantom sources will 

become visible. Also the right lens material must be selected since few optical materials 

transmit light efficiently over the entire spectral range of available semiconductor lasers. 

For example, float glass is unsuitable when using the LJ30 diode laser which emits at 

-860nm, since the intensity transmission coefficient of that material at that wavelength is 

quite low, as shown in figure 3.32 [24]. Whereas optical crown glass transmits 90% of 

the light over the entire visible and near-infrared range. 

A much more simple collimation technique has been developed using fewer elements and 

is shown schematically in figure 3.33. The light from the semiconductor laser is first 

collimated in the plane perpendicular to the junction using a microscope objective (B) 

focused on the front facet of the laser (A). Instead of inunediately correcting the 

astigmatism, the beam in the plane parallel to the junction is allowed to converge to a 

focus (C). It is then allowed to diverge until it is the same size as the light in the 

perpendicular plane, where it is collimated using a positive cylindrical lens (D) having a 

focal length comparable with the distance from C to D. This was achieved practically 

using a dual element microscope objective with a focal length of OAcm and filA 

aperture, together with a cylindrical lens with 10cm focal length and aperture dimensions 

of 1 cm (in the direction of curvature) by 2cm. The highest power pulsed semiconductor 

lasers emit in the near infrared, typically at about 860nm for the LJ30, and therefore the 

light emitted can not be seen by the human eye making adjustment of the collimation 
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optics difficult. Standard CCD cameras however have a peak response at these 

wavelengths, so can be used as an aid to the setting up of the optical system as well as 

being the recording medium during the subsequent high speed photography. Also it is 

worth noting that the LJ3 0 semiconductor laser used here is a class IIIb laser, so caution 

is required in the handling of the output beam to avoid eye injury. 

Given that the semiconductor laser beam can only be seen by using a CCD camera 

connected to a television monitor, a general method for setting up the collimation optics 

has been developed and is shown schematically in figure 3.34: 

Stage I - The microscope objective is first mounted in a micro-translation stage, and is 

placed in front of the semiconductor laser with the junction aligned 

horizontally. This is mounted appropriately on an optical rail and the laser is 

pulsed periodically (e.g. @ 10 Hz) with medium output power. The CCD 

camera is placed a short distance beyond the microscope objective and is 

positioned by eye at the same height as both the objective and the laser. The 

microscope objective is then adjusted until the beam is focused on the camera 

in the vertical direction, which is shown as a horizontal broad band on the TV 

monitor, for example as seen in figure 3.35(a). In practice, when the system 

is not properly focused diffraction lines are seen, as in figure 3.35(b & c). 

The CCD camera is then progressively moved further away from the laser, re

adjusting the microscope objective so that the beam is focused and 

centralised on the screen, until the camera is at the opposite end of the optical 

bench from the laser (i.e. > Im away.) The output beam of the semiconductor 

laser is now effectively collimated in the plane perpendicular to the junction. 

Stage IT - The CCD camera is now positioned as close as possible to the microscope 

objective and the output beam dimensions measured in the horizontal 

direction. As the camera is moved slowly away it is usually observed that in 

the horizontal plane the beam comes to a rough focus and then diverges. 

Beyond this distance the position of the camera is noted first when the width 

of the beam is approximately half that of its height (position # 1) and, then 

when the width is roughly equal to its height (position #2.) Results obtained 

experimentally using the LBO semiconductor laser are shown in figures 

3.34(b) and 3.36. The beam doubles in width over a distance of -7cm, 

therefore it can easily be calculated using simple geometry that the cylindrical 

lens should have a focal length of -14cm. However the nearest focal length 

available is 10cm, so this is used instead and is placed at position #2. 
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(b) Objective too close to front facet. 

(a) Camera at position #1, 78 mm from 
diode laser front facet. 

Figure 3.35 • Image seen on CCD camera during 
STAGE I of semiconductor laser 
experimental collimation. 

(a) Microscope objective correctly positioned. 
Diffraction lines are clearly resolved and in focus, hence 
objective in focused on the front facet of the diode 
laser. 

(c) Objective too far from laser. 

(b) Camera at position #2, 147mm from laser. 

Figure 3.36 • Image seen by CCD camera during STAGE 11 of experimental collimation of diode 
laser. (See also figure 3.36 and text.) 



Stage III - A 50mm lens is fitted to the CCD camera and is focused at infinity. The 

camera is placed at an intermediate distance along the optical rail (e.g. -1I2m 

from the laser), as shown in figure 3.34(c). A high attenuation neutral density 

filter is attached to protect the camera, since the light beam is now focused to 

a point on the camera. The position of the cylindrical lens is then adjusted 

until the size of the focal spot is as small as possible, at which point the 

output beam is completely collimated. The results obtained using the LJ30 

semiconductor laser are shown in figure 3.37. Note that the haloes around 

the very bright central spot represent the uncollimated or diverging parts of 

the output beam, however the majority of the energy is in the focused spot. 

The image seen is in fact that of the front facet of the laser, where the central 

spot is the lasing output and the bright horizontal line is the spontaneously 

emitted radiation 

Finally figure 3.38 shows the output beam obtained experimentally using the LJ30 

semiconductor laser and the described optical collimation system, as seen by the CCD 

camera 1I2m beyond the laser. It is approximately 5mm square in cross-section and has 

roughly uniform intensity. 

3.4.3 - Beam expansion 

Unfortunately a working beam of 5mm square is often too small for examining the travel 

of acoustic transients since, for example, they travel in water at -1.5mm1lls. Therefore 

the beam must be expanded to a suitable size using the telescope arrangement shown in 

figure 3.39. The magnification of this system is given by: 

beam expansion = i 
1 

- (3.22) 

where f, and f, are the focal lengths of the two lenses. The separation of the two lenses is 

slightly shorter than shown since the focal lengths are less than quoted as the output of 

the laser is in near infrared (-860mn) Again to ascertain if the lenses are correctly 

positioned, a technique similar to stage ill in the collimation of the laser is applied. That 

is a lens is fitted to the CCD camera and focused at infinity, the beam expander lenses are 

then adjusted until the spot seen on the camera is as small as possible - at which point 

they are correctly positioned. 
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Figure 3.37 - Laser diode collimatiou STAGE 
Ill, CCD camera image taken at 
the focus of a 50mm f/2.4 
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3.5 - Imaging onto a CCD camera 

In chapter two it was commented that there are several techniques which can be used to 

detect and image scenes illuminated by radiation emitted from a semiconductor laser. 

Unfortunately the human eye is unsuitable as a detector because the majority of high 

power pulsed laser diodes emit light in the near infrared, which is outside the spectral 

range of the eye. Also, these lasers fall into the class IlIb category in terms of their 

output power, and so the light is intense enough to cause irreparable damage to the eye 

when viewed directly. It is possible to use a recording medium such as photographic film 

having the general advantages of high resolution and sensitivity; film however has the 

considerable draw-back of not being able to give instantaneous results. Alternatively 

electronic cameras such the Vidicon system can be employed to give an instantaneous 

output, however they are often quite bulky. 

A newer development in electronic detectors is the CCD camera. 1bis device has broad 

spectral sensitivity across all of the visible and near infrared wavelengths, peaking at the 

output wavelength of the LJ30 semiconductor laser. It is also compact, and gives 

instantaneous results in terms of a serial signal repeated 50 times per second which can 

be viewed on a TV monitor. The remainder of this section deals with the operating 

principles of CCD cameras and, tries to calculate the response of a typical CCD camera 

to a single light pulse created by the LJ30 semiconductor laser. 

3.5.1 - General principles of charge coupled devices 

The concept of the charge coupled device, or CCD, was proposed in 1970 by Boyle and 

Smith [25] in an attempt to produce an electrical analogue to magnetic bubble devices. 

The essential principles of operation of CCD devices are as follows. Potential wells are 

first created in a semiconducting material by the influence of overlying electrodes which 

are separated from the semiconductor by a thin insulating layer. The potential wells can 

then be used to store information in the form of electrical charge packets placed within 

them. Therefore under the control of external voltages applied to the electrodes, the 

potential wells and hence the charge packets can be shifted through the semiconductor. 

By introducing the charge packets at one end and detecting them at the other, a shift 

register or delay line can be created. 

The delay line is not however limited to the storage of digital information only. The 

potential wells are capable of storing variable amounts of charge and so the CCD is 

capable of providing an analogue signal delay. Furthermore, the charges may be 
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introduced into the potential wells by optical means: that is light incident on the 

semiconductor can be allowed to generate charge carriers by the photoelectric effect. 

These charges can be collected in the potential wells and subsequently clocked out of the 

structure thereby enabling the CCD to act as an imaging sensor. Charge coupled devices 

are a hybrid of both analogue and digital electronics effectively quanti sing the time 

variable but not the signal amplitude. 

3.5.2 - CCD camera systems 

Electron-beam camera tubes such as the Vidicon system have been developed over 

several decades and provide very high performance in terms of resolution and sensitivity. 

In spite of the huge advances in solid state technology, it has been found extremely 

difficult to fmd an equivalent device using the rugged, long life, compactness and low

voltage advantages of semiconductor devices [25]. That is until the recent development 

of the CCD camera. 

The basic structure of a CCD camera is shown in figure 3.40(a). One horizontal line of a 

camera is made up of p-type semiconductor material coated with 3 sets of metallic 

electrodes. Several of these horizontal rows can be stacked in parallel to form a 2 

dimensional grid of sensing elements called pixe[s. A lens can then be used to focus an 

image on the front face of the p-type substrate, which is depicted here as a single spot of 

light on the diagram. Initially input $, is held at a positive voltage creating a potential 

well under each of the respective electrodes, the other electrodes are held at zero volts. 

Photons entering the silicon substrate generate electron-hole pairs by the photoelectric 

effect, and the minority carriers (i.e. the electrons) are collected under each ~, electrode. 

The number of electrons collected under a given electrode within a given time (called the 

integration period) is proportional to the local light intensity on that electrode. Hence the 

quantity of charge that collects under each ~, electrode represents the light intensity 

across the original image. At the end of the integration period the charge pattern is then 

read out by clocking the electrodes in a 3-phase manner as shown in figure 3.40(b), until 

all the charge packets are removed. At the end of the read out cycle the device is 

switched back to the integration mode and the process repeated. 

During the read out period light is still incident on the array. Consequently signal charge 

packets being transferred through the array will pick up additional spurious charge 

causing the image to be smeared. This can be eliminated by using alternative CCD 

arrangements such as the Frame Transfer (FT) and the Inter-Line Transfer (IlL) 

methods [26], which are shown in figure 3.41. In both of these, photon generated charge 
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is first collected under the photo-gate for a set integration period, each sensing element or 

pixel being separated by a charmel stop diffuser. The charge is then transferred in 

parallel within a very short amount of time (-lI1S) into the CCD shift register using the 

transfer gate. Each line of charge packets is then read out from the shift register as 

before, while the next line of information is being collected under the photo gate. Smear 

is avoided by shielding the shift register from the incident radiation by a metal overlay. 

A CCD imaging camera is usually made up of a grid of elements or pixels, whose 

information is clocked out sequentially in a rastor fashion (Le. top left --+ top right, down 

a line, left to right, etc. until bottom right pixel is reached.) A typically high resolution 

black and white CCD camera, such as the Pulnix PE530 (which uses the inter-line 

transfer method) used later experimentally in this chapter, might have 582 vertical lines 

each comprising of 752 pixels running horizontally. The analogue electronic output 

signal is usually amplified and encoded in one of two standards: the CCIR (black & 

white) and PAL (colour) standards (50Hz) in Europe and, the EIR (b & w) and NTSC 

(colour) standards in the USA (60Hz.) A typical CCIRIPAL signal [27] is shown in 

figure 3.42. A complete frame ofpixels is outputted every 40ms (25Hz) and comprises 

of two 312.5 line interlaced fields, which are labelled as the odd and even fields. The 

first 21.5 lines of each field usually only contain timing information, and lines 22 to 312 

(or lines 335 to 625 for even field) contain the interlaced image information. In total 

there are 625 lines for the CCIR and PAL standards and, in addition the PAL standard 

has a burst at the beginning of each line which contains the colour information of the 

image. 

3.5.3 - Brief calculations 

It is necessary to calculate the whether the L130 semiconductor laser emits enough light 

to expose a single typical CCD camera frame. When a CCD camera views a scene 

through a fll.4 lens, the minimum illuminance on the scene needed to give a full white 

output from the Pulnix PE530 camera used later in this chapter is about 1 lux [28]. In 

photometry illuminance is defined as the luminous flux reaching a surface 

perpendicularly per unit area, and has unit of lux which is equivalent to lm m-'. The 

luminous flux ~v can defined using the human eyes normalised response curve V(ic) with 

respect to wavelength '}. (shown in figure 3.44), together with the spectral power 

distribution ~.(ic) of the incident light in watts, as follows [29]: 

~ 

~v = 680 J~.(ic) V(ic)dic in lumins (lm) or cdsr (lcd=lmsr-') - (3.23) 
o 
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Suppose a scene having an area of Im' is illuminated with I lux of monochromatic light 

of wavelength A=555nm. At this wavelength V(A) = I, so the light power incident on the 

scene can then be calculated as: 

$,(A.=555nm) = 1 lux xl m
2 

"" 0.0015 W 
680lm/W 

- (3.24) 

If the camera is placed at a distance of lm away from the scene and fitted with a f=50mm 

f11.4lens, as shown in figure 3.43, then the scene will be imaged on to an area of lcm' on 

the CCD chip. The light power $L that reaches the lens aperture and is therefore imaged 

on to the CCD camera chip, assuming that there are no losses in the system, will 

approximately be equal to: 

$L = cross sectional area ofle~s x 0.0015 W "" 024f!.W 
21t( distance from scene) 

- (3.25) 

Figure 3.45 shows the typical response characteristics of a standard CCD camera [26]. 

With light of wavelength 555nm the responsitivity of the CCD chip will be -IOOmA per 

watt of incident radiation. Therefore a full white output from the camera will produce 

-24nA of current in the CCD chip. The same current will be required to produce a full 

white output at any other wavelength. 

At the output wavelength of the U30 semiconductor laser (860nm) the responsitivity of 

the CCD camera chip is -120mAlW. The minimum light power needed to give a full 

white output will then be -G.2f!. W, or alternatively an energy of -4nJ per 1I50sec frame. 

Given that the laser diode emits 30W over a period of 50ns, or -1.5jJJ per pulse, then the 

laser will therefore emit about 500 times the amount needed to fully expose one CCD 

camera frame. 

3.5.4 - Shadowgraphy and schlieren imaging 

It is extremely difficult to observe directly changes in systems that are colourless or 

transparent. This particularly applies to acoustic transients travelling in air or liquids, 

and also to other examples such as the passage of air past aeroplane wings and 

compressor blades, convection currents and faults in glass windows. In these cases only 

the refractive index of the medium involved changes locally with small perturbations in 

density, which is caused by changes in pressure and temperature. Light incident upon the 

disturbances in refractive index is not attenuated, but is deflected away from its normal 
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path. This effect, as it has been seen in chapter 2, can be exploited to see the changes in 

density in the system using either Interferometry, focused Shadowgraphy or Schlieren 

imaging [30]. The latter two techniques will be considered here experimentally using the 

Northern Telecom LJ30 semiconductor laser and a Pulnix PE530 CCD camera. 

The experimental set-up for both focused Shadowgraphy and Schlieren imaging is shown 

in figure 3.46. In both techniques the CCD camera is focused on the region of interest 

which is directly illuminated by collimated light from the semiconductor laser; the results 

are then displayed on a television monitor. The only difference between the two methods 

is that in Schlieren an opaque stop, such as a razor blade, is placed at the focal point of 

the imaging lens L, which filters out the lowest spatial frequencies from the image 

information, that is removing the unrefracted light. In chapter two it was deduced that 

the intensity distribution of the image recorded by the CCD camera represents the first 

order changes in refractive index of the test region, in the plane perpendicular to the 

incident light. Whereas in focused Shadowgraphy refractive index changes in the object 

plane of the camera lens do not give rise to alterations in the image, but are just imaged 

as undisturbed "background" light on the CCD camera. Any increases in the local 

intensity of the image are a result of refractive index changes that are not in the object 

plane. These are superimposed on top of the background light and are either magnified 

or reduced on the image according to their relative position to the lens. Decreases in 

local intensity are due to light either being absorbed or scattered beyond the aperture of 

the imaging lens. 

Unfortunately the region of interest is transparent, therefore a well defmed object such as 

a knife blade is temporarily placed in the test area to aid the positioning of L, 

experimentally. If the output from the CCD camera is viewed on a television monitor 

and the semiconductor laser pulsed frequently, then the imaging lens will be correctly 

positioned when the object comes into focus on the screen. The position of the lens with 

respect to the test area and the CCD camera will then conform to the Gaussian lens 

formula [14]: 
111 
-=-+-
f u V 

- (3.26) 

where f is the focal length of the imaging lens and, the distances from the lens to the 

region of interest and the CCD camera u and v respectively. The position of L, 

determines not only which parts of the working region are in focus on the screen, but also 

the magnification M of the image on the screen: 
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v 
M=--1 

f 
- (3.27) 

Obviously the magnification is set as desired for the size of the imaging device and test 

area being used. In order to image the area of interest on to the CCD camera with no 

magnification the distances are set so that u = V = 2f. 

The positioning of the opaque stop at the focus of L2 for Schlieren imaging is illustrated 

in figures 3.47 and 3.48 experimentally using a razor blade as the stop. It is moved into 

position using a micro transition stage since the diameter of the semiconductor laser 

beam at the focal point of the imaging lens is very small in comparison to the dimensions 

of the rest of the system. Here the test area is illuminated by the semiconductor laser 

with medium power and a beam diameter of 15mm before being imaged onto the CCD 

camera using a 135mm (f71.4) camera lens, giving a focal spot diameter of about 50fUIl 

(full width half maximum intensity.) 

Initially the stop is placed close to the focal point and is moved in towards the axis, that 

is in the plane parallel to the CCD camera, so that the stop just enters the light beam. If 

an inverted image of the stop is produced on the CCD camera, such as in figure 3.47(a) 

then the stop is positioned too close to the imaging lens and it is moved towards the 

camera. Whereas if a non-inverted image occurs the stop is moved away from the 

camera and towards L2, as in figure 3.47(b). The stop is then moved closer to the axes 

and the process repeated until the background of the image is seen to go evenly dark, as 

in figure 3.47(c). At this point the stop is correctly positioned in the focal plane ofL2 and 

only light diffracted by the edges of the test objects can be seen, here a knife blade and a 

screw, since the direct light from the semiconductor is spatially filtered out. 

The transformation from Shadowgraphy to Schlieren imaging as the knife edge stop is 

moved in towards the axis in the focal plane can be seen in figure 3.48. Initially when 

the system is in Shadowgraphy mode the knife edge is imaged as a shadow on the CCD 

camera and, a glass microscope slip appears to be invisible except at its edge where the 

light is scattered and lost outside the lens aperture - thereby casting a shadow on the 

image. As the edge of the razor blade is moved closer to the focal point, say 200fUIl from 

the axis as shown in figure 3.48(b), the boundaries of the objects begin to blur since the 

stop removes some of the middle spatial frequencies from the image but still allows the 

direct light through. When the stop is moved into the focal point the background 

intensity drops and, light refracted at the edge of the microscope slip and diffracted at the 

edge of the knife blade also becomes visible, as figures 3.48(c)&(d) show. Since the 
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direct light from the semiconductor laser is not focused to a precise point but to a spot 

-SOllm in diameter, the stop has to be moved about 2S)lffi further through the focal point 

to cut off all of the undeflected light. When this is done the contrast between the 

deflected and the background light is improved, as seen in figure 3.48(e). However the 

intensity of the semiconductor laser light pulses has to be increased somewhat since most 

of the power exists in the undeflected beam which has been filtered out. 

In Schlieren imaging the best sensitivity is achieved when the focal length of the imaging 

lens is large and the stop is made as small as possible. In the above example the razor 

blade removes not only the direct light from the semiconductor laser but also the light 

deflected downwards towards the stop, In figure 3.48(e) this can be seen as an absence of 

light diffracted by the bottom edge of the knife blade. Therefore the razor blade is 

replaced by a thin wire to improve the sensitivity. The minimum thickness of the wire is 

limited by the size of the spot that the semiconductor laser light is focused down to, since 

the wire is required to remove all of the direct light but allow through as much of the 

higher spatial frequencies in the image as possible. It was found that using the diode 

laser set-up described the diameter of the wire schlieren stop could be made as small as 

1 00)lffi to give good results. 

3.6 - Synchronisation and timing ofthe semiconductor laser 

In water, acoustic transients travel at speeds approaching 1.Smmllls and have a typical 

duration of about 200ns. If a shock is imaged 1: 1 onto a typical CCD camera chip having 

dimensions of say 8mm by 6mm, then the shock will traverse the picture in less than 61ls 

and will be imaged with a thickness of -1I3mm. It is therefore necessary to synchronise 

the light pulses from the semiconductor laser with the creation of the acoustic transients 

to a greater accuracy than this. This could be done by placing a detector somewhere in 

the field of view to detect the shock and then immediately trigger the pulse from laser 

diode to expose the CCD camera. This is advantageous when the creation of the acoustic 

transients are not predictable, however the detector can obstruct either the path of the 

shock or the image on the camera. Alternatively if the creation of the acoustic transient is 

able to be triggered externally and its path can be predicted accurately, then the 

semiconductor laser can be synchronised with the external trigger and fired after a pre-set 

delay. The latter of these two methods will be employed here since both the acoustic 

transient sources described later in this chapter are externally triggerable with good 

accuracy. 
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Unfortunately the output of the CCD camera is continuous and is difficult to synchronise 

to an external trigger. Consequently both the event and semiconductor laser have to be 

synchronised to the output of the camera, as shown schematically in figure 3.49. If the 

event and laser diode are triggered during the middle of one frame that is being outputted 

serially by the CCD camera, then the image of the shock will be appear on the following 

frame. Since the shock appears on just one of the output frames, a frame grabber is 

required to store the image information on this frame, and this is triggered at the same 

time as the acoustic transient is created. 

3.6.1 - Analogue delay system 

A complete analogue delay system is shown schematically in figure 3.50. The system is 

synchronised to the output of the CCD camera using a video sync separator, such as the 

LMI881 in the circuit shown in figure 3.51 which detects the start of each output field. 

In practise it is found that the pulse from the semiconductor laser has to occur after the 

frame sync information (such as the equalising and serrated vertical pulses shown in 

figure 3.42) otherwise the image is lost. This is because during this period the image on 

the CCD chip is transferred to the output shift registers and the light sensitive regions are 

flushed. Therefore the synchronisation pulse from the LMI881 is pre-delayed by about 

3ms using a 74LS 123 monostable multivibrator. 

The output from the vertical sync circuit gives out a positive going pulse every 22.5ms, 

or 50 times per second, with every new field from the camera. Unfortunately sources of 

acoustic transients may not be able to be triggered at this rate, perhaps needing several 

seconds to recharge after causing a single event. Thus a manual push button trigger is 

incorporated into the system using a S-R flip-flop (see appendix I, figure AI-3), which 

allows just one synchronisation pulse through every time a single-pole-double-throw 

switch is operated. This pulse is then shaped by a monostable multivibrator before 

triggering both the source of the acoustic transients and the frame grabber. 

The synchronised trigger pulse also starts another monostable multivibrator, shown in 

figure 3.52, which acts as a pre·set delay. The delay is controlled by the variable resistor 

VR, , and the negative going output pulse is then shaped before goes on to trigger the 

semiconductor laser. Note that the 74LSI23 shown here contains two monostable 

multivibrators. Often when an acoustic transient source is triggered there is a time lag 

before the creation of the event, perhaps by a few hundred microseconds. Consequently 

the delay between the triggering of the event and the pulsing of the semiconductor laser 

must take account for this. 
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3.6.2 - Problems with analogue delays 

Many sources of acoustic transients, such as high power lasers and spark-gaps, generate 

large quantities of electromagnetic noise during the fast discharge of the large high 

tension capacitors that they use. Unfortunately this can interrupt the timing of the 

analogue variable delay causing premature and false triggering of the semiconductor 

laser. This problem arises from the method used to time the delay in the monostable 

multivibrators. The capacitor Cl is charged through variable resistor VRl until the 

voltage across it (measured at point I in figure 3.52) exceeds a certain level switching a 

Schmitt trigger, where the charge time and hence the delay is proportional to V~ * Cl . 

As commented earlier, there may well be a time lag of a few hundred microseconds 

between the triggering of the source and the creation of acoustic transients. Given also 

that the pre-set delay may only last perhaps 3flS longer than this, that is the time for the 

transient to traverse perhaps half the CCD frame for example; then the capacitor will be 

charged to beyond 90% of its final voltage. It is very easy for just a small amount of 

electromagnetic-magnetic noise to raise the potential across the capacitor above that 

needed to switch the Schmitt output, as illustrated in figure 3.53, thereby prematurely 

triggering the semiconductor laser. 

Several ways of reducing the effects of electromagnetic noise picked up in a circuit have 

been discussed earlier in section 3.3.3. These include stopping noise entering the circuit 

by isolating the power supply and using either opto-isolators or fibre optic links on the 

signal inputs, reducing the number and physical size of the current loops in the circuit, 

adding capacitance to the circuit and also shielding the circuit. In practice however, very 

little can be done to prevent electromagnetic noise from affecting the timing of 

monostable multivibrators, since only a very small amount of noise is required to cause 

false triggering. Hence an alternative method must be used to provide the variable delay 

in the control system. 

3.6.3 - Digital delays 

One solution to the problem of accurate timing in an environment with a large amount of 

electromagnetic noise is the use of a digital delay. Although not being totally immune, 

such devices do not suffer as much from the effects of electromagnetic noise pickup. The 

only drawback with digital circuits is that they are substantially more complicated and 

therefore use more power. 
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A digital control system for the control of the acoustic transient source, semiconductor 

laser and, the frame grabber is shown schematically in figure 3.54. More detailed circuit 

diagrams can be found in Appendix 1. The elements of the system are very similar those 

in the analogue delay and, some of the monostable multivibrators are retained due to their 

relative simplicity and because they are not in operation when the acoustic transient 

source triggers. As before the system is synchronised to the start of each frame given out 

by the CCD camera, however instead of directly operating the S-R flip-flop the chain of 

pulses is first passed through a optical isolator (see figure AI.2). This is used to transfer 

the synchronisation pulses into the main timing circuit which is driven by an isolated and 

conditioned power supply, this avoids the transmission of noise picked up by the coaxial 

lead from the camera. The isolated power supply is heavily filtered against high 

frequency noise picked up through the 'mains' input leads by large inductors, capacitors 

and transient suppressors (see figure Al.l). 

When the push button switch is operated (figure A1.3) the next frame synchronisation 

pulse triggers the pre-delay (figure Al.4) and, also programs several digital down 

counters (figure A1.6) with values pre-set on thumbwhee1 switches (figure AI.7). Again 

the pre-delay of -3ms is required so that the semiconductor laser light pulses do not 

occur during the CCD camera refresh cycle. After this the source of the acoustic 

transients is triggered and, the counters are allowed to count down according to a clock 

operating at a rate of 10MHz. When the counters reach zero a monostable multivibrator 

produces a pulse which stops the clock and triggers both the semiconductor laser and the 

frame grabber. Therefore the down counters programmed with values set on the 

thumbwheel switches act as a variable delay between the triggering of the acoustic 

transient source and the semiconductor laser. With 4 down counters and their respective 

thumbwhee1 switches, a variable delay of between O.lj!s to 999.9j!s can be achieved with 

steps of lOOns and an accuracy of better than -Sns. 

Both the semiconductor laser and the source of the acoustic transients are triggered via a 

fibre optic link. The control line for the frame grabber is also separated from the timing 

circuit by an opto-isolator. Finally the effects of electromagnetic noise pickup within the 

timing circuit can be reduced further by encasing the system in a metal box. 
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3.7 - Experimental single exposure imaging of laser ablation 

A complete high speed photographic system for imaging acoustic transients or other high 

velocity phenomena can be created using the semiconductor laser, its single pulse drive 

circuitry, a CCD camera, frame grabber and the timing circuitry as described in the 

previous sections. Such a system is shown schematically in figure 3.55, where acoustic 

transients generated by dye laser ablation are photographed using the Shadowgraph and 

Schlieren imaging techniques described in section 3.5.4. The system is set into operation 

by pressing a manual trigger button, at which it is first synchronised to the beginning of 

the next frame from the free running CCD camera output. After a pre-delay of about 3ms 

to wait for the CCD camera refresh cycle to end, a Rhodamine 6G dye laser is triggered 

together with the pre-set digital variable delay described in section 3.6.3 (and appendix 

I). Approximately 100llS after triggering, the dye laser emits a O.13J, 2llS (FWHM) 

pulse of light at 589nm which is focused using a 50mm, fJ2 camera lens onto a highly 

absorbing surface, in this case black PVC sleeving. The rapid heating of the PVC 

material gives rise to ionisation of the surrounding air, resulting in a small explosion and 

a shock wave being generated. A short time later (typically - few llS) the pre-set digital 

delay triggers the single pulse semiconductor laser drive circuitry as described in section 

3.3.2. The diode laser then emits a single lOOns duration, 30W, 860nm pulse of light 

which is collimated and expanded (section 3.4) before it is allowed to illuminate the 

acoustic transient. A 135mm SLR camera lens then images this scene onto a Pulnix 

PE530 CCD camera [28] using either the Schlieren or Shadowgraphy (with the stop 

removed) techniques. Stray dye laser radiation scattered by the plasma is removed using 

a 780nm (high pass) cut-off filter placed in front of the imaging lens. The CCD camera 

has horizontal and vertical resolutions of 752 by 582 pixels respectively, and outputs the 

recorded image infonnation as a CCIR analogue video signal on the subsequent frame as 

described in section 3.5. This is stored digitally on an Eltime frame grabber which is set 

to acquire mode when the semiconductor laser is triggered, and has a resolution of 512 

horizontal by 256 vertical pixels with 64 grey levels [31]. Finally the high speed 

photograph of the acoustic transient is viewed on a television monitor and a hard copy 

made on a thennal printer. Note that eye protection is worn continually during the 

experiment since the dye laser radiation is extremely intense. 

The set-up shown in figure 3.56(a) is used to aid the setting of the pre-set variable digital 

delay. A SFH250V photodiode [32] placed in reverse bias mode is used to sample light 

from the test area via a fibre optic cable and, the current generated by the diode is 

measured using a digital storage oscilloscope. The oscilloscope is triggered here using 

the electromagnetic noise generated by the dye laser flash tube discharge as shown 
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schematically in figure 3.56(b). In this case the dye laser output pulse is generated about 

2flS later and it lasts for about 2flS. It is picked up by the detector here by virtue of 

reflections and scattering around the system since it is extremely intense. The pre-set 

digital delay is adjusted appropriately so that the output pulse of the semiconductor laser 

is viewed on the oscilloscope trace after that of the dye laser. In the following 

experiments this was typically found to be up to IOflS after detection of the dye laser flash 

tube noise and, about IOOflS after the initial triggering of the dye laser. 

3.7.1- Shadowgraphy results 

The set-up described in the last section has been used to photograph the development of 

several air born acoustic transients generated by dye laser ablation. Single exposing 

pulses from the semiconductor laser are used here and the transients are imaged using the 

Shadowgraphy technique, as described in section 3.5.4, with the 135mm imaging lens 

focused on the PVC target. The results are shown in figure 3.57, where several similar 

acoustic transients at various times after the peak of the dye laser pulse have been 

photographed. Unfortunately vertical lines can be seen here across all the images, and 

this is due to local variations in the semiconductor laser beam. 

The initiation of a single acoustic transient is shown in figure 3.57(a). The target is seen 

as a dark horizontal shadow across the bottom of the picture. Further development of 

similar acoustic transients is seen in figures 3.57(b)~(e). Each hemispherical transient is 

clearly resolved together with a plume of debris and plasma behind it, seen as the dark 

turbulent disturbances attached centrally to the target. As commented before, light 

refracted by the acoustic transient in the plane of the target is imaged onto the CCD 

camera undisturbed from its normal unrefracted position. The dark semicircular band 

seen here is partly due to this light being refracted outside of the aperture of the imaging 

lens and lost. Light that is refracted before it reaches the object plane is imaged out of 

focus on the CCD camera and is also demagnified, this is seen here as the bright band on 

the inside of the of the dark band. Also since this light is imaged to a different position 

on the CCD camera the dark band is enlarged. Only a very small band of light can be 

identified on the outside of the dark band. This is due to light refracted from positions 

closer to the imaging lens, but this effect is weak since almost all of the semiconductor 

laser light is refracted before it reaches the plane of the target. 

By measuring the average radius of the transients with time after creation the speed of the 

shock front can be assessed, as in figure 3.58(a). Here it can be seen that initially the 
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(a) O.5J1S after dye laser fires (b) 2.4J1S after dye laser fires 

(c) 4.211S after dye laser fires (d) 7.511S after dye laser fires 

(e) llJ1S after dye laser fires 

Figure 3.57 - Shadowgraphs taken of air born acoustic transients created by dye laser 
ablation, using single shot semiconductor laser imaging system. 
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transients travel in excess of Mach 2, but slow to the sound speed (Mach 1, 330ms·' ) 

after about 8~s, or 5mm of travel. This can also be done for the plume of debris which is 

seen here to disperse at a velocity slightly below the speed of sound. The results can also 

be plotted on a log-log scale as in figure 3.58(b). It can be seen that for the first 5~s of 

travel the radius appears to conform to a to.ss power law. This agrees broadly with results 

obtained by Daiber and Thompson [33] (see section 2.2.3,) who found that the radius of 

similar acoustic transients follow a t" relationship during the duration of the generating 

laser pulse. The time exponent N varies between 0.6 and 0.9, this is determined by the 

initial state of the gas, the geometry of the laser beam, the shape of the laser pulse with 

time and whether the gas breakdown occurs at peak laser power or before. It appears that 

the 5 ~s of agreement here occurs during the complete duration of the dye laser pulse 

when energy is still being added to the transient. That is, although the dye laser pulse has 

a full width half maximum duration of 2~s, the complete duration is infact of the order of 

6~s due to the exponential fall off of the pulse with time. 

It can be seen from figure 3.58(b) that as the dye laser pulse dies away 6~s after initiating 

the acoustic transient, the time-radius relationship of the transient appears to change to a 

tV'dependence. This conflicts with Daiber and Thompson results but does agree with the 

earlier findings of Ramsden and Savic [34] (see section 2.2.3), who considered that 

acoustic transients under these conditions follow Taylor's blast wave theory [35] (see 

section 2.2.2). According to Taylor [35], the radius of a spherical blast wave in a gas as a 

function of the time t after creation, the energy Q in the blast wave, and the initial gas 

density Po is: 

- (3.28) 

For air at atmospheric pressure the constant Sty) is approximately 1 and po=1.293kglm' , 

which gives a value for the energy of the acoustic transient of about 60mJ. This is 

approximately a half of the energy of the dye laser pulse. These results broadly agree 

with those taken by Emmony and Irving [36] who investigated Nd-Glass laser (40ns, 

0.35J) induced shock waves generated at a carbon target in several gases over a range of 

pressures. 

The resolution of the shock front on the CCD camera frame is limited by both the 

distance travelled by the acoustic transient during the single exposure and the density of 

pixels on the CCD camera. That is the transient travels at up to 660ms·', giving rise to a 

travel of -66~m during the lOOns semiconductor laser pulse. Whereas the maximum 
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achievable resolution on the PE530 CCD camera is in the horizontal direction, here 752 

pixels over a distance of 6.4mm giving a pixel spacing of 8.6fUIl. Hence the resolution of 

the system is limited primarily by the duration of the semiconductor laser pulse. These 

figures can also be compared with the thickness of the dark hemispherical band, which is 

estimated from figure 3.57(b) to be about l30fUIl (±20flm). It can therefore be seen that 

initially the acoustic transient is just resolved to within 8 pixels on the CCD camera; the 

Shadowgraphs in figures 3.57(a)&(b) are smeared slightly by, say, about half the 

thickness of the dark band. The resolution does improve however with time as the 

transient slows to the sound speed, to within about 4 pixels on the CCD camera (114 of 

the thickness of the dark band) for figures 3.57(d)&(e). 

3.7.2 - Schlieren imaging results 

The same apparatus described above can also be used to take high speed photographs of 

dye laser ablation using the Schlieren imaging technique. Here a simple Schlieren stop 

consisting of a IOOfUIl diameter steel wire is used. This is manoeuvred into position at 

the focal point of the imaging lens using the techniques described earlier in section 3.5.4, 

and it is sufficient to block about 90% of the undeflected semiconductor laser light. 

Several similar acoustic transients are generated by the pulsed dye laser light which is 

focused onto a PVC target, as before. These are photographed using single exposures 

from the semiconductor laser at different times after the peak of the dye laser pulse, and 

the results are shown in figure 3.59. Unfortunately vertical Moire fringes have been 

introduced into these pictures which result from the reproduction method used. 

The interpretation of the Schlieren images is complicated since the photographs are 

dependant upon the geometry of the Schlieren stop. In the classic case where a scene is 

illuminated by a point source and filtered by a knife edge stop [30] this is relatively 

straight forward: the local image intensity recorded on the CCD camera would represent, 

say, the 'positive' first order changes in refractive index with distance, in the direction 

perpendicular to the knife edge and in the plane of the target. Both the 'negative' changes 

and the d.c. would be filtered out by the knife edge stop. In this experiment where a wire 

stop is used, the situation is slightly different. The local image intensity is proportional 

to the magnitude of the first order changes in refractive index, in the plane of the event 

and in the direction perpendicular to the wire. The refractive index changes in the 

direction parallel to the wire are not visible. According to the Gladstone-Dale relation 

[37,38] (see chapter 2), changes in refractive index are roughly proportional to the 

changes in pressure for air pressures of up to 100bar [39]. 
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Figure 3.59(a) shows a clearly resolved Schlieren image of the early stage of a dye laser 

generated acoustic transient propagating in air. It is at approximately the same stage of 

development as the transient in the Shadowgraph shown earlier in figure 3.57(a). The 

shock front in the Schlieren image is seen here as the bright hemispherical band just 

above a bright horizontal line. This line and the other at the bottom of the picture show 

the position of the PVC target. These are due to semiconductor laser light being 

diffracted and scattered round the edges of the target. Schlieren images of similar 

acoustic transients are shown in figures 3.59(b)~(e) for increasing time intervals after the 

dye laser pulse. The hemispherical transients are clearly resolved with a crown shaped 

region just above the target which is due to the debris and plasma In figure 3.59(b) the 

acoustic transient appears to have two distinct semicircular bands. Given that the image 

intensity is related to the first order derivative of pressure with respect to distance, the 

bright outer band is probably due to the shock front and, the weaker inner band is most 

likely the subsequent fall off in pressure. As commented in the last section, the 

semiconductor laser pulse lasts for lOOns and the transient travels initially at about 

660ms·'. This corresponds to a spatial resolution of about 6611m, which is approximately 

a third of the thickness of the outer bright band of the transient photographed in figure 

3.59(b). 

In contrast to the Shadowgraphs shown earlier, the Schlieren images of the shock fronts 

do not appear to be hemispherical. This is entirely due to the geometry of the Schlieren 

stop - light which is deflected by changes in refractive index in the horizontal direction 

being filtered out by the stop. Finally it can be seen that the intensity of each shock front 

falls off with distance travelled into the undisturbed air. This is due to the peak pressure 

of the acoustic transients falling of inversely with radius (see chapter 5.) 

3.8 - Multiple pulse imaging of acoustic transients [40) 

An experimental layout for high speed multiple exposure photography of acoustic 

transients generated by Nd-YAG laser assisted breakdown in either air or water is shown 

schematically in figure 3.60. The system is very similar to the single exposure system 

described in the last section, and the order of events is as follows. Initially a manual push 

button switch triggers the system which synchronises itself first to the output of the free 

running Pulnix PE530 CCD camera [28], as before. A Nd-YAG laser is triggered 3ms 

later which delivers a 55mJ, 30ns, 1060nm pulse oflight into a test area containing either 

air or water. This is focused by a 25mm, fll.56 lens and results in dielectric breakdown 

at the focal point giving rise to an acoustic transient. After a further pre-set variable 
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delay of between 1 to lOftS the multiple pulse timing control circuitry described in 

section 3.3.5 is triggered. Ibis pulses the semiconductor laser (Northern Telecom LJ30 

[8]) up to 9 times at pre-set intervals of between lOOns and 9.9fts, to an accuracy of about 

-5ns. Each output pulse from the laser diode has a duration of SOns (FWHM), 

wavelength of 860nm and peak power of 30W. These are used to illuminate the test area 

through the collimation and beam expansion optics, and the acoustic event is imaged 

using a 135mm, fl2.8 SLR camera lens onto the CCD camera utilising either the 

Shadowgraphy or SchIieren techniques described earlier. Ibis results in the same 

acoustic transient being photographed at several points in time, each image being 

overlaid on the previous image. Daylight and plasma scattered Nd-YAG laser radiation 

are removed from the image by an 860nm bandpass (±40nm FWHM) interference filter 

and, neutral density filters are used to control the exposure of the CCD camera. The 

image information recorded by the CCD camera is then stored on an Eltime frame 

grabber [34], as before, which has a resolution of 512 horizontal by 256 vertical pixels 

with 64 grey levels. Finally the picture is viewed on a T.V. monitor and a hard copy 

made when needed. The results presented in the next three sections have been published 

and can be found in reference [40]. 

3.8.1 - Shadowgraphic imaging of air born transients [40] 

The results obtained using the experimental apparatus described in the last section in 

Shadowgraphy mode are shown in figure 3.61. Here each pulse ofNd-YAG laser light is 

focused onto a PVC target and generates a single air born acoustic transient. Figure 

3.61(a) shows a transient that is clearly resolved using just a single pulse from the 

semiconductor laser. The bright circular band is the result of light being deflected away 

from its normal position, the inner dark band, by the shock front. As commented earlier, 

this is only due to refractive index changes which are out of the object plane of the 

imaging lens and, are therefore imaged out of focus. It can also be seen that the transient 

has spherical symmetry, except in one place on its locus where it has travelled to a 

slightly greater radius. Ibis anomaly is a result of the uneven target causing non-uniform 

plasma generation during the dielectric breakdown. Finally the plasma can be seen here 

as the very bright (saturated) elongated region above the shadow of the target. 

By increasing the number of semiconductor laser pulses the development of an acoustic 

transient can be seen with time. Ibis has been done in figure 3.61(b) with 3 

semiconductor laser SOns (FWHM) duration pulses separated by 2fts and, 6 pulses 1 fts 

apart in figure 3.61(c). The timing accuracy of the pulse separations here is to within 
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Sns. As the number of exposures is increased the unrefracted semiconductor laser light is 

added to the previous image recorded on the CCD camera. To prevent image saturation 

appropriate neutral density filters are placed in front of the camera lens. It can be seen 

here that as a result of this additional "background" light, there is unfortunately a 

substantial reduction in the contrast of the recorded images of the transients as more 

exposures are made. These pictures could possibly be improved by subtracting off an 

appropriately intensity scaled image of the scene, illuminated by the semiconductor laser 

once, but without a transient. . This might not give a great deal of improvement, however, 

since the frame store has a limited dynamic range of just 64 grey levels. 

Although the shock fronts are only just resolvable above the unrefracted background 

light, the velocity-time relationship of a single transient can be examined easily by 

interpreting the differences in radii between each exposure. For example, in figure 

3.61(c) it can be seen that the acoustic transient initially travels at about twice the speed 

of sound, however it slows extremely quickly to the speed of sound (330ms" ) after just 

2.S/ls. Given that the temporal resolution of the photographs is SOns, that is the duration 

of the semiconductor laser pulse, this results in a spatial resolution of about 17!lffi for a 

transient that has slowed to the sound speed. Finally using equation (3.27) Taylor's blast 

wave theory predicts that the initial energy of the transient is about 3.SmJ. This is 

substantially less than the energy supplied by the Nd-Y AG laser pulse (-SSmJ). 

3.8.2 - SchIieren imaging of air born transients [40] 

Several multiple exposure SchIieren images of air born acoustic transients are shown in 

figure 3.62. The set-up used here is identical to that described in the last section for the 

Shadowgraphs (figure 3.60) with two exceptions. Firstly the dielectric breakdown is 

caused by a focused 30ns, SSmJ pulse ofNd-YAG laser light as before, but this time the 

PVC target has been removed. Secondly a 100/lffi diameter wire is moved into position 

at the focus of the imaging lens using the procedures described in section 3.5.4. This 

forms a SchIieren stop which filters out approximately 90% of the semiconductor laser 

light that passes through the test cell undeflected. As commented before in section 3.7.2 

the interpretation of the SchIieren images is quite complicated and is entirely dependant 

upon the geometry of the SchIieren stop. In this experiment the wire is positioned at 

about 10 degrees to the horizontal. The local image intensity is proportional to the first 

derivative of refractive index with respect to distance perpendicular to the wire, and in 

the plane of the event. As commented earlier, in air the changes in refractive index are 

approximately proportional to changes in pressure up to 100bar [37-39]. Semiconductor 
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(a) Single diode laser pulse 1.9!1S after event 

(c) 5 pulses IllS apart, 1st laser pulse 
1.2!1S after event 

(b) 3 semiconductor laser pulses IllS apart, 
initial pulse 211s after event 
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Figure 3.62 • Schlieren imaging of air shocks with multiple semiconductor laser pulses. 

(a) Single exposure 0.711S after event 

(c) 9 diode laser pulses 0.5!1S apart, intial 
pulse 0.8!1S after event 

(b) 5 diode laser illuminations 0.5!1S apart, 
initial pulse 0.8/ls after event 

Figure 3.63 • Schlieren imaging of 
water shocks. 



laser light deflected by refractive index changes in the direction parallel to wire and 

undeflected light are filtered out. This explains both the apparent asymmetry of the 

acoustic transients in figure 3.62, as well as the dark band 10 degrees to the horizontal; 

the wire Schlieren stop filters out light deflected along this direction. 

Figure 3.62(a) shows an acoustic transient that has been clearly resolved using just a 

single SOns exposure. The transient has slowed to the speed of sound and as a result it is 

imaged with a spatial resolution of about 17~m. The Schlieren image can be interpreted 

as follows with the aid of the typical pressure profile of such a shock wave shown in 

figure 3.62(d). The narrow outer bright band seen between points A and B on figure 

3.62(a) is caused by the rapid positive going pressure gradient of the shock front. The 

thickness of this region measured from the figure is about 35~ and, comparing this with 

the spatial resolution (-17~) this suggests that the shock front has a thickness of less 

than20~. 

hnmediately behind the shock front, at B, is a very thin dark band. TIlls band follows is 

where the pressure reaches a maximum, giving a zero first order refractive index 

derivative, and hence zero local image intensity. Following this is a grey region which 

can be seen at smaller radii between points B and D. Since this region is quite broad, it 

occurs over a much greater time span than the shock front. Therefore this region is the 

gradual fall off in pressure, that is with a negative gradient, and is likely to pass through 

zero excess pressure at point C. Also since this region is not identifiable in the 

Shadowgraphs described in the last section (figure 3.61), the Schlieren imaging technique 

appears to be more sensitive. Finally a bright broad band can be seen between points D 

and E. This is most likely to be the tail of the shock, and the large dimensions indicate 

that it occurs over a relatively long time. It is uncertain as to why this region appears 

intense, the CCD camera is saturated here so the relative intensities between it, the shock 

front and the fall off region B-D, are misleading. This underlines the fact that it is 

difficult to gain quantitative results using the Schlieren technique. 

The plasma can seen in figure 3.62(a) as the saturated oval region in the centre of the 

photograph, and there are two possible reasons for it's elongated shape. The first is that 

the focusing lens causes elliptical growth of the plasma biased towards the lens, as 

described in section 2.2.3. Since the plasma is extremely hot it will emit very intense 

light over a broad band during it's growth, and the interference filter will allow through 

some of this light resulting in the elliptical luminous profile being image on the eCD 

camera. A second possible explanation is that the Schlieren stop filters out 

semiconductor laser light deflected by the plasma that has a component parallel to the 
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wire. This is seen in figures 3.62(b) and (c), where it can be observed that multiple 

illuminations of the event appears to increases the general size and intensity of the 

plasma's image. 

Figures 3.62(b) & (c) show results obtained by increasing the number of illuminations by 

the semiconductor laser to 3 and 5 exposures respectively, both with pulse separations of 

IllS. Perhaps the most striking improvement over the high speed photographs obtained 

using the Shadowgraphic technique is that there is a substantial improvement in the 

contrast of the acoustic transients imaged on the CCD camera. This is a direct 

consequence of the undisturbed semiconductor laser light being filtered out by the 

Schlieren stop, giving rise to a dark background image. When integrated on the CCD 

camera chip with images of the transient from previous exposures, the dark background 

has little effect upon the overall contrast of the resulting image. As a consequence, this 

technique allows the propagation of individual acoustic transients to be investigated 

clearly. For example, by considering the radii of the transient photographed in figure 

3.62(c), it can be seen that during the first two exposures the transient travels faster than 

the speed of sound, however slows by the third exposure to the sound speed. It can also 

clearly be seen in figure 3 .62(b) that the negative tail of the acoustic transient (points D to 

E in figure 3.62(d» travels very slowly in comparison to the shock front. It can therefore 

be said that the profile of the transient appears to stretch with time. Finally it can be seen 

that there is a decrease in the intensity of the images as the transient propagates further. 

This is due to the energy of the transient being spread over a greater area as it propagates 

to a larger radius, the acoustic pressure decreasing inversely with distance travelled (see 

chapter 5.) 

3.8.3 - Schlieren imaging of optical cavitation [43] 

The set-up described in the last three sections has also been used to photograph acoustic 

transients generated in water by Nd-YAG laser dielectric breakdown. Multiple exposure 

photographs of such optical cavitation events in water are shown in figure 3.63, and these 

have been imaged using the Schlieren technique. Figure 3.63(a) shows the initial 

acoustic transient given off by such an optical cavitation event in water illuminated by a 

single pulse from the semiconductor laser. The spherically symmetric shock front is 

clearly seen together with the bright plasma in the centre of the picture, which later grows 

into a cavitation bubble. The water air surface is seen at the top of the picture as a 

horizontal band. Just above this in the centre is an elongated white blob which is the out 
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of focus image of the plasma reflected off of the cell rear window and the water air 

boundary. 

Figure 3.63(b) shows a multiple exposure photograph of a single acoustic transient. The 

semiconductor laser is pulsed to give S exposures at intervals of SOOns, accurate to within 

Sns. By measuring the radii of the photographed acoustic transient at these known time 

intervals, it can been seen that shock front appears to propagate at a constant velocity 

which is slightly above that of sound in water (lSOOms·'). As a result it can be said that 

each SOns semiconductor laser pulse resolves the transient to a spatial resolution of about 

7SJ.UU. The thickness of the shock measured in figure 3.63(b) is approximately 120J.UU, 

or SOns duration. This can be compared with the typical thickness of similar water born 

shock fronts of about ISJ.UU (or alternately a rise time of -IOns), which has been 

measured using the optical and piezoelectric techniques described in chapters 4 and S. 

As a result it can be said that the transient is not fully resolved by the SOns exposures and 

therefore appears smeared in the photographs. 

Finally a further multiple exposure Schlieren photograph of a single water-born acoustic 

transient is shown in figure 3.63(c), in which 9 exposures of SOns duration are made 

SOOns (±Sns) apart. At the top of the picture the transient is seen to reflect off the 

water-air interface. Here a phase change occurs in the pressure wave, since Rayleigh's 

equations (see section 2.1.3, equations (2.20)) give a negative reflection coefficient: 

Pr 
~ 

Za. - ZWa1e' "" _ 0.999 
Zal' + Zwata' 

- (3.29) 

where Z.,-42S kgm"s" and z...,.-I.SxlO' kgm"s" This results in the shock front 

becoming a negative going rarefaction wave, however a change in velocity is not 

observed in figure 3.63(c) for the reflected wave. This is probably because the rate of 

change of velocity with pressure (dc/dp) is quite small for water (see sections 2.1.4 & 

2.1.S). An apparent change in velocity is however observed as the shock front passes 

through the plasma region (after it has been reflected at the water-air boundary.) That is, 

there appears to be a delay of about 1001-tm, or 70ns. Given that the plasma has at this 

stage developed into a microscopic cavitation bubble and therefore has a very different 

acoustic impedance, equation (3.29) also implies that the transient is unlikely to be 

transmitted through the plasma. It is therefore likely that the apparent delay is caused by 

the transient being diffracted around the plasma, before joining up shortly afterwards into 

a continuos wave front. That is, the resulting increase in path length will give rise to the 

apparent change in velocity. 
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Conclusions 

In this chapter it has been seen that a pulsed semiconductor laser can be used effectively 

in high speed photography as a flash light source capable of resolving fast moving events, 

such as acoustic transients. One such a device, the Northern Telecom LJ30, has been 

demonstrated providing up to 10 pulses of light at a maximum repetition rate of 5MHz 

with a timing accuracy of -5ns. Each light pulse emitted by the diode laser has a peak 

power of 30W, full width half maximum duration of 50ns and wavelength of 860nm. A 

multiple exposure system incorporating the LJ30 has been demonstrated photographing 

transients initiated by Rhodamine 6G Dye laser ablation in air, Nd-Y AG laser assisted 

dielectric breakdown in air and optical cavitation in water. When configured to give 

multiple exposures the system utilises a CCD camera to integrate the successive 'dark 

field' Schlieren images, the propagation of single acoustic transients subsequently being 

displayed on the same output picture. As a result the system has proved very useful for 

investigating the development of single acoustic transients with time, and therefore 

allows the study of events which are non-repetitive or are not repeatable. 

It has been seen that each photograph involves a convolution between the light output of 

the laser with time, the temporal and spatial profiles of the acoustic transient, the spatial 

response of the optical imaging system, and the sensitivity of the CCD camera to the laser 

light. As a result the temporal and spatial resolution of each exposure is limited by both 

the duration of the semiconductor laser pulse and the velocity of the transient. The 

system demonstrated in section 3.8 is capable of temporally resolving acoustic transients 

to 50ns (the duration of the laser pulse.) This translates to spatial resolutions of about 

171ll1l for air, and 751ll1l for water which have sound speeds of 330ms" and 1500ms" 

respectively. It has been shown that such a system is capable of clearly resolving 

acoustic transients propagating in air, however the resulting images of water born 

transients are not completely resolved due to the relatively small thickness of the shock 

(typically -151ll1l.) Improvements in spatial and temporal resolution can only be made 

with shorter laser pulse durations, and this should be possible in the near future with 

further developments in semiconductor laser technology. 

In conclusion it can be said that the high speed multiple exposure imaging system 

demonstrated has shown the L]30 semiconductor laser to be an excellent source for 

Schlieren photography. It is compact, relatively cheap, very reliable and has relatively 

simple low voltage electronic drive circuitry. Provided that a dark field imaging 

technique such as Schlieren is used the development of single event acoustic transients 

can be followed. Finally the system has the potential to be applied in other high speed 
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photographic diagnostic techniques including Interferometry [42], Electronic Speckle 

Pattern Interferometry (ESP!) [43], and Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) [44,45]. This 

not only allows the study of acoustic transients but also other fast moving mechanical 

phenomena such as cavitation, fluid flow in engines, ballistics and surface vibrations. 
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Chapter Four 

An Optical Transducer 

Introduction 

In this chapter the design and development of a high speed optical transducer for 

measuring acoustic transients propagating in water is discussed. The device is based 

upon the measurement of reflectance at a water-solid interface, which changes with the 

variations in pressure arising from an acoustic transient traversing the boundary. This 

chapter begins with a brief review of the techniques used to characterise acoustic 

transients. In section 4.2 the theory behind the design of the optical transducer is outlined 

in some detail, and this is followed by consideration of changes in refractive index with 

pressure in section 4.3. The design and calibration of a prototype transducer fabricated 

out of perspex is discussed in sections 4.4 and 4.5, and initial experimental results 

measuring acoustic transients associated with laser cavitation are described in section 4.6. 

A glass transducer with improved sensitivity is demonstrated practically in section 4.7, 

where it is shown that the transducer is also useful for studying cavitation phenomena and 

rarefaction waves. Finally in section 4.8 a commercial design of transducer is proposed 

as further work. 

4.1 - Refractive index transducers 

The quantitative measurement of shock waves and acoustic fields in water is usually 

undertaken using either piezoelectric hydrophones [1,2], optical interferometry [3-5], or 

quantitative SchIieren methods [6]. In general all of these techniques require 

measurements to be made with high spatial and temporal resolution. In the case of 

cavitation phenomena, in which the growth and subsequent collapse of bubbles in liquids 

is studied, the individual events are usually small « Imm) and spherical, so that any 

form of conventional transducer must have equally small dimensions compared with the 

cavitation event itself. Needle hydrophones [7] may be used, but these require careful 

calibration and are relatively delicate. Alternatively high speed photographic techniques 

can be utilised, however in these cases some form of time resolution such as strobe 

illumination must be employed because virtually all water born shock phenomena 

propagate at, or slightly above, the speed of sound (l480ms·'). 
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A transducer based upon changes in the reflection of light at the end of a glass fibre 

submerged in water has been built by Eisenmenger [8]. The reflectance at the fibre tip is 

altered by the changes in refractive index in the water arising from the impact of an 

intense sound wave, and a probe beam is then used to measure this effect. The spatial 

resolution of the device is determined by the diameter of the glass fibre, which can be 

very small. The sensitivity of the transducer to acoustic waves is dependant upon the 

reflectance at the glass-water interface, however this is not strongly dependant on the 

refractive index of the water. Furthermore, the change in refractive index of the water 

with pressure, which is given by the Gladstone-Dale relationship [9,10] is rather small 

(illlILlp-1.4xl0-' bar-I for water [11]) and the overall sensitivity of the device is therefore 

small. As a result a high powered laser is required as the sensing light source for the 

fibre optic transducer, and the measurement requires the detection of a small decrease in 

reflected light intensity against a relatively large background. 

Phillips [12] suggested a reflection transducer with high sensitivity which was based 

upon a single mode fibre which is cleaved close to the critical angle. This idea was 

however never demonstrated practically, and it is believed that this was because the 

cleaved fibre end disrupted the single mode properties of the fibre giving rise to high 

beam divergence, thus reducing the sensitivity of the device. In theory the reflectance of 

the water-to-fibre interface is defined by the Fresnel equations. The greatest sensitivity to 

small changes in the refractive index is found at, or just below, the critical angle and this 

is the basis of the transducer described in this chapter. The ideal transducer would have 

high spatial resolution, as would be the case of the fibre tip, with some parameter which 

is a rapidly changing and preferably linear function of pressure of the fluid in which it is 

immersed. 

In the transducer described here the changes in reflectance at a flat solid/water interface 

for light incident from the more dense medium was measured using a probe beam from a 

semiconductor laser together with a fast photodiode. High spatial resolution and 

sensitivity were achieved by focusing the probe beam onto the interface at an angle which 

was slightly smaller than the critical angle. It was found theoretically that some probe 

beam divergence reduced the sensitivity of the device, resulting in a trade off between the 

spatial resolution and sensitivity of the device. The prototype transducer was practically 

demonstrated by measuring the acoustic transients associated with laser generated 

cavitation events in water. It was fabricated using a semicircular polymer (poly-methyl

meth-acrylate, PMMA) block with the ability to change the angle of incidence of the 

probe beam on the flat face. The front face of the transducer was later machined back 

and replaced with glass in order to achieve a high sensitivity. Finally a more practical 
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transducer is proposed consisting of a ground and polished glass prism with fixed angle 

of incidence which leads to a more compact device. 

4.2 - Theory 

The basis of the optical transducer described in this chapter is as follows. The proportion 

of a probe beam reflected at an interface between two media is a function of angle of 

incidence of the beam, the polarisation, and the ratio of the refractive indices of the two 

materials involved. As will be seen in section 4.3, the refractive index of many materials 

is dependant on the density of the medium, which is in turn a function on the pressure 

experienced by the material. Therefore by detecting changes in the reflectance at an 

interface, it is possible to detect the changes in pressure at the interface due to an acoustic 

transient propagating through it. 

4.2.1 - Basic optics 

Consider a collimated beam of monochromatic light travelling through a dielectric 

medium with a refractive index n, incident upon a boundary with a second such medium 

having a smaller refractive index nT• If this beam is incident at an angle 9, to the normal, 

then a proportion of this will be reflected at the boundary at the same angle and, the 

remainder will be transmitted into the second medium and refracted at an angle 9T to the 

normal defined by Snell's law [13]: 

- (4.1) 

where n = ~. The proportion of the light energy reflected at the boundary is called the 
nT 

reflectance and is defined by the Fresnel equations [13]. The reflectance is dependant 

not only upon of the angle of incidence and refractive indices of the media, but also on 

the polarisation of the incident light. That is the reflectance R for light polarised with the 

electric field perpendicular and parallel to the plane of incidence respectively are [13]: 

- (4.2) 
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These functions are plotted in figure 4.1 for a perspex (nI =1.495) to water (nr =1.333) 

interface. It can be seen that at small incident angles both of the reflectances tend to the 

same value defined by: 

- (4.3) 

Typically this value is about 0.37% for a perspex to water interface. As the incidence 

angle is increased the proportion of light reflected differs for the two polarisations. For 

components of the beam polarised with the electric field perpendicular to the plane of 
incidence, RL increases non-linearly with eI until it reaches unity at the critical angle ec , 

defined by [13]: 

- (4.4) 

The critical angle for a perspex to water interface is about 63.0°, and at this angle the 

transmitted light is refracted along the boundary. Whereas for light which is polarised 

parallel to the interface the reflectance ~ I does not increase initially with el' but falls to 

zero at Brewster's angle ep [13]: 

- (4.5) 

There is also a phase shift between the incident and reflected beams of 1t radians for 

incident angles less than Bp. Beyond the Brewster angle there is no phase shift and the 

reflectance rises to unity at the critical angle. For a perspex to water interface ep is about 

41.5°. 

For incident angles greater than ec all the light is reflected, and there is also a phase shift 

in the reflected light [12]: 

and - (4.6) 

This phase shift rises from zero for light incident at the critical angle, to 1t at 90° 

incidence. 
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Figure 4.1(a)· Fresnel reflectance with incidence angle for Perspex.Water interface. 
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4.2.2 - Sensitivity of the reflectance 

It can be seen from equation (4.4) that when the refractive index of the second medium 

increases relative to the first medium the critical angle Se also increases. The effect of 

this upon the reflectance is an expansion of the curves shown in figure 4.1 about the zero 

incident angle. As a result there is a decrease in the reflectance at all angles below the 

critical angle, for both polarisations. 

The sensitivity of the reflectance to small changes in the ratio of the refractive index can 

be found by differentiating the reflectance equations (4.2): 

and 
aR.L =4 (ncosSI -1;)COS

3

SI 

an I; (ncosS I +1;) 
-(4.7) 

These functions are plotted in figure 4.2 against incident angle for a perspex to water 

interface. It can clearly be seen that the peak sensitivity to changes in the refractive index 

ratio is at or just below the critical angle Se ' defined in equation (4.4). Infact at the 

critical angle the reflectance is infinitely sensitive to changes in refractive index. It can 

therefore be said that a transducer based upon the measurement of small changes in 

reflectance will have greatest sensitivity when the probe beam is incident at the critical 

angle. 

Such a reflection transducer was suggested by Phillips [12]. This was based upon light 

propagating in a glass fibre which is incident on an interface with water at the critical 

angle. The transducer would measure changes in refractive index at the solid-liquid 

boundary with very high sensitivity, however this device was never practically realised. 

Later Eisenmenger [8] demonstrated a fibre optic transducer which operated by simply 

measuring the amount of light reflected at a normal polished fibre end, however in this 

case the measurements of pressure were made for zero degree incidence. At zero degrees 

incidence the above equations tend to: 

aR 11 = aR.L1 =4 n-1 _ (4.8) 
an 9,=0 an 9,=0 (n+1)3 
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For a glass to water boundary the change in reflectance (ilR) is numerically just 5% of the 

change in the ratio of the refractive indices (iln). This can be compared with the 

sensitivity achieved at the critical angle which is infinite for small changes in the 

refractive index ratio. Furthermore only 0.35% of the incident light is reflected back to 

the detector from the glass fibre-water interface used in Eisenmenger's transducer, the 

remainder being transmitted into the water. As a result a very large CW laser source was 

required for Eisenmenger's transducer in order to detect the high speed variations in 

reflectance above the noise background. 

Finally beyond the critical angle the sensitivity for small changes in the refractive index 

ratio is zero. The consequence of this is that in order to detect a decrease in the refractive 

index ratio, perhaps arising from a (negative) rarefaction wave, the probe beam would 

need to be incident at an angle below the critical angle. 

4.2.3 - Divergent input beams and spatial resolutiou 

The sensitivity of the reflectance to changes in refractive index is reduced somewhat 

when the incident beam is uncollimated. This has been simulated for several incident 

beams having Guassian shaped angular spreads, as defined in figure 4.3. The resulting 

reflectances are shown in figure 4.4 for light polarised parallel to a perspex to water 

boundary. It can clearly be seen that for beams with greater incident beam divergence, 

the steep gradient of the reflectance close to the critical angle becomes much more gentle. 

The sensitivity of the reflectance to changes in the refractive index at a perspex to water 

boundary has also be calculated for several beam divergences and is shown in figure 4.5. 

It can clearly be seen that the sensitivity at the critical angle is reduced considerably with 

greater beam divergence. Additionally the incident angle 9, at which the sensitivity is 

greatest decreases with increasing divergence. As a result in the design of a transducer it 

is desirable to have a collimated incident beam to gain maximum sensitivity to small 

changes in the refractive index of the water. 

It is also beneficial in transducer design to have as small an active area as possible to 

maximise the spatial resolution. This is practically achieved by focusing the input probe 

beam down using a lens to the diffraction limit, the active area of the transducer being 

just that defined by the locus of the beam at the solid-water interface, which is defined by 

the Rayleigh criterion: 
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Figure 4.3 - Angular spead. 
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As = 1.22.!!:. 
d 

- (4.9) 

where As is the diameter of the active area, A the wavelength of the probe beam, f the 

focal length and d the aperture of the lens. 

In doing so however beam divergence will be added to the system and the peak 

sensitivity of the transducer will therefore be reduced. The resulting beam divergence AS 

can be estimated using: 

AS '" 2arctan(~f) - (4.10) 

It can be said that in the design of such a transducer there is a trade off between the 

sensitivity and spatial resolution. It is therefore evident that the best transducer would be 

a compromise between the two, the spot size appropriately chosen to give the required 

sensitivity. 

As commented in the last section, Phillips [12] suggested the use of a single mode fibre 

optic cable. The prime advantage of this is that the light is confined within the fibre 

giving rise to a very small sensitive area, thereby resulting in very high spatial resolution. 

Additionally such fibres exhibit planar wave front propagation giving in theory zero 

probe beam divergence. In practice however by cleaving the end of a single mode fibre at 

the critical angle, as suggested by Phillips to gain maximum sensitivity, the single mode 

properties of the fibre are disrupted at the fibre tip and the beam becomes divergent 

through diffraction. As commented above this divergence will reduce the sensitivity of 

the transducer somewhat. Even if this increases the input beam divergence to just a few 

degrees the sensitivity is reduced hugely, and it is for this reason that it is thought Phillips 

transducer was not able to be demonstrated practically. 

4.3 - The variation of refractive index with temperature and pressure 

When a beam of light propagates through a dielectric medium it induces oscillations in 

the charged particles within the material, giving rise to the emission of secondary waves 

through scattering. These secondary wavelets have different phases to the original beam 

and interfere with the original beam resulting in a beam which has a slower propagation 

velocity than the original beam. This reduction in the speed of light c is defined 

physically for any given material using the refractive index n : 
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C n=i 
C 

where Co is the speed of light within free space. 

-(4.11) 

The speed of light within the medium is strongly dependant on the density of the 

medium, which varies with temperature and pressure. When compressive pressure 

(isothermal) is applied the density of the medium increases giving rise to a greater 

concentration of charged particles. In turn this gives rise to in a higher scattered wave 

intensity, a slower wave propagation velocity of the resulting beam, resulting in an 

increase in the refractive index of the material. Whereas an increase in temperature 

(constant pressure) usually results in expansion of the medium, a reduction in density, 

and hence a fall in the refractive index of the material. 

As an acoustic transient propagates through a dielectric medium the density of the 

material is altered, and the electric field arising from the interaction of neighbouring 

molecules is modified. This gives rise to a change in the refractive index of the medium 

on a macroscopic scale, which is defined generally by the spatial distribution and 

intensity of the acoustic wave. 

Gladstone and Dale [9,10] studied the properties of several liquids under different 

pressures and found the following experimental relationship between the refractive index 

and density: 
n-1 
- =consiani 

p 
- (4.12) 

A wide range of experimental work has shown the Gladstone-Dale relationship to be 

accurate for pressures of up to about 100bars (-IO'Pa) for a large number materials [14]. 

In particular experiments have shown the linear relationship to be valid for water up to 

lkbar [11], and also for PMMA [15,16] and glass. Several other relationships have been 

found including the Newton [17], the Eykman [18] and the Lorentz-Lorentz [19,20]. The 

latter is also known as the Clausius-Mossotti equation, which describes the dielectric 

behaviour of gases and liquids at very elevated temperatures and pressures. 

All of these relationships require knowledge of the equation of state, that is the pressure

temperature-density relationship of the materials involved. Several have been calculated 

for water from experimental results, and are called steam tables. To date the most 

comprehensive one is the NBSINRC steam tables [21], however the one developed by 
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Chen, Fine and Millero [22] is used here because of its relative simplicity, being 

extremely accurate over the range O-lOO°C and up to Ikbar. Less detailed relationships 

have been determined for other materials. In these cases it has been found best to use the 

Tail equation [23] which gives a first order approximation assuming constant 

temperature: 
1 -ilP 

K=-=-.,--
1( ilV/Vo 

- (4.13) 

where K is the bulk modulus, 1( is the compressibility, il V the change in volume V under 

applied pressure ilP. The Tait equation has been found to be valid for solids up to a few 

gigapascals of pressure [23], and up to about 150MPa for most liquids [23]. 

4.3.1 - Refractive index relationships of water, perspex and glass 

The variations in the refractive index of water with pressure and temperature are shown 

in figure 4.6. This has been plotted using theoretical predictions made by Schiebener et 

al. [24], experimental data collected by Waxier and Weir [11], and density data 

calculated from the equation of state developed by Chen, Fine and Millero [22]. It can 

clearly be seen from figure 4.6(a) that the refractive index increases linearly with pressure 

over the range 0 to 1000 bar, provided that there is constant temperature. An increase in 

temperature at constant pressure on the other hand results in a non-linear decrease in the 

refractive index, which is shown in figure 4.6(b). 

Figure 4.7 shows the variation of refractive index for perspex (also known as PMMA, 

Lucite, or Plexiglas) [15-16,25-26] and glass (hard crown HC519604) [8,12,27] with 

pressure at room temperature (20°C, A,=578nm). It can clearly be seen that although both 

solids exhibit a linear increase in refractive index with pressure in the range 0 to Ikbar, 

glass is significantly less susceptible to changes in refractive index than perspex. 

Table 4.1 shows a summary of the first order refractive index properties of the three 

materials with varying pressure and temperature, which were obtained from data 

presented in references [22,24-31]. The rate of change of refractive index with pressure 

was calculated using: 

dn dn dp dV 
-=---
dP dpdV dP 

- (4.14) 
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~ Po dn [bar-I] dn [C-I] K 
Material [kgm-'] 

no 
dP dT [GNm-'] 

Water 0.998 1.333 
(I) 

1.49xlO·' 
(I) 

-8.96xlO" 2.05 

(2) (3) 
-1.25xlO-4 

(4) 
P.M.M.A.(Perspex) 1.18 1.495 0.55xlO" 

(2) 
Glass (HC 519604) 2.53 1.519 O.l3xlO" -

Notes: All data for measurements at T = 20 degC • P = I bar. ). = 670nm. 
(I) Obtained from Schiebeneret aL (1990) and Chen-Tung Chen et al. (1977). 
(2) Calculated using Tait equation and Gladstone-Dale fonnula. 
(3) Derived from Michel. Dugas, CariOll and Martin (1986). 
(4) Obtained from Bridgman (1948) 

Other sources: Kaye & Laby (1972); leI Acrylic Technical Setvice Note PX127. 

Table 4.1 - Refractive index properties of Water, Perspex and Glass. 
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where the tenn dnldp is found using the Gladstone-Dale equation (4.12) for refractive 

index no and density Po at zero pressure, dp/dV is calculated from the density definition, 

and dV/dP is found from the Tait equation (4.13). That is: 

dn no-1 
-=-- dp Po -=--

dV Vo 
-=--

dp Po dV Vo dP K 

Combining these in equation (4.14), dnldP can then be calculated very simply using: 

dn no-1 
-=--
dP K 

- (4.15) 

The value for the bulk modulus of Hard Crown glass was obtained from Kaye and Laby 

[28], but can also be calculated from data presented in references [29-31]. For perspex 

the bulk modulus was calculated from compressibiIity data presented in references 

[29,31]. These values were found to be experimentally verified for high dynamic 

pressures in reference [32]. Finally the rate of change of refractive index with pressure of 

water was calculated using the data presented by Chen et al [22] and Schiebener et al 

[24]. 

4.3.2 - The refractive index ratio 

The effect of changes in pressure on the refractive index ratio n can be modelled as 

follows to first order accuracy: 

-(4.16) 

where nTO and nwo are the ambient refractive indices of the transducer material and water 

respectively. The excess pressures on the transducer side of the boundary 8PT , and in the 

water 8P w are infact equal since there must always be an equilibrium of pressure across 

the interface, as seen in chapter 2, section 2.1.3. Using the values quoted in table 4.1, the 

above equation is valid for pressures up to about lkbar. 
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4.3.3 - Acoustic reflection at the interface 

When an acoustic wave is incident at the water-transducer boundary the pressure exerted 

at the interface will in general be larger than the pressure of the wave during free 

propagation. This is because the incident wave is partially reflected at the transducer 

boundary, the reflected amplitude being added to the incident wave amplitude. Assuming 

that the acoustic transient being measured is normally incident, the pressure exerted at the 

boundary can be calculated using equation (2.20): 

-(4.17) 

or more simply: - (4.1S) 

where PT and Pw are the ambient densities of the transducer material and water 

respectively, and e.. and Cw are the sound speeds in the two media. The input excess 

pressure AP'N here is the time dependant pressure profile of the incident acoustic transient. 

The above equations are only valid for non-static pressures inputs, which is true for 

acoustic transients. Typically the constant k is about I.3S for a perspex-water boundary 

transducer (cw=lSOOms-t, pw=99Skgm-', e..=2700ms-', PT=1260kgm-'), and k-l.S for a 

glass-water sensor (e..=S660ms-', PT=2S00kgm-'). 

Using equations (4.16) & (4.1S), the refractive index ratio has been calculated for an 

acoustic wave with peak pressures ranging between -IOObar to +SOObar. This is shown 

for a normally incident wave at both perspex-water and glass-water boundaries in figure 

4.S. It can clearly be seen that both relationships are essentially linear with pressure 

within the calculated range, however the glass-water boundary exhibits a greater change 

in the refractive index ratio with pressure. As a result a reflection transducer fabricated 

out of glass would be expected to have far greater sensitivity than one made out of 

perspex. One reason for this is that the refractive index of glass does not vary much with 

pressure, and therefore the bottom half of equation (4.16) becomes almost constant. 

Whereas perspex has more considerable refractive index variation with applied pressure, 

which in equation (4.16) counter acts the changes in refractive index in the water. An 

other reason for choosing glass as the transducer material arises from the fact that the 

acoustic impedance of glass (i.e. the product pTe..) is much greater than that of perspex. 

This results in far higher acoustic reflection at the boundary, thereby giving a higher 

pressure at the transducer interface. 
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4.4 - Prototype experimental transducer 

A prototype reflection transducer for measuring acoustic transients has been constructed, 

the design of which is shown schematically in figure 4.9. The transducer utilised a 

semicircular perspex (PMMA) block in which a probe beam was reflected from the flat 

front surface of the block. The front face formed one wall of a cell in which water was 

placed and acoustic transients were generated within. At the perspex-water interface 

light was reflected back into the transducer according the acoustically modified refractive 

index properties of the media close to the interface, as has been discussed in the last few 

sections. The reflected light was subsequently detected by a photodiode and recorded on 

a digital oscilloscope. A photograph of the prototype transducer can be found in 

appendix three. 

The probe beam was generated using a Melles Griot 06DLBI02 diode laser, emitting 

5mW of light power at a wavelength of 675nm. A reverse telescope arrangement was 

used to reduce the 3.3x1.0mm output beam and focus it over a distance of 50mm onto the 

front face of the perspex block. This produced an active sensing area at the perspex

water interface of just 20~m by 80~m, with a beam divergence of 1.5"x0.45° respectively 

calculated using equation (4.1 0). The probe beam arrangement was rotated to give the 

smallest divergence in the plane perpendicular to the transducer-water interface (that is 

flat on the page in figure 4.9.) Furthermore the diode laser was also polarised in this 

direction, and as a result the transducer was designed to follow the reflectance curve for 

light incident perpendicular to the front face. 

Perspex was initially chosen for the semicircular block material because of its transparent 

optical qualities and its ability to be easily machined. At a later stage the front face of the 

semicircular block was machined back 114 inch and replaced with a glass (HC519604) 

plate affixed using a PMMA based optical cement. As was as suggested in the last 

section, in order to gain greater sensitivity. 

The shape of the perspex block was chosen to allow accurate adjustment of the incident 

probe beam angle by simultaneous movement of the laser diode and photodiode along the 

circumference of the block. The angle of the probe beam was adjusted until the 

reflectance was about 80% of its maximum value, as measured using the photodiode. 

This was to allow for the possibility of measuring negative pressures or rarefaction 

waves. The incident angle of the probe beam was about 63.0° when the transducer 

boundary was fabricated out of perspex (n,-1.495), and 61.3° when the glass (n,-1.519) 

formed the front face of the transducer. 
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The electronic drive circuit for the diode laser and the fast photodiode circuit is shown in 

figure 4.10. The top portion of the circuit on the left was used to drive the semiconductor 

laser with a constant pre-set current, the optical output of which was constantly 

monitored on an oscilloscope using the lower circuit which is a photodiode circuit. The 

circuit on the right of the figure is the high-speed detection circuit which utilised a 

AEPX65 photodiode [33]. This photodiode was chosen because of its very fast (Ins) 

response time, low dark current of -2nA, low noise characteristics and high responsitivity 

of -0.45AIW at 675nm. A 5mm focal length tl1.6 lens was fitted in front of the 

photodiode to reduce the need for positioning accuracy, together with an infrared 

absorbing filter to remove some of scattered light from the Nd-YAG laser light cavitation 

source used in the following experiments. The resulting voltage across the 50n resistor 

was typically around 35mV and was recorded on a Tektronix 5200 oscilloscope set to 

50m V range, with a sampling time of 2ns. 

4.5 - Calibration 

The perspex transducer was calibrated with a variety of input refractive indices using 

several concentrations of Sodium Chloride solution from pure (de-ionised) water up to 

3.5 grams NaCI per litre of water. Figure 4.11 shows the measured reflectances plotted 

against the refractive index for the different solutions, as calculated using values quoted 

in reference [34]. These are also plotted with reflectance curves calculated for several 

incident beam divergences. Note that these graphs have been plotted for static pressure 

conditions and do not include the effects of acoustic transmission and reflection at the 

transducer boundary. 

It is clear from figure 4.11 that within the limitations of experimental error the transducer 

behaves in a very similar manner to that predicted for a probe beam divergence Ll.9 of 

0.5°. This compares rather well with the calculated beam divergence of 0.45°, and any 

small deviations are probably due to probe beam aberrations since the diode laser light is 

not spatially filtered. By including the effects of acoustic reflection discussed in section 

4.3.3, calibration curves have been calculated for the perspex and the glass fronted 

prototype transducers. These are shown in figure 4.12 and have been calculated as a 

function of the peak acoustic pressure of an incident acoustic transient. It was assumed 

here that the probe beam divergence of the glass fronted transducer remained unchanged 

at 0.5°. It can clearly be seen that glass fronted transducer is much more sensitive than 

the perspex transducer. The perspex transducer however exhibits a much more linear 

response over the -100 to 300bar range, whereas the glass transducer has an 
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approximately linear response only in the range 0-100bar, after which the response is 

non-linear and begins to fall off. 

4.6 - Experiments with the perspex transducer 

To test the capabilities of the prototype transducer fabricated out of perspex, an 

experiment was performed to detect acoustic transients originating from optical 

cavitation. Laser cavitation was created in the water cell using radiation pulses from a 

Nd-Y AG laser at an energy of 55mJ, pulse duration of 30ns, and wavelength of 1060nm. 

The light was focused in the water down to a spot 25J.!m in diameter using a 25mm f/1.5 

lens, and during each event dielectric breakdown occurred in the focal region resulting in 

a high temperature plasma being formed. The plasma would then expand rapidly 

producing an initial acoustic transient together with a cavitation bubble, both of which 

are spherically symmetric about the focal point. The bubble then undergoes one or more 

large amplitude radial oscillations lasting for up to about O.5ms before finally breaking 

up, and further acoustic transients are emitted during every collapse of the cavitation 

bubble. The optical cavitation source was chosen because of its good repeatability and 

because similar sources have been quantitatively characterised using other techniques 

such as Mach-Zehnder interferometry [3-5,35]. 

The optical cavitation events were generated in the water cell at varying distances of 

between 0.9mm and 12.7mm away from the front face of the transducer. Figure 4.13 

shows twelve superimposed output signals from the transducer recorded for the initial 

acoustic transients generated by the dielectric breakdown at different distances away from 

the perspex-water interface, which are noted below the respective peaks together with the 

peak pressures which are deduced from the calibration curve in figure 4.12. The 

reflectances were recorded by measuring the voltage output from the photodiode circuit 

on a Tektronix TOS520 oscilloscope, at a sampling rate of 500 megasamples per second. 

These traces were then simply rescaled to give reflectance, using the nominal reflectance 

value which was pre-set earlier to 80% by adjusting the probe beam angle of incidence. 

The minimum resolvable pressure above the r.m.S. noise limit of -1% (reflectance) was 

found to be approximately 8bar. 

It can clearly be seen that initially the measured reflectance rises well above the 100% 

mark and saturates the photodiode. This is infact due to Nd-YAG laser light which is 

scattered from the plasma and is not entirely removed by the heat reflecting filter placed 

in front of the photodiode. It is not due to any changes in reflectance caused by acoustic 
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transient phenomena. Even thought the Nd-YAG laser pulse has a duration of 30ns, the 

measured positive going "reflectance" pulse lasts for about 600ns and affects the first few 

measurements of acoustic transients made thereafter. This is because the Nd-YAG laser 

pulse saturates the photodiode which then requires several hundred nanoseconds to 

recover. 

The measured acoustic transients are shown to the right ofNd-YAG pulse as a number of 

negative going peaks which are superimposed upon the graph together for convenience of 

presentation. Normally anyone of the recorded reflectance traces would consist of the 

Nd-YAG pulse followed a short time later by a single negative going pulse, and at all 

other times the reflectance would remain at about 80%. The distance of the source from 

the transducer shown below each peak was calculated using the time delay between the 

initial rise of the Nd-YAG laser pulse and the arrival of the acoustic transient. It was 

assumed here that the acoustic transients travelled at a velocity very close to that of the 

speed of sound, which is 1500ms" for water. 

From figure 4.13 it can clearly be seen that the peak pressures measured with the aid of 

the calibration curves calculated earlier (figure 4.12) diminishes with the distance of the 

transducer from the source. Experimentally it was observed that for anyone source 

distance successive peak pressures measured could vary by as much as 20% from those 

shown here. Upon plotting the peak pressures on a log scale, as in figure 4.15, it can be 

seen that within the limits of experimental error the peak pressure broadly agrees with the 

inverse distance relationship observed by Ward [3,5] using high speed Mach-Zehnder 

interferometry. Departures from this relationship can be seen for small transducer to 

source distances. It is thought that this can be explained entirely by misalignment of the 

transducer's sensitive area with the acoustic source, so that the spherical acoustic transient 

is incident obliquely upon the transducer. 

Figure 4.14 shows trace expansions of two of the measured acoustic transients in figure 

4.13, one generated at a distance of 1.5mm from the transducer, and the other at 5.6mm. 

Each point plotted represents a sample made every 2ns, and the superimposed solid line 

has been fitted using the least squares method to remove some of the noise. Clearly the 

two transients shown are completely resolved and are about 200ns in duration. The 

temporal profile of the transients agrees with results obtained by Vogel using 

piezoelectric and optical transducers [35], and also by Ward using high speed Mach

Zehnder interferometry [3,5]. Furthermore the initial shock front appears to have been 

completely resolved for both acoustic transients measurements. The rise times calculated 

as a 10% to 80% fall in the signal are -12ns and -6ns for the transients shown in figure 
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4.14(a) and (b) respectively. From this is it can be deduced that the marginally slower 

rise time of the transient in figure 4.14(a) means that this transient is less developed than 

the one measured in figure 4.14(b), which has travelled a greater distance. 

Clearly the large wavefront curvature on the spherical acoustic transient should have an 

effect upon the rise time of the transducer. From figure 4.16 it can be seen that this is 

influenced by two factors, firstly by the radius of the incident transient and secondly by 

the size of the active area of the transducer. The rise time can be calculated by simply 

finding the time difference lit between when the transient initially reaches the transducer 

face, and when the last part of the transient at the same radius r, leaves the sensitive 

region of the transducer. That is: 

- (4.19) 

Given that maximum dimension of the transducer sensitive area is about d=80)lm, then 

for transients propagating close to the speed of sound (C.=1500ms·' ) generated at the 

closest distance of r,=0.9mm from the front face the rise time is extended by just 0.6ns. 

Clearly given the 200ns duration of the transients, and minimum IOns duration of the 

shock fronts, the wavefront curvature has very little effect upon the temporal pressure 

profiles which have been measured. Furthermore the temporal resolution is also limited 

by the reflectance properties across the interface, which are controlled by the refractive 

index within approximately a wavelength either side of the boundary. The probe beam 

has a wavelength of 670mn, and the sound speeds either side of the water-perspex 

boundary are 1500ms·' and 2700ms·' respectively. For an acoustic transient propagating 

across the interface this gives rise to an increase in the rise time of the transducer of about 

0.7ns. Combining the effects of wavefront curvature, reflectance properties across the 

interface, and the response time of the photodiode, the transducer has a temporal 

resolution of approximately 2ns. 

Finally the effects of heating in the perspex can be seen in figure 4.17, where the Nd

YAG beam has been focused obliquely onto the surface of the transducer close to the 

sensitive area. Clearly the thermal pulse is relatively long in duration compared with the 

acoustic transient seen 200ns after the Nd-YAG pulse. 
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4.7 - Measurements made by glass fronted transducer 

As explained in section 4.4, the front face of the semicircular perspex block was 

machined back 1/4 inch and replaced with a glass (HC519604) plate which was affixed 

using a PMMA based optical cement. This theoretically provides an improved 

reflectance sensitivity to incident acoustic transients, firstly because glass has an almost 

negligible change in refractive index due to pressure giving rise to a greater response in 

equation (4.16), and secondly because glass has a higher acoustic impedance than 

perspex giving rise to larger pressures at the water-transducer interface (section 4.3.3, 

equation (4.18». The change in material does not however affect the temporal resolution 

of the device, which remains limited primarily by the -Ins rise time of the photodiode 

detector. Furthermore it does not change the spatial resolution of the device, the active 

area of the transducer remains at 20flm by 80flm. 

4.7.1 - Acoustic transients 

In order to assess the performance of the glass fronted transducer experimentally, 

spherically symmetric acoustic transients generated by the same Nd-YAG laser set-up 

described in section 4.6 have been measured. The results obtained are shown in figure 

4.18. As before the reflectance traces for 7 different acoustic transients measured using 

the device have been edited and are superimposed together here on one graph. Again the 

distances between the point source and the front face of the transducer are shown below 

the respective negative going reflectance peaks. In addition the peak pressures for these 

peaks using the calibration curve in figure 4.12 are also shown. Furthermore a 20% 

fluctuation in peak pressure was observed for several successive acoustic transients 

measured at anyone distance. 

It can clearly be seen in figure 4.18 that for a transient measured at anyone distance, the 

fall in reflectivity is substantially greater than that measured earlier using the perspex 

fronted transducer. Upon plotting the peak pressures on a log scale with those measured 

by the perspex transducer, as in figure 4.15, it clear that the recorded pressures from both 

transducers have good agreement over a range of source distances. In the case of the 

glass fronted transducer however, the smallest resolvable pressure above the r.m.s. noise 

limit of -1% (reflectance) is about 4.5bar, which is 75% better that achieved by the 

perspex transducer and is entirely due to the improvements in sensitivity made using the 

glass interface. 
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Finally figure 4.19(a) & (b) shows trace expansions of two of these transients generated 

at 1.56mm and 5.15mm from the transducer respectively. It can clearly be seen that the 

temporal profiles of the transients remain essentially unchanged from those measured 

using the perspex transducer, despite the relatively non-linear response of the glass 

transducer above 100bar. Furthermore the rise times of about IOns and 4ns for transients 

in figure 4.19(a) & (b) respectively are also the same. Clearly the transient measured at 

the smaller radius is relatively undeveloped compared with the one measured at the larger 

radius, as was found using the perspex transducer. As a result it can be said that the glass 

fronted transducer should have many applications in the investigation of acoustic 

transient development in water. 

4.7.2 - Negative or rarefaction waves 

The glass fronted transducer has also been used to detect negative, or rarefaction, waves 

generated by the Nd-Y AG laser acoustic transient source described. The rarefaction 

waves are produced very simply by reflecting the spherical acoustic transients off of the 

top water-air interface, as shown schematically in figure 4.20(a). As predicted by 

equation (2.20), phase inversion or negation of the wave occurs at the interface because 

the impedance of air (Z,,;-430kgm-'S-I) is almost negligible compared with that of water 

(Zw",,, -1.5x lO'kgm-'s-I). 

Figure 4.20(b) shows a large amplitude acoustic transient measured by the glass 

transducer, as before, followed by a much smaller amplitude positive going peak which is 

the rarefaction wave. After generation at the source S in figure 4.20(a), the initial 

positive acoustic transient has here travelled the direct path A. Whereas a different part 

of the same spherical wave has travelled path B, has undergone phase inversion at the top 

water-air interface, and has given rise to the rarefaction wave detected later. Clearly the 

rarefaction wave has a smaller amplitude than the positive acoustic transient. Using the 

calibration graph in figure 4.12 the peak pressure has been measured here to be about -

50bar. This is partly due to the fact that the rarefaction wave has travelled a greater 

distance than the positive acoustic transient, however it is also due to the rarefaction 

wave being incident upon the transducer obliquely. 

It is also clear that the rise time of the rarefaction wave is very much longer in duration 

than that of the positive acoustic transient. This is for two reasons: firstly that the wave is 

incident upon the transducer obliquely, and secondly the negative pressure acts upon the 

wave propagation to slow more negative parts of the wave. Eventually the negative 
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pressure will produce a positive going shock wave at the tail of the rarefaction wave, and 

this can just be identified at the end of the wave. 

Reflections have been observed from a water-copper boundary and are seen in figure 

4.20(c). In this case the acoustic impedance of copper (Z"",,;42.5xlO'kgm·'s·') is 

substantially higher than that of water, so equation (2.20) predicts that the incoming 

acoustic wave will be almost entirely reflected, and the resulting wave will be of the same 

phase as the incident wave (i.e. not inverted). As before the initial positive pressure 

acoustic transient is detected first having travelled the direct path A. A rarefaction wave 

is then detected which has travelled path B, followed later by a further positive wave 

which has travelled path C having been reflected off of the rear water-copper boundary. 

Finally a second rarefaction wave is detected which has travelled path D, having been 

reflected off of the rear water-copper boundary and the top water-air interface where has 

undergone phase inversion. 

4.7.3 - Cavitation bubble phenomena 

It has already been explained in section 4.6 that after the generation of the plasma in the 

water by laser assisted dielectric breakdown, a spherical cavitation bubble is produced 

which under free conditions then undergoes several cycles of expansion and collapse, 

producing further acoustic transients during each collapse. In recent years the study of 

cavitation bubble phenomena close to solid boundaries has attracted great interest 

because such bubbles are known to cause considerable damage to the solid under certain 

conditions. The mechanisms behind this damage are little understood, however through 

high speed photographic studies [36] the bubbles are known to undergo asymmetric 

collapse in which the bubble is initially attracted towards the boundary by Bjerknes force 

[36]. The bubble then collapses into an armular "donut" shape, where parts of the bubble 

which are initially furthest from the boundary are observed to collapse quicker than those 

close to the boundary. Furthermore the parts of the bubble furthest from the solid are 

also seen to form a narrow water jet which travels through the centre of the armulus and 

strikes the solid with great velocity. This is phenomena is sometimes termed water 

hammer, and is thought to be the major mechanism involved in the damage of the solid. 

Until very recently [37] very little experimental evidence has been found of high stresses 

which are directly attributable to water hammer. Infact the only stresses detected upon 

the surface of the solid has been due to acoustic transients associated with the collapse of 

the bubble, which on their own are thought not to be sufficiently intense to cause damage 

the solid. 
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A key factor in the study of cavitation bubble collapse close to solids is the value of y, 
which is defined as the ratio between the initial distance of the source away from the 

surface and the maximum radius which the bubble achieves during its cycles of 

expansion and collapse. The prototype glass fronted optical transducer has been used to 

study cavitation bubbles generated by the focused Nd-YAG laser source close to a flat 

solid surface for a number of different y values. This was done by keeping the energy of 

the Nd-YAG laser pulses constant at 55mJ (1060nm wavelength, 30ns duration) which 

consistently created bubbles which reached a maximum diameter of approximately 

l.lmm (±O.lmm). Different values for y were then achieved by varying the position of 

the source relative to the transducer. 

Figure 4.21 shows the reflectance trace recorded experimentally for a variety of different 

values for y and source distances. In figure 4.21(a) the acoustic transients arising from 

the first, second and third bubble collapses can be clearly identified for a source to 

transducer distance of 3mm (y-2.75), together with the initial transient. Clearly from the 

acoustic transient emission it can be said that the bubble undergoes three definite radial 

oscillations lasting just over 500llS before finally breaking up, the period of the first cycle 

being around 250J.!s. The acoustic emission recorded becomes weaker with each 

subsequent collapse which confinns that the cavitation bubble undergoes damped 

oscillations. Using the calibration curve (figure 4.12) the peak pressures have been 

measured to be l40bar, 100bar, 30bar and 15bar for the initial acoustic transient, first, 

second and third collapses respectively. Again it was observed experimentally that the 

peak pressures fluctuated by up to 20% for anyone source-transducer distance. 

A magnification of the reflectance trace around the first collapse is shown in figure 

4.22(a). Each measurement point plotted represents a sample made every 40ns, and the 

solid line is a polynomial which has been fitted using the least squares method to remove 

some of the noise. It is clear that the pressure profile of the acoustic transient associated 

with the first collapse has temporal symmetry. Both the rise and fall times of the signal 

have been measured here to be typically about 80ns, the whole transient being 

approximately 300ns in duration. This is in agreement with results obtained using high 

speed Mach-Zehnder interferometry by Ward [38]. Clearly the rise time of this acoustic 

transient is substantially slower than that of the initial acoustic transient which was 

characterised earlier. 

Using the temporal pressure profiles obtained, the energies of the transients have been 

calculated applying the following fonnula [3,5]: 
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- (4.20) 

This equation is a direct result of equation (2.11 c) for spherically symmetric acoustic 

waves where the term 41tr' is the surface area of the spherical acoustic transient, and the 

pc. term is the acoustic impedance of the water. The resulting energies have been 

calculated to be about 1.25mJ, 0.60mJ, 70,.w and 17,.w (±40%) for the transients 

associated with the initial event, first, second and third collapses respectively. This gives 

a total acoustic energy emitted of about 1.95mJ (±40%), which is just 3.5% of the energy 

provided by the 55mJ Nd-YAG laser pulse. The remainder of the incident laser energy 

was either not absorbed by the water or was dissipated throughout the volume of the 

liquid as heat. 

A total energy of about 687,.w (±40%) was emitted as the acoustic transients associated 

with the bubble collapse alone. This can be compared with the energy of the cavitation 

bubble which can be estimated using [3,5,35]: 

-(4.21) 

where rb is the maximum radius that the bubble achieves, Po the external static 

(atmospheric) pressure of 10'Pa, and Pv is 'the liquid vapour pressure within the bubble 

which is almost negligible compared with the external pressure. The maximum bubble 

radius has been estimated to be about l.lmm (±O.1mm) using figure 4.21(d). Evidence 

supporting this includes the fact that the bubble begins to touch the front face of the 

transducer immediately after the first collapse, and also because the time of the first 

collapse is reduced somewhat. Using equation (4.21) it can then be estimated that the 

bubble energy is 560,.w (±150,.w). Within the limits of experimental error, this gives a 

remarkably good agreement with the calculated energy emitted by the bubble in the form 

of acoustic transients. Furthermore this complements the calibration of the transducer, 

the calibration graph shown in figure 4.12 being shown to be accurate to about 20%. 

As the source is brought closer to the transducer, the value of y reduced to 1.3 as in figure 

4.21(b), it can be seen that the reflectance trace begins to rise over a relatively long period 

of time just after the 2nd collapse. This is not a rarefaction wave but the bubble 

migrating towards the interface so that it begins to touch the boundary. The bubble has a 

very low refractive index (n.,-I) compared with glass, and therefore gives rise to total 

reflection of the probe beam at the transducer interface. It can also be seen that the 

reflectance does not reach 100%; this is because a thin film of liquid remains between the 
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bubble and transducer, which gives rise to frustrated total internal reflection at the 

transducer interface. Detection of the bubble wall touching the interface is hampered 

somewhat by misaligmnent of the bubble centre and the sensitive area of the transducer. 

This is partly due to the small distances involved and the associated difficulty of 

positioning the transducer, random instabilities in the laser beam, and also the bubble 

beginning to float upwards towards the water-air boundary. 

When y is about 1.1, as in figure 4.21 (c), the bubble touches the transducer shortly after 

the first collapse and remains attached to the transducer even during the second collapse. 

In figure 4.22(c) a double peak structure can be seen to develop for the acoustic transient 

associated with the first collapse, and the main peak becomes smaller compared with that 

measured for y-2.75. Both effects are thought to be associated with the cavitation bubble 

loosing its symmetry so that it does not collapse to a single point but into a more 

complicated pattern. 

As Y is reduced further to unity the bubble is observed to touch the boundary immediately 

after the first collapse, which occurs unusually early l80fLs after the Nd-YAG laser pulse. 

This is shown in figure 4.21(d). The bubble is also seen to detach itself from the 

transducer interface just before the second collapse. 

An interesting result was recorded for y-o.8 and is shown in figure 4.21 (e). The 

migration of the bubble towards the transducer begins about 40fLS after the first collapse 

is detected. In figure 4.22(e) it can be seen that the acoustic transient associated with the 

first collapse has a double peak structure, both peaks having relatively Iow peak 

pressures. The bubble can then be seen to undergo three collapses in -140fLS while being 

very close, perhaps even attached to the transducer. It can also clearly be seen that the 

second and third collapses emit comparatively intense acoustic transients. 

Figure 4.21(f) shows an other interesting reflectance trace recorded for a cavitation 

bubble generated at y-0.65. In this trace it can clearly be seen that the bubble touches the 

transducer boundary approximately one third of the way through the first oscillatory cycle 

of the collapse. The reflectance can then be seen to drop below the nominal 80% zero 

pressure level for about IOfLS, and several short lived peaks are also detected during this. 

These short lived peaks are seen in more detail in figure 4.22(f), and are most likely to be 

due to acoustic transients created by the asymmetric collapse of the bubble. Whereas the 

relatively long drop in reflectance suggests a sustained build up of stress at the boundary. 
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This can possibly be attributed to effects observed for the same Nd-Y AG source by Jin 

[36] and also later by Schiffers et at [37], who used a combination of high-speed 

photographic and piezoelectric transducer techniques to study the growth and collapse of 

similar cavitation bubbles generated close to a surface with y=0.82. Using a 52).1m thick, 

3mm diameter thin film PVDF transducer attached to the surface, they detected 

significant stress levels at the boundary which lasted for about 15).1s at the same time as 

the water jet is seen to form in a high speed schlieren photograph. On top of and close to 

the beginning of this stress pulse, a single 2).1s duration pressure pulse was detected which 

was attributed to acoustic transient. Both authors came to the conclusion that the longer 

duration pulse was caused by fluid travelling through the toroidal shaped collapsing 

bubble, that is a water jet forming within the bubble and impinging upon the surface. It is 

thought that the multiple peaks observed here using the prototype optical transducer were 

not seen by Jin and Schiffers because of the relatively large area, and resulting slow 

response time for non-planar waves, of the piezoelectric transducer used. Lastly it has 

been observed in figure 4.21(f), using the prototype optical transducer, that the peak 

pressure of the acoustic transient created during the second collapse is very small, and 

this suggests that almost all of the bubble energy has been dissipated during the first 

collapse. 

Finally in figures 4.21(g) & (h) the collapse of cavitation bubbles for relatively small 

values of y are recorded. Clearly the bubble wall touches the transducer boundary almost 

immediately after the generating Nd-YAG laser pulse, however it detaches shortly before 

the first collapse. Furthermore the bubble is not observed to touch the boundary again 

which suggests that during the first collapse cycle it bounced off of the surface. In 

figures 4.22(g) & (h) the reflectance traces show the acoustic transients associated with 

the first collapse have a single peak structure, however these are not temporally 

symmetric and possibly have several minor peaks. This is again thought to be due to loss 

of bubble symmetry during its encounter with the transducer boundary. 

Conclusions 

A prototype optical reflection transducer has been built to characterise the temporal 

pressure profile of acoustic transients by measuring the reflectance at a solid-liquid 

boundary. Initially the transducer was fabricated out of a semicircular perspex (PMMA) 

block which allowed the design to be assessed and proven experimentally. Theoretical 

modelling of the transducer showed that the response to acoustic transients was linear 

with pressure up to about 300bar. Initial experiments were performed which showed the 
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device to be capable of accurately measuring the pressure profile of incident acoustic 

transients generated by an optical cavitation event, and able to resolve fully the sub IOns 

rise time of the shock fronts. Furthermore the profiles measured using the device agreed 

with those measured using other quantitative techniques, such as the Mach-Zehnder 

experiments performed by Ward [3-5]. 

At a later stage the front face of the perspex block was machined back and replaced with 

glass which improved the sensitivity of the transducer to changes in refractive index, 

giving a better signal to noise. It did however have a much more non-linear response to 

pressure, which was found theoretically to fall off for more intense acoustic transients. In 

addition to characterising acoustic transients associated with optical cavitation, the device 

was also capable of detecting rarefaction waves resulting from phase inversion at a water

air interface. Rise times of these negative pressure waves were however found to be 

much slower because such waves do not build into shock fronts, and also because the 

waves were measured obliquely. 

The asymmetric collapse of laser cavitation bubbles close to a solid boundary has also 

been studied using the glass fronted transducer. This has been shown great interest in 

recent years since the mechanisms behind the cavitation damage of solids are not 

completely understood [36,37]. The migration of the bubble towards the interface was 

detected here as a rise in the reflectance signal towards saturation. Acoustic transients 

associated with the collapses of cavitation bubbles were also detected and studied. 

Furthermore a IO!!S duration increase in stress at the transducer interface was detected for 

a bubble which grew to a maximum radius of 1.lmm and was generated 0.7mm from the 

transducer. This concurs with results obtained by Jin [36] and Schiffers et al [37], who 

attributed this stress pulse to a water jet forming within the bubble which hits the 

transducer surface. 

Finally an improved design for the optical transducer is shown schematically in figure 

4.23. The device is based upon the same principles as the prototype transducers, in which 

a probe beam generated by a diode laser is partially reflected at a glass-water boundary. 

In this design however, the boundary is formed out of an equilateral glass (HC519604) 

prism in which a new front face is machined such that the light is reflected close to the 

critical angle of the interface. Furthermore the new device allows the probe beam 

preparation optics and the photodiode to be neatly placed behind the prism. The compact 

nature of this new design allows the device to be fully enclosed and could be 

commercially viable as a transducer. Although the device was constructed and 
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demonstrated to work in principle, time did not permit its use in characterising acoustic 

transients propagating in water, and this is suggested for further work. 

In conclusion the transducer has been shown to be capable of measuring acoustic 

transients to nanosecond resolution with good sensitivity. Typically the glass fronted 

transducer had a minimum resolvable pressure of about 20bar (2MPa), and temporal 

resolution of about Ins which was limited primarily by the photodiode detector. The 

device achieved a small sensitive area of just 20x80J.lm, which was entirely limited by the 

diffraction limit of the probe beam. Greater sensitivity could have been achieved with a 

more collimated beam, however at a cost of a larger sensitive area. Conversely a smaller 

measurement area and hence greater spatial resolution could have been achieved by using 

a more focused probe beam, but at the cost of sensitivity. 
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Introduction 

Chapter Five 

A Large Area Planar Piezoelectric Transducer for 

Measuring Spherically Symmetric Acoustic Transients 

This chapter will discuss the measurement of temporal pressure profiles of spherically 

symmetric acoustic transients propagating in water using a large flat piezoelectric film 

transducer. The theory behind the generation of voltage in such transducers is discussed 

in section 5.2 and, a mathematical function which describes the behaviour of the output 

voltage is derived. Simulations are then perfonned in section 5.3 which highlight the 

problems involved in the calculation of pressure-time profiles with limited signal 

resolution. The pressure-time relationships of acoustic transients created by optical 

cavitation are calculated experimentally, using voltage measurements made with 

transducers placed Imm, 2mm and 4mm away from the event. Two thicknesses of 

polarised PVDF film transducer are used and the results discussed in sections 5.5 and 5.6. 

Finally the conclusion is made that the same technique could successfully be applied to 

acoustic transients produced with other non-planar sources, for example in systems with 

cylindrical symmetry. 

5.1 - The problems of measuring acoustic transients from point sources 

The accurate measurement and characterisation of acoustic transients generated by small 

events is in general extremely difficult. This is because devices for measuring such 

acoustic waves are usually required to be equally as small as the event and, have a wide 

signal bandwidth due to the short acoustic travel times and geometry involved. Many 

attempts have been made using a wide variety of techniques to characterise the acoustic 

transients associated with one such event - optical cavitation, which has already been 

discussed in chapter 2. Optical cavitation can be produced when light from a high power 

pulsed (Q-switched) laser is focused into a transparent liquid, such as water. The high 

intensity radiation causes dielectric breakdown to occur at the focal point, vaporising the 

surrounding liquid [1]. This region expands rapidly producing a spherically shaped 

cavitation bubble which undergoes several radial oscillations of expansion and collapse 

over a few hundred microseconds [2], before eventually breaking up and being absorbed 

in the liquid. Initially, and also during the subsequent collapses, the wall of the vapour 
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bubble expands at a velocity greater than that of the speed of sound in the liquid. This 

gives rise to a spherically symmetric acoustic transient, or shock wave, which propagates 

away from the centre of emission slowing after a few nanoseconds to the sound speed in 

the liquid [3]. 

Traditional methods for acoustic field time-profiling usually involve using either spot 

poled piezoelectric membrane transducers [4], or needle hydro phones [5]. Such 

techniques require the expanding acoustic wave to have travelled far enough so that it's 

radius of curvature is large, thereby appearing planar to the small sensitive area of the 

transducer. The rise times of these devices are determined primarily by their geometry. 

For a planar acoustic transient which is incident upon a piezoelectric transducer with 

plates positioned perpendicular to the direction of propagation, the rise time is only 

dependant on the thickness of the device and the duration of the wave. When these 

factors are taken into account the time profile of the acoustic transient can be derived [6]. 

The apparent rise time can however be considerably longer for other orientations and 

non-planar transients, for example due to the considerable curvature of the acoustic wave 

front close to an optical cavitation event. This becomes most apparent in large area flat 

transducers where the curvature of the measured wave front is relatively large, as shown 

schematically in figure 5.1. This makes the measurement of such events by piezoelectric 

transducers impractical; however they have found uses in finding the total energy and 

peak pressure of the transients at large distances [7 & 8]. 

Optical methods have also been extensively used in the characterisation of optical 

cavitation events and the resulting spherically symmetric acoustic transients. One such 

technique is to is to study the deflection of a narrow probe laser beam traversed by the 

shock wave [9]. The light is deflected according to the local refractive index variations 

in the liquid, which is directly associated with the pressure characteristics of the transient. 

This and similar methods [7] provide extremely high bandwidth pressure-time profiles 

for small events. 

High speed photographic techniques such as Schlieren imaging [7] and focused 

Shadowgraphy [2, 3 & 8] have also been used to give spatial characterisation of acoustic 

events. These methods have the obvious advantage of presenting clear visual evidence of 

the development of such acoustic transients and cavitation bubbles, however they cannot 

provide quantitative measurement of pressures developed within shock waves. 

Quantitative measurements can be made using high speed Mach-Zehnder interferometry. 

This can give both a visual display and, after subsequent analysis of fringes, the pressure 

time profile of the emerging acoustic transients [2,10]. The limitation of this technique is 
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Figure 5.1 - Problems associated with the measurement of spherically shaped 
acoustic transients generated by optical cavitation. 
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Figure 5.2 - Schematic diagram of the interaction between a spherically shaped 
acoustic transient and a piezoelectric transducer. 
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Figure 5.3 - Acoustic transmission and reflection for waves with spherical symmetry 
at a boundary between two media. 



that it is difficult to accurately trace the fringe displacements at the rising edge of the 

shock wave [10], and hence derive the short rise time of the transient. 

The approach described here uses a large area Polyvinylidenefluoride (PVDF) film 

piezoelectric transducer. Normally such a transducer is wholly unsuitable for small 

source acoustic transient profiling, due to its large size and resulting long signal rise 

times. In the technique described here the transducer is considered to be made up of a 

large number of small elements. Each of these elements measures the component of 

pressure normal to the film of a small section of the acoustic transient which is within the 

transducer. The voltage generated on the transducer plates is then essentially 

proportional to the sum of all of these pressure components. As a result if the spatial 

shape, or symmetry, of an acoustic transient is known as it progresses through the liquid, 

then its pressure-time profile can be derived from the voltage signal measured across the 

PVDF transducer electrodes as a function oftime. 

5.2 - Acoustic wave interactions with a large area thin film piezoelectric transducer 

The temporal pressure profile of an acoustic transient can be defined as the relative 

values of pressure P(t) measured with respect to time t, at an arbitrary point in space as the 

wave passes through it. The problem of measuring this using a device that is large in 

comparison with the dimensions of the transient is essentially one of convolution. The 

device can be split into many smaller volume elements which each have a respective 

acoustic pressure acting upon it. All of these contribute together towards the total charge 

developed on the plates of the transducer, and give rise to an output voltage V(t) with 

respect to time. 

Suppose that these elements follow the same spatial shape that an imaginary wave front 

takes as it travels through the various media involved, having travelled for a time -r after 

being emitted from an arbitrarily shaped imaginary source. The spatial position of any 

one of these elements will therefore be defined by the value oh. Also, every point along 

the element will have the same acoustic pressure acting upon it, corresponding to a point 

in the pressure-time profile of P(t--r) at a certain time t for a real acoustic transient emitted 

from the source. That is, as time increases the same element experiences pressure 

amplitudes that correspond to points later in the pressure profile curve. Each element 

contributes towards the total voltage V(t) an amount T(t) per unit pressure experienced, 

called the impulse response or transducer function. This amount is not only dependant 

on how much of the element is within the transducer and thus how much it affects the 
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total voltage, but also includes the reduction in magnitude that the acoustic transient 

undergoes as it travels further into the transducer. As a result the total voltage can be 

expressed in terms of a convolution: 

<0 

V(t)= JP(t-'t).T{-r) d't - (5.1) 
-<0 

If the source is small in comparison to the size of the measuring device, then it can be 

approximated to just a point. A system in which acoustic waves are emitted by a point 

source and measured by a large planar thin film transducer has cylindrical symmetry. 

This system can therefore be split into elements with cylindrical symmetry, each element 

having the same spatial shape that an acoustic transient emitted from the source forms 

after it has travelled for a time 'to In the source medium all of these elements will have a 

radius of c, 't and thickness c,d't, where c, is the propagation velocity of acoustic transients 

in that medium. This is shown in figure 5.2 where the cylindrical symmetry is about the 

z-axis. If the piezoelectric transducer has a thickness a, then only portions of elements 

existing within the range -a<z<O will affect the output voltage. 

The effect that an element has on the output voltage can also include the reduction in 

magnitude that an acoustic transient experiences with distance. In order to find this, and 

also to compensate for distortion effects within the transducer due to refraction, the effect 

of each element is modelled using an imaginary thin step wave that has travelled to the 

same position. This wave will have duration d't and, having travelled for a time 't after 

being emitted from the point source, has a pressure distribution p(I,'t) inside the transducer 

- where I is some relative position along the element from the z-axis. Since for a 

piezoelectric transducer the measured effect is primarily due to force components normal 

to the plates; then T('t) can be defined in terms of a summation of annular segments along 

the element, or alternatively the wavefront: 

<0 

p(l, 't) cos( e) Il{ -a<z<O =1} T('t}oc f 21tr.dl 
-<0 elsewhere =0 

- (5.2) 

'------v------' '-r--

component of pressure function that describes if area of annular 
in the z - direction annulus is within transducer segment 

where I = f(z) = f(r) and represents the radius and position of annular segments. A 

simplification can then be made with the knowledge that Ilr-Ill.cose , which gives in the 

infinite limit: 
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" 
T('t)oc f p(r,'t).rdr - (5.3) 

" 

where r1 and r2 are the radii at which an element (with position described by 't) intersects 

with the z=O and z=-a planes respectively. In order to evaluate p(r,'t) and hence T('t), 

further knowledge of the position and decrease in magnitude of the imaginary step wave 

must be obtained as it travels through the transducer. This can be done by applying wave 

theory and will be discussed in the next section. 

5.2.1 - The path of an acoustic wave from a point source 

The evaluation of the field of spherical waves refracted by a second medium is one of 

practical significance in many physical cases, particularly in the areas of radio physics 

and acoustics. It was first studied in detail by Sommerfeld [11], who examined the field 

created by an electric dipole located close to a plane interface between two media. 

Previously consideration had only been given to conditions where the radius of curvature 

of the incident spherical wave front was large in comparison to the region under 

investigation. This was so that the evaluation could proceed by considering the waves as 

planar; which then allowed the already well established theories developed by Fresnel 

(optical & electromagnetic) and Lord Rayleigh [I2] (acoustic) to be used to find the 

amplitude and intensity of the reflected and refracted waves at the interface. Of the many 

subsequent treatments [14,15], this section is based upon the one given by Officer [13] 

which takes full consideration of the curvature of the incident wave as it impinges on the 

transducer. 

Suppose there is a source of spherically symmetric waves in a homogenous medium with 

sound velocity c, and density p,. If this is at a distance d away from a boundary with a 

second medium (c"p,), then the diverging longitudinal waves in the two media will be 

described by the wave equation: 

'\72 __ 1_0<f'1,2 
<f",2 - 2 ",2 

C1,2 Ul 

- (5.4) 

In order to solve this equation it will be assumed here that both media are loss-less and 

the first medium is a liquid (water), and that there will be no mode conversions to either 
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transverse or surface waves in the solid. In cylindrical co-ordinates, with symmetry about 

the z-axis, the fundamental solutions of equation (5.4) are of the form [13]: 

<j> = exp{icot) Jo(k.r) F(z) 

where co is the angular frequency of the source and k is the real wave number. In the 

three regions shown in figure 5.3, F(z) is defined by: 

where 

F'b = A.exp(-il3,z) 
'-------v-----' 

Emitted and 
Reflected waves 

F'a = B.exp(-il3,z) + C.exp(il3,z) 
. . '-r------' 

Reflect;d wave Emitted wave 

F 2 = D.exp(iI32z) 
'-------v-----' 
Transmitted wave 

- (5.5) 

In order to solve for the four unknown quantities A, 8, C & D in equation (5.5), four 

boundary conditions are needed. Firstly it is known that the source is spherically 

symmetric about r=0 and z=d, so that there is: 

(i) a continuity of pressure along the z=d plane, 

and (ii) a discontinuity of the component of particle velocity in the z

direction of2k across the z=d plane [13]. 

The second condition can be visualised, considering the source without the boundary, as 

pairs of particles at equal distances on opposite sides of the z=d plane, that will be 

travelling at equal and opposite velocities in the z-direction away from the planes. 

Further boundary conditions may be found by considering the interface between the two 

media. That is there will be: 

(iii) a continuity of pressure along the z=O plane, 

and (iv) z-component of particle velocity is continuous over the z=O plane. 

These four boundary conditions may be expressed mathematically as: 
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{ 1. 
pressure ex: 8<p,. _ 8<p'b 

~ F,. =F'b p, at - p, at 
z=d 

8<p,. _ 8<p'b = 2k 2k = dF,. _ dF'b 2. particle velocity 
~ 

in z direction az az dz dz 
8<p,. 8<P2 

- (5.6) 

{ 3. pressure ex: P'at=P2at ~ pf,. =pl2 
z=o 

4. particle velocity 8<p,. 8<P2 
~ 

dF,. dF2 --=-- -=-
in z direction az az dz dz 

Using these conditions and upon solving for A, 8, C & D it can be shown that for the 

transmitted wave: 

- (5.7) 

and the fundamental solutions for <p", <P .. and <p, can also be found. A complete solution 

for the transmitted wave can be obtained by adding together all the fundamental solutions 

with different k. That is for the transmitted wave: 

- (5.8) 

It is worth noting here that the term in parentheses represents the Rayleigh transmission 

coefficient when both ~, and ~2 are real. Finally if the solution is differentiated with 

respect to time, the pressure relationship can then be obtained: 

- (5.9) 

5.2.2 - Evaluation of pressure in the high frequency limit 

The complete solution described above in equation (5.9) cannot easily be solved 

analytically. It can however be simplified somewhat by assuming that the source emits 

only high frequency waves. This assumption is generally true for acoustic transients 

emitted from optical cavitation events, since they quickly develop into shock waves 

which have fast rise times and thus mainly contain high frequencies. An approximation 

can then be made for the ratio ~i~l' such that in the high frequency limit: 
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co 2 -(kcS 
CO 2 -(kc1)2 

Hence the pressure function (5.9) simplifies to: 

It can be proved [16] that this integral is equal to: 

( 
i [ 2J112) 

{ 

2b }exp - ~ r2+(d-U;)z) 

Ptrans (r,-ve z,large co) a:: (c,) 2 
1+b C; r2 +(d -(~;)z) 

- (5.10) 

- (5.11) 

Suppose that a wavefront is emitted from the source such that in the first medium it has 

reached a spherical radius of c," It can be seen from this equation that as the spherical 

wave enters the second medium its magnitude is altered by a constant factor of 

2b/(1 + b.c,/c,). From thereon the wavefront locus follows the relationship: 

- (5.12) 

and decreases in amplitude according to [r2 +(d - ~; Z)'r V2. As a result equation (5.11) 

can be rewritten as: 

(
2 i [ 2JII2) exp ':1 r2 +(d -U;)z) 

Ptran,(r,-ve z,large co) a::---'---'.--------'-
, c, 

giving finally: p(r,,) = Iptran,(r,-ve z,large co)1 a::_
1
_ , c

1 
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5.2.3 - Accuracy of the high frequency approximation and piezoelectric materials 

It is worth briefly investigating the limitations of the derivation above by considering the 

path of high frequency waves predicted using geometric optics. This can accurately 

describe the system of waves incident on a boundary at angles to the normal up to the 

critical angle 8c=arcsin(c/c,), provided that the wavelength of the transient is small 

compared with d. Consider a portion of a wave front emitted from the point source in 

terms of a ray representation, as in figure 5.4. At a point in time when the wavefront in 

the first medium has travelled to a spherical radius of cI't, it can easily be shown that the 

position of the ray in the second medium is: 

- (5.14) 

where angle 8, is given by Snell's law: sin(82) = s..sin(81). 
Cl 

Suppose the first medium is water (Cl = 1480ms") and the point source is chosen to be 

Imm away from the boundary. The path of a transmitted acoustic transient can be plotted 

for various piezoelectric transducer materials, which will be assumed to be isotropic to 

begin with, using the geometric theory above and compared against the predictions made 

by the high frequency approximation. This has been done in 50ns time steps for the 

polymer Polyvinylidenefluoride (PVDF, c,=2200ms") and, the most commonly used 

piezoelectric ceramic material Lead Zirconate Titanate (PZT, c,= 4000ms",) as shown in 

figures 5.5(a) & 5.5(b) respectively. It can be seen that the two models give similar 

results initially as the wave enters the transducer medium and is distorted by the increase 

in sound speed, for both materials. Later, however, the paths only coincide at small 

radial distances, the agreement breaking down as the incident angle 8 approaches the 
critical angle 8c = arcsin(c l ! c2). Therefore the high frequency approximation only holds 

for a finite duration Ll't after the wave has entered the isotropic transducer material, which 

can be defined as: 

- (5.15) 
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Figure 5,4 - Geometric wave approximation at boundary between two media. 
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This gives a Ll't value of 250ns in PVDF (9c=42.3°) and 57ns in PZT (9c=22.7°). 

Therefore PVDF is likely to allow better accuracy in the development of a transducer 

function based upon the high frequency approximation, since the wave suffers less 

distortion in shape as it enters the transducer. Better approximations could be used in the 

derivation of the transducer function for isotropic materials, such as the one suggested by 

Brekhovskikh [17] based on geometric theory, but will not be discussed here. 

One complicating factor is that polarised PVDF used in piezoelectric transducers tends to 

exhibit anisotropic behaviour [18], where the sound speed varies with the orientation of a 

wave in the material. In the case ofKynar piezoelectric film the direction of polarisation 

is perpendicular to the plates, the speed of sound being 2200ms· l
• Whereas in the 

directions parallel to the plates the sound speed is 1500ms·l
• This has the benefit that the 

distorted wave shape is closer to that of the prediction made by the high frequency 

approximation, thereby perhaps significantly increasing Ll't for polarised PVDF 

transducers with the direction of polarisation towards the source (i.e. along the z-axis.) 

There are further advantages in using PVDF as the transducer material. The impedance 

ofPVDF (p,c,) is 2.6 times that of water (p,c,=1.48xI06kgm·'s·'), allowing up to 75% of 

the energy of an incident wave to be transmitted into the material from water. This is in 

comparison to that of the ceramic Lead Zirconate (PZT), which has an acoustic 

impedance 15 times that of water and so allows only 23% of the energy to be transmitted 

[19]. Also the stress and strain constants (see chapter 2) are about 10 times higher in 

PVDF compared with ceramics, and therefore give rise to a higher voltage output for the 

same applied force [18,20]. 

5.2.4 - The transducer function 

Having developed a theory to approximate the position and magnitude of a wave front 

entering a second medium, it is now possible to evaluate the transducer function using 

equations (5.3), (5.12) and (5.13), giving: 

r, 1 
T('t) ex: J-r dr 

r2 C{t' 
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[
2 2J112 

and r2 = (C{t) -(d + ~; a) for C,t > d + a(c/c,), otherwise zero. 

Therefore, after simplification: 

T(t::;d/c1) = 0 

T(djc1 ::; t::; [d + ~; aJ/c1) = 
(C1t)2 _d2 

C1t 
- (5.16) 

T(t ~ [d + ~; aI/cl) = 
(d+~;at-d2 

C1t 

This is shown schematically in figure 5.6. Spherical elements that are outside of the 

transducer have no effect on the output voltage, which gives rise to the transducer 

function being zero for elements with radii tc1::;d. As elements which begin to penetrate 

the transducer film are considered, T(t) rises sharply peaking for the element that touches 

the boundary with the backing material. That is, every element portion within the 

transducer has an effect on the output voltage. This cap shaped element gives rise to a 

circular component of area in the plane of the transducer with a radius of ~( C1t)2 - d2 . 

However the transducer function also takes into account the reduction in magnitude 

suffered by the transient as it propagates further, which here is proportional to the 

distance tC1. Finally, elements which penetrate the backing material (i.e. tC1::; d + {c1/c,}a ) 

have just an annulus shaped portion within the transducer film. The area presented in the 

plane of the transducer remains constant, giving rise to a fall in T(t) with increasing 

element radius. 

In summary, T(t) is the effect that the individual volume elements have on the output 

voltage of the transducer per unit pressure applied. The spatial shape and position of 

each element corresponds to the form taken by a step wave at a time t after being emitted 

by the point source. This source is a distance d away from the piezoelectric film 

transducer of thickness a. The transducer function ignores effects caused by acoustic 

absorption and it is only valid for the first 200ns of travel inside the second medium, due 

to the limitations of the high frequency approximation ofp(r,t). 
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Figure 5.6 - The Transducer Function in terms of the parameter 'to 
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5.3 - Computer simulations 

Before going onto discussing the experimental measurement of pressure profiles of 

spherically symmetric acoustic transients using the theory developed in the last section, it 

is helpful to simulate some of the problems involved. The voltage generated by large 

area piezoelectric transducers with different film thicknesses can be simulated quite 

easily using a numerical form of the convolution equation. This is done for a variety of 

source distances from the transducer, and also for several durations of a simple step-like 

pressure profile. The effects of signal noise and under-sampling of the measured voltage 

are added to the simulated voltage wave forms. Finally deconvolution is performed and 

the resulting pressure profiles studied. 

5.3.1 - The discrete form of convolution and deconvolution 

It is possible, with the aid of a computer, to simulate the voltage developed on the plates 

of the piezoelectric transducer due to some incident spherically symmetric pressure pulse 

profile. This can be achieved by using the discrete form of convolution: 

or 

N 

V(t) = V(NK) = LPHN-m]).T(mK) 
m=M 

N 

VN = LPN-mTm 
m=M 

- (5.17) 

where m and N are the integer equivalents of the integration variable 't and time t 

respectively in equation (5.1), linked by some multiplier K which represents the time step 

between discrete measurements of V N' It is assumed here that the pressure pulse is of a 

finite duration, such that P(t<MK)=P(t>NK)=O, where M is some integer lower limit. 

A simple form of deconvolution may be derived from equation (5.17) as a recursive 

series: 

PM = 
VM 
TM 
1 

PM+1 = -(VM+1 - PM TM+1) 
TM - (5.18) 

1 (N-1 ) PN = 1: VN - LPIN-1J-m Tm+1 
M m=M 
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The pressure profile at time t = NK can thus be calculated provided that all voltages V. to 

VN have been measured. 

5.3.2 - Other techniques for evaluating a convolution 

There are a number of different methods for calculating the voltage by convolution. The 

most common techniques apply an integral transformation to the voltage, transducer 

function and pressure. This transforms the respective function from time space t to some 

other space a in which the evaluation of the convolution or deconvolution is more easily 

achieved, before the reverse transform is applied. Forward integral transforms are usually 

of the form [21]: 
b 

.!fr'(a) = Jg(t)K(a,l)dt 
a 

where 8i{a) is the integral transform ofg(l) by the kernel K(a,I). The two most commonly 

used integral transforms applied to convolution are the Fourier transform and the 

Laplace transform. The Laplace transform has a kernel defined as K(a,l) = eo,,! and is 

used primarily in the solving of differential equations, however evaluation of the reverse 

transform can often be extremely difficult. Alternatively the Fourier transform can be 

used, which has the kernel K(ro,I)=e-ioo ! transforming to frequency space ro. This has a 

well defined inverse integral transform having the kernel K(ro, t) = e iro !. That is: 

~ 

@'(ro) = FT(f(I)) = Jf(l)exp( -iro I)dl 
-(5.19) 

~ 

and f(l) = FT- 1(@'(ro)) = Jf(l)exp(iro I)dl 
-~ 

The convolution between the pressure profile P(I-t) and the transducer function T(t) can 

then be achieved using the convolution theorem: 

~ ~ 

V(I)= Jp(l-t)T(t)dl= J9"(ro)<ff'(ro)eXp(irot)dro 
-~ 

or alternatively: 'r(ro) = 9"(ro) <ff'(ro) - (5.20) 
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That is, the convolution in frequency space is just the transfonned pressure profile 

multiplied by the transducer function, the voltage then derived by applying the inverse 

Fourier transfonn. As a result deconvolution can be achieved using: 

9"( ro) = "P'( ro ) 
<ff(ro ) - (5.21) 

Convolution of discrete values of voltage and pressure applying the Fourier transfonn can 

be achieved using an algorithm known as the fast fourier transform (FFT), which will not 

be detailed here but can be found in reference [22]. It is used extensively in signal 

processing due to the relatively small number of calculations required for large data sets 

and its ability to filter out noise in the frequency domain. The algorithm does however 

assume that the measured signal is repetitive, and as a result requires complete 

knowledge of both the measured voltage infonnation and the transducer impulse response 

function. That is the data sets containing the calculated transducer function and the 

measured voltage must and start and finish with the same numerical values (Le. zero). As 

a result this makes deconvolution of the voltage problematic, since it can be seen from 

equation (5.16) and figure 5.6 that the transducer function does not actually fall back to 

zero after the transient penetrates the film. In fact experimentally the transducer function 

does retum to zero, however this is extremely difficult to model since the fall off is 

dependant on the active region of the transducer and its precise position relative to the 

points source. Even small discrepancies in the transducer function can cause large 

repetitive errors in the whole of the resulting pressure profile. This can in part be 

overcome by padding out the voltage data set with zeros, which also reduces aliasing 

problems, however at a cost of increasing the number of calculations required 

substantially. As a result the discrete fonn of the convolution described in the last 

section is more appropriate and will be applied here. 

5.3.3 - Simulated voltage output ofthe transducer 

The output of the large area transducer has been simulated for an incident spherically 

symmetric wave front using the basic convolution equation (5.17) and the transducer 

function developed earlier (equation (5.16)). Figure 5.7 shows the voltage as a function 

of time calculated for step like pressure pulses of varying duration created in water 

(c,=1500ms"). The pressure pulses all have the same magnitude and originate from a 

point source 1 mm from the transducer-water interface. It is assumed here that the 

transducer has infinite area and is fabricated out of thin film Polyvinylidenefluoride 
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material (c,=2200ms") which is a=9J.l1ll thick (see figure 5.2). The transient takes a time 

d / c, to reach the transducer film after creation, which is much greater than the rise time 

of the resulting voltage. As a result the voltage is plotted here against the time after the 

acoustic wave has entered the film. It can be seen here that the output voltage rise time is 

directly proportional to the duration of the pressure pulse, as is the peak voltage. For a 

square pressure pulse the rise is also linear with time. The shape of the fall off in voltage 

is not however affected by the duration of the pulse, infact it is proportional to 

(I+a/c,f'· 

Figure 5.8 shows the simulated output voltage for a SOns duration step pressure pulse, 

varying the distance d of the source from the transducer. From this it can be seen that the 

rise time is not a function of d and, the peak voltage slowly decreases with large 

reductions in the source distance. The rate of fall is however very much affected by the 

distance of the source from the transducer, the voltage falling faster when the source is 

close to the transducer, that is because of the large wave front curvature. When the 

source is at a large distance from the transducer the acoustic transient becomes almost 

planar, as a result the voltage remains almost constant after the wave front has reached 

the rear of the film. This is because the reduction in magnitude the transient suffers with 

distance is relatively small, given that it is inversely proportional to the distance from the 

source. It is also worth noting that the annular shaped component of area in the plane of 

the transducer, which is inside the film, is infact constant with time. 

The simulated time relationship of the output voltage has also been investigated for a 

number of transducers with different film thicknesses. Figure 5.9 shows the ratio of the 

output voltage to PVDF film thickness simulated for a SOns step pressure pulse created 

lrnrn from the transducer, with film thicknesses of a=9Ilm, 281lm, 521lm and 110!lffi. It 

can clearly be seen here that the peak voltage is directly proportional to the transducer 

thickness. The rise time of the voltage signal is also a function of the transducer 

thickness, that is equal to the duration of the pressure pulse plus the time it takes the 
wave front to traverse the PVDF film (Le. l ri,. = Id + a c2 ). It is also apparent that the fall 

off in the voltage is unaffected by the thickness of the transducer. 

The dependency of the voltage-time relationship on both the duration of the step pressure 

profile and the distance of the source have also been plotted for a 110llm thick 

transducer. This is shown in figures 5.10 and 5.11. Again the rise time is completely 

dependant on the duration of the pressure pulse added to the time for the wave front to 

traverse the thickness of the transducer. Also the peak voltage is affected primarily by 
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the pressure pulse duration and, the fall off is only dependant on the distance of the 

source from the transducer - or the curvature of the incident spherical transient. 

5.3.4 - Deconvolution and the effects of a reduction in measurement accuracy 

The voltage predicted using a SOns duration step pulse can successfully be deconvolved 

using equation (S.18) provided that the calculations are precise. Suppose however that 

the voltage is measured on a device that does not have infinite precision, such as on a 

digital osciIIoscope. Typically such devices only sample to a resolution of 8 bits, that is 

2S6 different voltage levels, at a maximum acquisition rate of SOO mega-samples per 

second. The effect of this is iIIustrated in figure S.12(a), where the simulated and 

sampled voltage has been plotted (represented by crosses) for a SOns step pressure pulse 

created by a point source lnun from a 9Jl1l1 thick PVDF film transducer. It can be seen 

here that the voltage waveform appears virtually unchanged at this resolution. However 

when equation (S.18) is used to deconvolve the voltage, the resulting pressure profile 

becomes much more noisy than the original step function used, as shown in figure 

S.12(b). 

This situation can be improved with the application of graduation formulae. There are 

many smoothing algorithms, a few of which are shown in table S.I in order of their effect 

on the voltage values they are applied to. The simplest form of graduation involves 

averaging over several neighbouring voltage measurements with time. Whereas more 

complicated formulae can be derived by either least squares fitting of Iow order 

polynomials to the values of the voltage, or alternatively by neglecting higher order 

differences between the values - as performed by Woolhouse's formula and Spencer's 21 

point formula [23]. The continuous line in figure S.12(a) shows the 8 bit resolution 

voltage simulated above smoothed using two applications of a 7 point 2nd degree least 

squares formula. Applying the deconvolution algorithm to this waveform gives rise to 

the pressure profile shown as the continuous line in figure S.12(c). It can clearly be seen 

that there is a substantial reduction in the noise on the calculated pressure profile. 

Comparing this to the original SOns step-like pressure profile (shown as the line of circles 

in figure S.12(c», it can also be seen that there is some degradation in the rise and faIl 

times of the signal caused by the application of the graduation algorithm. 

The effects of 'bit' noise increases with the thickness of the PVDF film. Figure S.13 

shows the effects of the 7 point 2nd order least squares graduation formula on a simulated 

8 bit resolution voltage calculated for a 110J..lm thick PVDF transducer. Again the input 
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Type Equation 

Averaging xO: = 20
1
+ 1 {xrn + (Xm+1 + xm_.)+(x m+2 + xm_2) + .... .... +(xm+n+xm_n)} 

Least squares fitting x: = Poxm +P.(x m+1 +x m_I )+P2(X m+2 +x m_2 )+ .... .... + Pn (xm+n + xm_n) 

of a 2nd or 3rd -3 3n'+3n-I-Ss' 
degree parabola where 

p,- (2n-I)(2n+I)(2n+3) 

Woolhouse's x' =_I_rsx• + 24(x ... +x._,)+21(x.+, +x._,)+7(x.+, +x rn_,)} 

formula m 125 + 3(Xm+4 + Xm-4)- 2(Xm+6 + x m_6 ) -3(x m+7 + xm_7) 

1 , .... ~('-' h_,) H*_, ... <). "('"'' h".,). ) 
Spencer's 

x; = 3~O 18(xm+4 +xm-4)+6(xm+s +x m_s)-2(x m+/i +x m_J-5(x l11+7 +X m_1 ) 
formulae 

-5(Xn!+8 +x m_K)-3(x n1 +'>l +X Ul_ 9)-(X m+1O +x m_lO ) 

Table 5.1 • Graduation and smoothing formulae [Source: Whittaker & Robinson (1949)]. 
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step pressure pulse has a duration of SOns and the source is Imm from the transducer. It 

is clear from figure 5.13(b) that deconvolution of the (unsmoothed) sampled voltage 

gives rise to a very noisy pressure profile, the step like signal being completely lost in the 

bit noise. Whereas in figure 5.13(c) it can be seen that two applications of the smoothing 

on the sampled voltage results in the step like pressure pulse being recovered somewhat, 

however not completely. Further applications of the same smoothing formula to the 

voltage data reduces the noise on the deconvolved pressure profile, as seen in figure 5.14. 

This is at some cost however, since it is apparent that as the number of smoothing 

iterations is increased the time resolution of the derived pressure profile is reduced. 

Greater smoothing of the sampled voltage can also be achieved by increasing number of 

points used by the least squares formula. The resulting pressure profiles are shown in 

figures 5.15(a) to (c), again showing improvements in the noise and reductions in the 

time resolution. Finally Spencer's 21 point formula may be applied, as in figure 5.15(d), 

but yet again the step-like pressure profile is resolved at the expense of time resol uti on. 

In conclusion, it can be seen that the pressure profile may be calculated from discretely 

measured values of voltage. There is a problem however in that deconvolution amplifies 

the noise associated with limited measuring device resolution, as well as naturally 

occurring noise on top of the measured voltage. The effects can be counteracted by the 

use of graduation algorithms applied to the sampled voltage, however care has to be 

taken in that too much smoothing can result in the destruction of the signal through 

reductions in the time resolution. 

5.4 - Experimental set-up 

An experiment to test the ability of the above theory to derive the pressure time profile of 

a spherically symmetric acoustic transient has been performed using optical cavitation in 

water. This has been practically achieved using a single pulse of light from a Q-switched 

Nd-YAG laser to create the event. The laser produces a 1060nm, 55mJ pulse of radiation 

30ns in duration, which is focused by a 25mm, f/1.56 lens into water so that the focal 

point is -5mm below the surface. Dielectric breakdown occurs at the focal point over a 

region approximately 25)lm in diameter, limited by both diffraction and spherical 

aberrations caused by the air-water interface. A plasma is formed which expands rapidly 

giving rise to an acoustic transient with spherical symmetry about the focal point. 

The expanding shock wave has been measured using a Polyvinylidenefluoride thin film 

transducer with Aluminium electrodes. This was placed at a variety of distances between 
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I to 4mm from the focal region, as shown schematically in figure 5.16. A variety of thin 

film PVDF transducers were available commercially from Kynar [18], ready polarised 

and plated. Two size and thickness combinations were used - one of them cjl=6.25mm in 

diameter, a=9f1ITl thick and the other ~=12.5mm, a=llOllm thick. The Kynar PVDF film 

used here has a 933 stress constant of -O.34VmJN and was used because of its relatively 

low acoustic impedance (2.6 times that of water,) giving a relatively high acoustic energy 

transmission (80% for a normally incident wave from water.) It exhibits anisotropic 

behaviour, having sound speeds of 2200ms·1 and 1500ms·1 in the directions perpendicular 

and parallel to the plates of the transducer respectively. The film is backed using a 5mm 

thick piece of unpolarised PVDF bonded to the film with Cyanoacrylate glue. This is to 

minimise the acoustic reflections back into the film at the transducer-backing interface. 

The metalised plates of the transducer were connected to an Elantec EL2004 unity gain 

buffer amplifier, the reason for which will be discussed in detail in the next two sections. 

The electrical connections to the transducer plates were made through copper contacts 

clamped to the film. This was due to the delicate nature of the metalised plates. The 

output voltage from the amplifier was then sampled and recorded on a Tektronix TDS520 

Digital Storage Oscilloscope at a sampling rate of 2ns. Finally the stored voltage data 

was transferred to a UNIX based Hewlett Packard mainframe computer where it was used 

to derive the pressure profile of the measured acoustic transient; that is by applying the 

discrete form of deconvolution (section 5.3.1, equation (5.18» and the transducer 

function developed (section 5.2.4, equation(5.16». A photograph of the transducer 

arrangement complete with buffer amplifier circuit can be found in appendix 3. 

5.4.1 - The equivalent circuit of a piezoelectric transducer 

The equivalent electronic circuit for the output characteristics of a PVDF film transducer 

is shown in figure 5.17. It is assumed here that the transducer is connected to a voltage 

measuring device such as an oscilloscope which has input capacitance Cl and resistance 

Ri' The output voltage VO~ produced is essentially proportional to the charge Q developed 

on the plates of the piezoelectric film: 

v = Q 
oul Cl +C; 

- (5.22) 

The capacitance of the transducer can be calculated from the area of the film A and its 

thickness a: 
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Cl = As _ (5.23) 
a 

where the permittivity s of PVDF is about lOOpFlm. As a result the 91lm thick 

transducer, which has circular metalised plates 6.25mm in diameter, will have a 

capacitance of approximately 360pF. The 11 OJ.lffi thick, 12.5mm diameter transducer on 

the other hand will have a capacitance of about 120pF. 

The charge developed on the plates of the transducer is directly proportional to the 

component of force F applied perpendicular to the plates, or alternatively the component 

of pressure P normal to the plates applied over its entire area: 

- (5.24) 

where 933 is the piezoelectric stress constant of the film, which is about O.34VmIN for 

PVDF. If it is assumed that the measuring device has negligible capacitance, then using 

the above equations: 

- (5.25) 

That is the output voltage is proportional to the thickness of the transducer and the 

pressure applied over the entire area of the film, however it is completely independent of 

the area of the film. If on the other hand a pressure P' is applied to an area A' that is only 

a fraction of the total area A of the piezoelectric film, then the remaining passive 

metalised film will act as a capacitor that is in parallel with the active film. As a result 

the output voltage developed will be: 

- (5.26) 

The voltage developed on the plates as a spherically symmetric transient reaches the rear 

boundary of the transducer film can be estimated as follows, for point source placed at a 

distance d away from the transducer-water boundary. It is assumed here that the pressure 

profile of the acoustic transient is step-like and has duration which is longer than the time 

it takes the wave front to traverse the film. The average area over which pressure is 

applied to the piezoelectric material is approximately equal to the area mapped by the 

wave front locus half way into the film, which is parallel to the plates. This can be found 

by solving equation (5.12) for the radial coordinate r,. of the transient half way into the 
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film (Le. z=-a/2) when the wave front has travelled to the rear boundary (Le. when 

c,t=d+a c,lc,). After a little simplification: 

- (5.27) 

Note that it has been assumed here that the film thickness a is very much smaller than the 

source distance d. This allows the voltage developed as the transient reaches the rear of 

the film to be estimated using equation (5.26): 

- (5.28) 

where ~ is the diameter of the active PVDF film. As an example, the output voltage can 

be estimated for a point source placed Imm away from the film, the step-like pressure 

pulse having a peak pressure of 100MPa as it reaches the transducer. In the case of the 

9f!m, 6.25mm diameter transducer the output voltage will reach just -0.2V after 4ns; 

whereas for the IIOf!m, 12.5mm diameter transducer the output will be -7.2V after 50ns. 

Finally output voltage is also frequency dependant since the measuring circuit forms a R

C high-pass filter, cutting off the signal at frequencies below: 

- (5.29) 

That is, the charge developed on the film due to an applied force decays through RI and Rt 
with a time constant of: 

I _ Cf +C; 
RC - VRf +VR; 

- (5.30) 

As a result the perfect measuring device should have infinite input impedance and 

negligible capacitance. In such a case the decay time IRe will be of the order of 1000 

seconds for both transducers. This is not the case in reality however, the problems of 

which will be discussed in the next section. 
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5.4.2 - The use of a buffer amplifier 

The comparatively high electrical volume resistivity (IO"Qm) and capacitance of PVDF 

transducers mean that the output voltage will be greatest when the capacitance of the 

measuring device is very small, as predicted by equation (5.22) in the last section. Also 

the signal is least distorted when the input resistance is very large. High sampling rate 

digital oscilloscopes have low input capacitance and work best with an input impedance 

of 50Q (to avoid signal reflections at lead terminations) giving a time constant of 

t.c-IOns. This is considerably shorter than the duration of the acoustic transient ~, which 

for optical cavitation found using Mach-Zehnder interferometry is -200ns (calculated 

from [10] using t,-rle" where r, is the thickness of the acoustic transient.) Therefore a 

high input impedance buffer could be used to strengthen the signal and increase the time 

constant. 

Practically such a device is the Elantec EL2004 unity gain buffer amplifier [24], which 

has a high input impedance of I0 11Q and low capacitance of3pF. It is designed to drive a 

load resistance of 75Q and passes frequencies from d.c. to 350MHz. The input of the 

amplifier is connected very close to the film transducer to keep the inductance of the 

circuit to a minimum, otherwise the circuit could oscillate. Also since the input 

impedance of the buffer amplifier is extremely high the input floats and can saturate, 

therefore a reed switch is incorporated sinking the input briefly to grOlrild level before any 

measurements are taken. 

The output of the buffer amplifier is connected to an oscilloscope which has a sampling 

rate at least as fast as the rise time of the acoustic transient ( <IOns [10].) Here a 

Tektronix TDS520 digital oscilloscope is used; which has an input impedance of 50Q, 

capacitance of 10pF, bandwidth of IGHz and a maximum sampling rate of 500Msamples 

per second. The oscilloscope records the voltage signal with an 8 bit accuracy (256 

voltage levels) and can store up to 15000 data points, which corresponds to 30fls at the 

maximum sampling rate. The data stored is transferred to a UNIX based Hewlett 

Packard mainframe computer where it is processed in exactly the same way as the 

simulations, using Maple 'V' symbolic programming language. 
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5.4.2 - Shadowgraphy 

As a visual comparison and simultaneous to measurements made using the planar PVDF 

transducer, a focused shadowgraph of the acoustic transient has been taken using the set

up illustrated in figure 5.18. In this high speed photographic technique, the propagating 

acoustic transient is briefly illuminated by a collimated beam of laser light. This takes 

place a few hundred nanoseconds after the initiation of the optical cavitation event by the 

Nd-YAG laser and, the illumination pulse is sufficiently short so as to 'freeze' the 

propagating acoustic wave as it is being imaged onto a CCD camera. The output field 

from the camera which contains the illuminated image of the acoustic transient is then 

stored in a frame grabber and is subsequently viewed on a TV monitor. The transient 

refracts some of the illumination light away from its normal path, which is seen as a 

shadow on the resulting television picture. 

In the experimental set-up here a PRA dye laser model LNI02 operating with the dye 

Courmarin 500 is used as the pulsed illumination source. This produces an output pulse 

500ps in duration with an energy of 15f1.T centred on the green visible wavelength of 

514mn. The dye laser is pumped using a PRA 'Nitromite' model LNI03TEA pulsed 

nitrogen laser operating in the near ultra-violet wavelength of 337nm. Before passing 

through a cell containing the cavitation event, the dye laser radiation is spatially filtered 

by a40x microscope objective focused onto a 251lm pinhole. It is then collimated using 

50mm fl1.7 SLR camera lens resulting in a 25mm diameter illumination beam. 

The directly illuminated cavitation event is imaged onto a NEC NI-22C CCD camera 

using a 135mm fl3.5 telephoto camera lens. Since the radiation from the Nd-YAG laser 

(A=1060mn) is scattered by the plasma it creates during optical cavitation, it can be 

detected by the camera. It is therefore removed using a heat mirror placed just before the 

CCD camera. The camera outputs image information as a 20ms analogue field, which is 

stored by the frame grabber as a digital picture, made up of 256 horizontal by 256 

vertical pixels with a grey scale resolution of 64 levels. According to the Gladstone-Dale 

relation [25,26] the change in refractive index is approximately linear with pressure for 

water up to 100MPa [27]. This results in a localised decrease in the light intensity (or 

grey scale of each pixel) recorded by the camera [28], which is due to light being 

refracted by the acoustic transient beyond the aperture of the imaging lens, as described 

in chapter 3, section 3.5.4. 

Figure 5.19 shows a shadowgraph taken using the set-up described above. The acoustic 

transient can be clearly identified here as the dark circular ring in the centre of the 
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Figure 5.19 - Shadowgraph of the initial acoustic transient from optical cavitation event. 
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picture. Clearly the acoustic transient is spherically symmetric about the generating 

plasma, which is seen here as the circular white dot. The PVDF transducer can also be 

seen here on the left hand side of the image. Furthermore this set up was used to measure 

the source-transducer distance in the experiments that follow. 

5.5 - Experimental results from 9f1m thick PVDF transducer 

The voltage trace recorded from the 9f1m thick, 6.25mm diameter polyvinylidene fluoride 

film transducer, placed about 4mm away from the dielectric breakdown source of 

acoustic transients can be seen in figure 5.21(a). The acoustic transient takes 

approximately 2.6f1s to reach the transducer after its generation, which is much longer 

than the duration of the transient and the resulting voltage pulse. As a result the voltage 

trace has been plotted here starting shortly before the rise in voltage, and the time scale is 

not synchronised to the laser pulse. Furthermore the various stages in the progression of 

the transient through the transducer are shown in figure 5.20, and these can be used to 

describe the changes in the measured voltage. 

An expansion of the voltage trace can be seen in figure 5 .21 (b), and again the time scale 

starts at an arbitrary point in time about 50ns before the voltage pulse from the transducer 

is detected. Each point represents a voltage sample made every 2ns by the oscilloscope. 

It can clearly be seen that the voltage rises over a period of approximately 200ns before 

reaching a peak of about 3V. The position of the shock front of the transient during this 

rise in voltage can be seen schematically in figure 5.20(b) and (c). Due to the relatively 

short time scale, no apparent change in gradient can be seen in the voltage trace when the 

leading edge of the transient reaches the backing material 4ns after the start of the voltage 

pulse. 

In figure 5.21(a) it can be seen that the voltage trace remains at about 3V for about 500ns 

decaying slightly, before falling off steeply and decaying to OV several microseconds 

later. This fall off coincides with the point in time calculated for the locus of the 

transient to reach the outer diameter of the metalised transducer, as shown schematically 

in figure 5.20( d). When the incident angle of the transient at the water-transducer 

interface reaches the critical angle, as in figure 5.20(e), no significant decrease in the 

voltage can be seen. For isotropic media the acoustic transient should have been entirely 

reflected at the water-transducer boundary. This is most likely due to the anisotropic 

behaviour of the piezoelectric material, that is although the speed of sound of the PVDF 

film is about 2200ms·' in the direction perpendicular to the electrodes, it is about the 
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Figure 5.21 • Results from experiment with 9f.!m PVDF film transducer placed 4mm 
away from the source of an optical cavitation event. 



same as that of water (1500ms-') parallel to the plates. Furthermore the acoustic 

reflection properties at the interface are somewhat complicated by the PVDF film being 

somewhat smaller than the thickness (or wavelength) of the acoustic transient. 

Using the transformations described earlier, the experimentally measured voltage trace 

has been deconvolved to give the temporal pressure profile shown in figure 5.21(c) by the 

solid line. In order to reduce the effects of noise and the limited resolution of the 

oscilloscope, the voltage was first smoothed using 6 applications of the 5 point 2nd 

degree least squares graduation formula described in section 5.3.4. Figure 5.21(b) shows 

the resulting graduated voltage as a solid line, which is clearly very similar to the data 

points measured. The resulting temporal pressure profile in figure 5.22(c) has the same 

time scale as the voltage trace in figure 5.21(b), and again each point represents a 

calculation made every 2ns. The vertical pressure axis on the other hand axis has an 

arbitrary scale. 

Clearly this technique has resolved the acoustic transient together with the shock front. 

The temporal resolution has been estimated here to be about 4ns, this is limited by 

amount of smoothing used to reduce the effects of noise. The acoustic transient has a 

duration of about 250ns, and the shock front has been measured here to have a rise time 

of approximately Sns, that is for a 10% to SO% rise in signal. Furthermore the shape of 

the acoustic transient agrees with that measured in chapter 4 using the prototype optical 

transducer, and also with that measured quantitatively by Ward [2,10,29] using high 

speed Mach-Zehnder interferometry. Interestingly, it can also be seen that the end of the 

transient pressure profile roughly coincides with the end of the rise in voltage. This was 

also observed for step like pressure profiles during the simulations performed earlier in 

section 5.3.3, figure 5.7. 

The voltage recorded for the same transducer moved to a slightly closer distance of 2mm 

away from the point source is shown in figures 5.22(a) & (b). Again it can clearly be 

seen that the voltage rises over approximately the same period of time, about 200ns, 

reaching a peak voltage of about 2.Svolts. This concurs with the simulations made earlier 

in section 5.3.3, figure 5.S, where variations in the point source to transducer distance d 

were seen not to change the rise time and peak voltage significantly. In figure 5.22(a) the 

voltage then remains at about 2.SV for about I ~s, although decaying slightly. When the 

incident angle of the acoustic transient is close to the calculated critical angle, as in figure 

5.20(e), no change in the gradient of the signal can be identified. Again this is most 

likely to be due to the anisotropic nature of the PVDF film transducer. The voltage is 

finally observed to begin to fall off about 200ns after the transient reaches the outer 
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metalised diameter of the transducer, as shown schematically in figure 5 .20( d). In this 

case the voltage probably does not fall off immediately because of a slight misalignment 

between the point source of the acoustic transient and the central axis of the transducer. 

The temporal pressure profile calculated using the voltage data recorded is shown in 

figure 5.22(c). Again the voltage data was first smoothed using 6 applications of a 5 

point 2nd degree least squares algorithm in order to reduce the adverse effects of noise. 

The same temporal scale has been used as the voltage data in figure 5.22(b), however the 

vertical axis has arbitrary scaling. Clearly the shape of the pressure profile is almost 

exactly the same as that obtained above for the larger transducer to source distance. The 

pressure pulse has a duration of about 200ns and a very sharp shock front, the rise time of 

which has been measured to be about 8ns. Again the temporal resolution is about 4ns, 

which is limited by the graduation algorithm used to improve the signal to noise ratio. 

Finally the 9).lm PVDF film transducer was moved even closer to the point source, to a 

distance of just lmm away. This was the closest achievable distance experimentally 

without the focal cone of the generating Nd-YAG light being obstructed by the 

transducer. Furthermore the wavefront curvature at the transducer boundary is at its 

highest compared with the previous two experiments. As before a rise in voltage is seen 

over a period of 200ns, reaching a peak of about 3.1 volts. At this source-transducer 

dii;tiuice the incident angle of the- acoustic transient reaches the critical angle very 

quickly, as marked on figure 5.23(a), however as before no significant fall off in the 

voltage can be seen. The voltage subsequently remains at the same level for a further 

2).ls, decaying slightly, before eventually falling off to zero volts several microseconds 

later. Again it is thought that the fall off is due to the transient reaching the outer 

metalised diameter of the transducer, although there appears to be some misalignment 

between the point source and the radial axis of the transducer. 

The temporal pressure calculated using the voltage data in figure 5.23(b), smoothed using 

the same algorithm as described above, is shown in figure 5.23(c). Clearly the shape of 

the curve is almost identical to that measured at the other source to transducer distances 

above. That is the shock front is clearly resolved and has a rise time of about 8ns, and it 

is followed by an approximately linear pressure decay lasting for approximately 200ns. 
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5.6 - Experimental results from llOllm thick PVDF transducer 

A voltage trace recorded from the 1101lM thick, 12.5mm diameter polyvinylidene 

fluoride film transducer is shown in figure 5.24(a). The transducer was placed just Imm 

away from the optical cavitation source, and this was the smallest possible distance 

achievable experimentally without the Nd-YAG laser light being obstructed by the 

transducer. As with the traces measured using the 9).lm thin film transducer in the last 

section, the time scale here starts about 400ns before the voltage pulse is detected and is 

not synchronised to the Nd-YAG laser pulse. 

The initial rise in voltage occurs over a period of about 400ns which is considerably 

longer than that from the 91lm transducer placed at the same distance. This can so some 

extent be explained by the increase in the thickness of the transducer film, the transient 

taking about SOns to traverse the film here compared with just 4ns for the 91lM film. 

Assuming that the acoustic transient has a similar pressure-time profile to the one 

measured in figure 5.23(c) using the 9).lm transducer, the rise time should be around 

250ns. It is thought that the extended rise time could be due to a small amount of 

acoustic reflection at the interface between the transducer film and the unpolarised 

backing material. This could be produced by ineffective bonding at the interface, or 

might alternatively be due to the slightly differing acoustic properties of the materials 

across the boundary. That is, in plane of the electrodes the polarised PVDF film has a 

lower wave propagation speed (1500ms") compared to the direction normal to the plates 

(2200ms·'). Whereas the unpolarised PVDF backing material is isotropic and has the 

same sound speed in all directions of 2200ms", and it therefore has a different acoustic 

impedance to the transducer film in the direction parallel to the plates. 

In this experiment the acoustic transient reaches the critical incident angle calculated 

using figure 5.20( e) before the output voltage reaches its peak. At this point the acoustic 

transient should be completely reflected at the water-transducer boundary, however as 

seen before no clear fall off in voltage can be identified. Again it is thought that this is 

due to the anisotropic wave propagation properties of the polarised PVDF piezoelectric 

material. 

The voltage trace shown reaches a peak of approximately 6.9 volts, however over a 

number of successive acoustic transients measured experimentally this value was found 

to fluctuate by up to 20%. Although just over twice the magnitude of than that recorded 

by the 91lm transducer, the peak voltage recorded by the 110).lm thick transducer is 

significantly lower than can be expected given that the voltage response of a thin film 
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piezoelectric transducer is proportional to the piezoelectric film thickness. Typically this 

should give rise to a factor of 12 increase in the peak voltage. This can be explained by 

the fact that the transducer film utilised here has a metalised area 4 times the size of the 

91lm film used in the last section. The acoustic transient generates charge on only a small 

portion of the transducer's plates, and the remaining passive metalised film then acts as a 

capacitor placed in parallel with the active film, giving rise to a reduced voltage output. 

The combined effect of increased metalised area and film thickness should therefore give 

rise to a factor of 3 increase in the peak voltage, which is within the limitations of 

experimental error is quite close to that observed. 

After reaching a peak, the voltage trace is subsequently seen to decay 2.5 volts over a 

period of about 41ls before eventually falling off to zero volts. The voltage decay can be 

attributed here to the annular region that the locus of the transient forms within the 

transducer film, as shown schematically in figure 5.20(c). Although the annular region 

has a constant area in the plane of the transducer, the pressure of the spherical acoustic 

transient reduces in amplitude according to a inverse distance relationship which gives 

rise to the decay. Furthermore over such a long period of time the decay is probably 

added to by the leakage of charge in the transducer-amplifier circuit. As seen 

experimentally with the 91lm film transducer and shown schematically in figure 5.20(d), 

the final fall off in voltage is most likely due to the transient reaching the outer metalised 

diameter of the transducer electrodes. Again it is likely that central axis of the transducer 

and the source are slightly miss-aligned. 

Figure 5.24(b) shows a magnification of the first part of the voltage rise, in which each 

data point plotted represents a sample made by the oscilloscope every 2ns. As before, the 

time scale shown starts about 50ns before the voltage pulse. The voltage signal was 

graduated using 2 applications of Spencer's 21 point formula described earlier in section 

5.3.4, and this is shown by the solid line. Clearly there are no obvious departures 

between this and the measured data points. As commented in section 5.3.4, a more 

powerful graduation algorithm was used here because the IIOllm film transducer was 

found to be significantly more susceptible to noise. The temporal pressure profile was 

then calculated using the smoothed voltage trace applying the theory developed earlier, 

and is shown in figure 5.24(c). Clearly the shock front has been resolved here and has a 

rise time of about 8ns. According to figure 5.24(c) the excess pressure subsequently falls 

to almost zero over a period of about 90ns, but then appears to rise again to 

approximately 30% of its peak value for a further 150ns. As commented in section 5.3.4, 

there is a trade off between the resolution of the derived pressure and the temporal 

resolution due to the effects of the graduation algorithm. The simulations made with a 
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step-like pressure profile found that the temporal resolution was reduced to ~8ns, and 

from this it can be said that the shock front is only just resolved. 

The dashed line in figure 5.24(c) shows the temporal profile calculated in the last section 

using voltage data recorded from the 9).1ffi thick film transducer. Although both of the 

transducer films were used to detect similar acoustic transient generated at the same point 

source to transducer distance, there are clearly some distinct differences between the two 

temporal pressure profiles derived. Furthermore a great number of voltage traces were 

recorded of different transients and it was found to be very difficult to deduce a definite 

temporal profile due to the increased noise susceptibility of the thick transducer. Given 

that the profiles derived in the last section using the 9).1ffi transducer concur with those 

measured in chapter 4 quantitatively measured with the prototype optical transducer, it is 

quite likely that the temporal pressure profile calculated here is inaccurate. 

The apparent fall off in calculated pressure 50ns after the incidence of the transient can 

not be attributed to a small amount of acoustic reflection at the interface between the 

transducer film and backing material. Clearly only a small perturbation in the voltage is 

required to produce the relatively large fall off in pressure observed, and it is not entirely 

certain as to the cause of this effect. One possible cause is anisotropic piezoelectric 

behaviour of the piezoelectric material, the effect of which can be explained as follows. 

Each individual transducer element is subject to an excess pressure which acts in all 

directions. The theory developed in section 5.2 assumes that only stress components 

applied normal to the plates of the transducer give rise to a voltage output. This is infact 

a simplification of the actual nature of piezoelectric transducers since although 

comparatively small, the components of stress applied in the plane of the film also give 

rise to a negative effect upon output voltage, counteracting the voltage developed by the 

components of stress normal to the plates. It is thought that this effect increases with the 

annular radius of the transient within the transducer film, and only just becomes apparent 

as the transient reaches the backing material - that is when the fall in pressure is 

observed. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to give a more detailed analysis of this 

effect, however, and it is suggested that for further work anisotropic behaviour of the 

PVDF film should be studied in more detail and the transducer function corrected 

accordingly. 

Finally the peak pressure of the acoustic transient measured here can be estimated using 

equation (5.28), which was developed in section 5.4.1. From figure 5.24(b) the recorded 

output voltage reaches 1.5V as the acoustic transient reaches the unpolarised PVDF 

backing material. Using equation (5.28) this results in a peak pressure of about 225 bar, 
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which is in good agreement with the measurements made using the prototype optical 

transducer in chapter four with the same laser source. This value is however likely to be 

slightly higher than that calculated because in the development of equation (5.28) it was 

assumed that the acoustic transient had a step pressure profile. 

Conclusions 

In this chapter a technique for measuring spherically symmetric acoustic transients in 

water has been demonstrated using a relatively large area planar Polyvinylidene-fluoride 

(PVDF) film piezoelectric transducer. This has been done by first modelling the 

propagation of such a wave through the media involved. The transducer was considered 

to be made up of a large number of small elements which were shaped according to the 

locus of the transient at different points in time. Each element measures the component 

of pressure normal to the film of a small section of the acoustic transient which is within 

the transducer. The voltage output of the transducer was then calculated as a summation 

of all of these pressure components. 

Using the theory developed, simulations were performed in which spherical acoustic 

transients with step-like pressure profiles are incident upon several piezoelectric film 

transducers with different thicknesses. The voltage output of such transducers were 

found to be determined by both the duration of the transient, and the propagation time of 

the leading edge of the transient across the thickness of the transducer. The fall off in 

voltage on the other hand was found to be very much longer and followed an inverse time 

relationship, which was attributed to an armular shaped portion of the transient remaining 

inside the transducer even after the leading edge has left the transducer. 

The reverse process of deriving the temporal pressure profile of spherical acoustic 

transients from the simulated voltage traces has also been studied. It was found that the 

effects of signal noise and under-sampling of the measured voltage were significantly 

amplified during the inversion process, particularly for thick film transducers. The 

amount of noise could to some extent be reduced by the application of graduation 

algorithms on the measured voltage. It was found however that there is a trade off 

between the resulting temporal and spatial resolution of the derived pressure profile. 

The same inversion process has also been demonstrated experimentally determining the 

temporal pressure profiles of spherically symmetric acoustic transients created by optical 

cavitation. These were measured using two thin film polyvinylidene-fluoride transducers 
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with different film thicknesses, which were placed at a range of distances away from the 

source. The results obtained showed that when a relatively thin transducer film is used, 

the temporal pressure profile of the acoustic transients can be resolved accurately. 

Furthermore the profiles agree with those measured earlier in chapter 4 using the 

prototype optical transducer. It was however found to be very difficult to deduce the 

pressure profile of the acoustic transients using a transducer film which is thick compared 

with the duration of the transient. This was thought to be due to the anisotropic 

behaviour of the piezoelectric material used. It is suggested that for further work these 

effects could be studied in more detail, and improvements could then be made to the 

model of the piezoelectric transducer which has been developed. 

In conclusion this technique addresses the problem of characterising transients that 

originate from sources smaller than the measuring device. If the spatial shape, or 

symmetry, of an acoustic transient is known as it progresses through the liquid, then its 

pressure-time profile can be derived from the voltage signal measured by a relatively 

large planar piezoelectric transducer. As a result this technique could be extended to 

systems with other symmetries. For example, cylindrically symmetric acoustic transients 

generated, say, by a collimated pulsed laser beam passing through a slightly absorbing 

liquid could be characterised using this technique, and this is suggested for further 

investigation. 
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Chapter Six 

Conclusions and Further Work 

This thesis has been concerned with the design and development of measuring devices 

for the characterisation of acoustic transients with high temporal and spatial resolution. 

Three new techniques have been demonstrated: high speed multiple exposure 

photography using a semiconductor laser, a highly sensitive optical transducer based 

upon changes in reflectivity at a solid-fluid interface, and a large area piezoelectric 

transducer for characterising spherically symmetric acoustic transients. 

In chapter three it was demonstrated that a pulsed semiconductor laser can be used 

effectively in high speed photography as a flash light source capable of resolving acoustic 

transients. A multiple exposure system incorporating a Northern Te1ecom L130 

semiconductor laser was built, and was used to photograph transients initiated by 

Rhodamine 6G Dye laser ablation in air, Nd-YAG laser assisted dielectric breakdown in 

air, and optical cavitation in water. The system was capable of producing up to 10 pulses 

of light at a maximum repetition rate of 5MHz with a timing accuracy of -5ns. Each of 

these semiconductor laser light pulses had a full width half maximum duration of SOns, 

peak power of 30W, and wavelength of 860nm. A CCD camera was used to integrate 

several successive 'dark field' schlieren images, and the propagation of single acoustic 

transients were subsequently displayed on the same output picture. 

The spatial resolution of the recorded images was found to be limited by the SOns 

duration of the semiconductor laser pulses and the velocity of the acoustic transients. 

This resulted in the system having spatial resolutions of 17J..lm for air born acoustic 

transients, and 75J..lm for water born transients which propagate at speeds of 330ms-' and 

1500ms-' respectively. Although capable of clearly resolving transients propagating in 

air, the system was not able to completely resolve the shock front of water born acoustic 

transients. A conclusion was made that improvements in the spatial and temporal 

resolution can only be made with shorter laser pulse durations. It is thought that this 

should be possible in the near future with further developments in semiconductor laser 

technology. 

In summary the system has been proven to be very useful for investigating the 

development of single acoustic transients with time, provided that a dark field imaging 

technique such as schlieren is used. As a result the system allowed the study of events 
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which are either non-repetitive or are not repeatable. The experiments conducted showed 

that the semiconductor laser used is an excellent source for schlieren photography, and is 

compact, relatively cheap, very reliable and has simple low voltage electronic drive 

circuitry. Furthermore the technique has the potential to be applied in other high speed 

photographic diagnostic techniques including Interferometry, Electronic Speckle Pattern 

Interferometry (ESP!), and Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV). This not only allows the 

study of acoustic transients but also other fast moving mechanical phenomena such as 

cavitation, fluid flow in engines, ballistics and surface vibrations. 

In chapter four an optical transducer was constructed to measure the temporal pressure 

profiles of acoustic transients. The device was based upon the measurement of the 

reflectance of a solid-liquid boundary, and used a probe beam which was incident close 

to the critical angle. The transducer was initially fabricated out of a semicircular perspex 

(PMMA) block which allowed the design to be assessed and proven experimentally. At a 

later stage the front face of the perspex block was machined back and replaced with glass 

which improved the sensitivity of the transducer to changes in refractive index, giving a 

better signal to noise. It did however have a non-linear response to pressure, which was 

found theoretically to fall off for more intense acoustic transients. 

Experiments were performed which showed the optical transducer to be capable of 

accurately measuring the pressure profile of incident acoustic transients generated by an 

optical cavitation event, and able to resolve fully the sub IOns rise time of the shock 

fronts. The pressure profiles measured agreed with those measured using other 

quantitative techniques such as Mach-Zehnder interferometry. In addition to 

characterising acoustic transients associated with optical cavitation, the device was also 

capable of detecting rarefaction waves resulting from phase inversion at a water-air 

interface. 

It was found that the glass fronted transducer had a minimum resolvable pressure of 

about 20bar (2MPa), and temporal resolution of about Ins which was limited primarily 

by the response of the photodiode detector. The device achieved a small sensitive area of 

just 20x801lm, which was limited by diffraction of the probe beam. Greater sensitivity 

could have been achieved with a more collimated beam, however at a cost of a larger 

sensitive area. Conversely a smaller measurement area and hence greater spatial 

resolution could have been achieved by using a more focused probe beam, but at the cost 

of sensitivity. 
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The asymmetric collapse of laser cavitation bubbles close to a solid boundary was also 

studied using the glass fronted transducer. The migration of the bubbles towards the 

interface was detected as a rise in the reflectance signal towards saturation, and the 

acoustic transients associated with the bubble collapses were also studied. A lOllS 

duration increase in stress at the transducer interface was also detected for a bubble which 

grew to a maximum radius of I.lmm, and was generated 0.7mm from the transducer. 

This agrees with results obtained by other authors, and this has been attributed to a water 

jet forming within the bubble which hits the transducer surface. 

Furthermore the optical transducer was redesigned to incorporate an equilateral glass 

prism. A new front face was machined on the prism such that probe beam light was 

reflected close to the critical angle of the interface, and this face formed the boundary at 

which reflectivity measurements were made. The new design allowed the probe beam 

preparation optics and the photodiode to be placed neatly behind the prism, and the 

compact nature of the device allowed it to be fully enclosed making it commercially 

viable as a transducer. Although the device was demonstrated to work in principle, time 

did not permit it to be used for the measurement of acoustic transients, and this is 

suggested for further work. 

In chapter five a technique for measuring spherically symmetric acoustic transients in 

water was demonstrated using a relatively large area planar Polyvinylidene-fluoride 

(PVDF) film piezoelectric transducer. This was achieved by first modelling the 

propagation of such a wave through the media involved. The transducer was considered 

to be made up of a large number of small elements which were shaped according to the 

locus of the transient at different points in time. Each element was considered to measure 

only the component of pressure normal to the film of a small section of the acoustic 

transient which is within the transducer, and the output voltage was then calculated as a 

summation of all of these pressure components. 

Simulations were then performed using the theory developed. The output voltages of 

several piezoelectric transducers with different film thicknesses were calculated for 

incident spherical acoustic transients with step-like pressure profiles. It was found that 

the rise time of the voltage is dependant upon the duration of the transient, and the 

propagation time of the leading edge of the transient across the thickness of the 

transducer. The fall off in the voltage was however found to be very much longer and 

followed an inverse time relationship. This was attributed to an annular shaped portion 

of the transient remaining inside the transducer even after the leading edge has left the 

transducer. The reverse process of calculating the temporal pressure profile of spherical 
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acoustic transients from measured voltage traces was also simulated. It was found that 

the problems of signal noise and under-sampling of the measured voltage are 

significantly increased during the inversion process, particularly for thick film 

transducers. These effects were reduced somewhat by the application of graduation 

algorithms to the measured voltage, however it was found that there is a trade off 

between the temporal and spatial resolution of the derived pressure profile. 

The inversion process developed was also used to detennine the temporal pressure 

profiles of spherically symmetric acoustic transients created experimentally during 

optical cavitation. Measurements were made using two thin film polyvinylidene-fluoride 

transducers with different film thicknesses, which were placed at a range of distances 

away from the source. The results obtained showed that the temporal pressure profiles of 

the acoustic transients could be accurately resolved when a relatively thin transducer film 

is used, and the derived profiles agreed with those measured earlier using the prototype 

optical transducer. It was however found to be quite difficult to deduce the pressure 

profiles of the acoustic transients using a thick film transducer, and it was thought that 

this was due to the anisotropic behaviour of the piezoelectric material used. It was 

suggested that for further work these effects could be studied in greater detail, and 

appropriate improvements made to the piezoelectric transducer model which has been 

developed. 

Finally the technique described here addresses the problem of characterising transients 

that originate from sources which are smaller than the measuring device. The conclusion 

has been made that if the spatial shape, or symmetry, of an acoustic transient is known as 

it propagates through a medium, then its pressure-time profile can be derived from the 

voltage signal measured by a relatively large planar piezoelectric transducer. As a result 

it is thought that this technique can be extended to systems with other symmetries, such 

as laser generated cylindrically symmetric acoustic transients, and further investigation 

into this has been recommended. 
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Al.6 • Digital delay circuit. 
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A1.8 - Multiple pulse timing circuitry. 
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Appendix Two - Maple Routines 

A2.l - Pwav(Tarl,pc1,pc2,S) 

Maple routine for plotting voltage or pressure values entered in array 'Tar l' against time 
in intervals of 2ns. The output is a plot viewed between two points in time defined by 
'pc1' and 'pc2'. This is displayed as a series of points if the value of'S' is 'P~ otherwise 
as a line. 

> Pwav:=proc(Tarl,pcl,pc2,S) local temp,n,N2,N; 
> N:=nops(Tarl); N2:=round(pc2*N): temp:=array(1..2*N2): 
> for n from 1 to N2 do temp[2*n-l]:=(n-l)/(N-l)*N*2: temp[2*n]:=Tarl [n]: od: 
> if S='P' then RETVRN(plot(convert(temp,list),pcl *N*2 .. pc2*N*2,style=POINT»; 
> else RETURN(plot(convert(temp,list),pcl *N*2 .. pc2*N*2,style=LINE»; fi; end: 

A2.2 - filter(xx,d,a) 

Maple routine describing the behaviour of a spherically shaped element of an acoustic 
transient incident on a large planar piezoelectric transducer. The value of'x-x' represents 
the time (or distance) that the element has travelledfrom the source. The parameters 'd' 
and 'a' represent in time units the distance that the transducer is away from the source 
and the transducer film thickness respectively. For example, if the transducer is made 
out of PVDF, is 9j.JT11 thick and is placed 1mm from the point source (in water) then 
d= 1 (mm)ll.5(mml J.IS)=665ns and a=9(j.JTII)12. 2(mmlJ.lS) =4ns. 

> filter:=proc(xx,d,a) local x; 
>x:=xx+d: 
> ifx<d then RETURN(O); elifx<d+a then RETVRN(x*(I-d"2/x"2»; 
> else RETURN( (((d+a)"2-d"2)/x) ); fi; end: 

A2.3 - Invert(tarl,pc1,pc2,d,a) 

This maple routine deconvolves the voltage entered as an array 'tar l' using the 
jilter(xx,d,a)' junction above. Each array value constitutes a voltage measurement in 
2ns steps. The output is in terms of an array and represents the pressure profile in 
relative values, also in 2ns steps. The parameters 'd' and 'a' are as in A2.2. 

> Invert:=proc(tarl,pcl,pc2,d,a) local tx,temp,res,n,m,ofs,N; 
> N:=nops(tarl): temp:=array(I..N); res:=array(I..N); ofs:=tarl [1]: 
> for n from 1 to N do temp[n]:=tarl [n]-ofs; res[n]:=O: od: 
> for n from 1 to round(N*pc2) do res[n]:=temp[n]/(filter(2,d,a»: 
> for m from (n+ 1) to round(N*pc2) do 
> tx:=2*(m-n)+2: temp[m]:=temp[m]- (res[n]*filter(tx,d,a»; od: 
> od: RETURN(eval(convert(res,list»): end: 



A2.4 - Test(a,N,tO) 

Maple routine that simulates the voltage generated by a piezoelectric transducer, in 2ns 
steps, for a step pressure profile of duration 'to'. The transducer of thickness 'a' is placed 
a distance 'd' from the point source, both of these parameters being expressed in time 
units (see A2. 2.) 

> Test:=proc(d,a,N,tO) local n,m,tar,tOa; 
> tar:=array(l..N): tOa:=round(tOI2); 
> for n from 1 to N do tar[n]:=sum('filter«n-m)*2,d,a)',m=1..tOa); od: 
> RETURN(eval(convert(tar,list»); end: 

A2.S - SpencerSmooth(T) 

This subroutine takes a list of numbers 'T~ say the voltage values with time, and 
graduates them using Spencer's Formulae. (See "The Calculus of Observations - A 
Treatise on Numerical Mathematics" by Sir Edmund Whittaker and G. Robinson, Fourth 
Edition 1949, page 290.) 

> Smoothy:=proc(T) local n,N,TA,TB,i; 
> N:=nops(T): TA:=array(1..N): TB:=array(l..N+20); forn from 1 to N do 

TB[n+IO]:=T[n]: od: 
> for n from 1 to 10 do TB[n]:=TB[l1]: TB[N+IO+n]:=TB[N+10]: od: 
> for n from 11 to N+10 do 
> TA[n-lO]:=(60*TB[n] + 57*(TB[n-l]+TB[n+l]) + 47*(TB[n-2]+TB[n+2]) 

+ 33*(TB[n-3]+TB[n+3]) + 18*(TB[n-4]+TB[n+4]) + 6*(TB[n-5]+TB[n+5]) 
- 2*(TB[n-6]+TB[n+6]) - 5*(TB[n-7]+TB[n+7]) - 5*(TB[n-8]+TB[n+8]) 
- 3*(TB[n-9]+TB[n+9]) - (TB [n-IO]+TB[n+10]) )/350; od: 

> RETURN(eval(convert(TA,list»): end: 

A2.6 - LeastSqr(kk,nn) 

Maple subroutine returning coefficients of a polynomial that is fitted to a list of unknown 
data points using the method of least squares. The number of data points 'N' is entered 
in terms of'nn' where N=2*nn+l, and the degree of the polynomial to be fitted as 'kk'. 
Note that N should always be larger than kk+l. It is used with the maple routine 
'LSqrSmooth' found in A2.7. (See "The Calculus of Observations - A Treatise on 
Numerical Mathematics" by Sir Edmund Whittaker and G. Robinson, Fourth Edition 
1949, pages 291-296; and also "Applied Numerical Analysis" by C.F. Gerald, Second 
Edition 1970, pages 81-86 & 468-474.) 

> with(linalg): 
> LeastSqr:=proc(kk,nn) local N,aa,bb,cc,kl,k2,m,values: 
> N:=nn*2+ I: aa:=array(l..(kk+ 1),1..(kk+2»: values:=array(1..(nn+ I»: 
> for kl from 0 to kk do 
> for k2 from 0 to kk do 



> ifkl=O and k2=O then aa[l,l]:=N: 
> else 
> aa[kl + 1,k2+ l]:=sum(m"(kl +k2),m=-nn .. nn): 
> fi: od: 
> aa[kl + 1,kk+2]:=sum(m"kl *y[m],m=-nn .. nn): od: 
> bb:=gausselim(aa); 
> cc:=backsub(bb)[l]; 
> for kl from 0 to nn do values[k1+1]:=coeff(cc,y[kl]): od: 
> RETURN(eval(values»; end: 

A2.7 - LSqrSmooth(T,kk,nn) 

This routine graduates a list of data points 'T' by applying a Least Squares fitted 
polynomial algorithm calculated using the 'LeastSqr' subroutine found in A2.6. The 
degree of the polynomial used is entered as 'kk~ and the number of points covered by the 
graduation algorithm 'N'is controlled by parameter 'nn' where N=2*nn+ 1. 

> Smoothing:=proc(T,kk,nn) local n,m,N,TA,TB,equ; 
> N:=nops(T): TA:=array(1..N): equ:=array(1..nn+ 1); 
> equ:=LeastSqr(kk,nn): 
> TB:=array(1..(N+(2*nn»); for n from 1 to N do TB[n+nn]:=T[n]: od: 
> for n from 1 to nn do TB[n]:=TB[nn+l]: TB[N+nn+n]:=TB[N+nn]: od: 
> for n from nn+ 1 to N+nn do 
> TA[n-nn]:=sum(equ[m+l]*(TB[n-m]+TB[n+m]),m=I .. (nn» + equ[l]*TB[n]; 
> od: RETURN(eval(convert(TA,list»): end: 

A2.8 - Noise Example Program. 

This program illustrates the problems encountered with low resolution voltage values. 

> V:=Test(665,IIO/2.2,160,50): 
Create a perfect 50ns step pressure pulse and calculate the simulated voltage, as a list in 
2ns intervals, for a 110 f.J1II thick transducer placed 1 mm from the source. 
> mx:=max(op(V»; V256:=array(l..nops(V»: 
> for m from 1 to nops(V) do V2[m]:=256*round(V[m]/mx): od: 
> V256:=convert(eval(V2),list): 
Reduces the accuracy of the voltage values to 256 bit resolution. 
> Vspen:=eval(V256): for m from 1 to 2 do Vspen:=SpencerSmooth(Vspen): od: 
Apply Spencer's graduation formula twice to the reduced resolution voltage. 
> display( {Pwav(V spen,O,O. 7 ,P),Pwav(V256,O,O. 7,L)} ); 
Compare the reduced resolution simulated voltage with the voltage graduated by 
Spencer's formula on a graph. 
> Res:=Invert(V,O,I,665,1IO/2.2): 
Perform the inverse transform or deconvolution on the "perfect" simulated voltage. 
> Res256:=Invert(V256,O,I,665,110/2.2): 
Perform deconvolution on the reduced resolution simulated voltage. 



> ResSpen:=Invert(Vspen,0,1,665,110/2.2): 
Perform the inverse transform on the graduated voltage. 
> display( {Pwav(Res,O,1 ,L),Pwav(ResSpen,O,l ,P)}); 
Display the pressure profile calculated from the simulated "perfect" voltage together 
with the pressure profile derived from the graduated voltage. 
> display( {Pwav(Res,O,O. 7 ,P)} ); 
Display the noisy pressure profile derivedfrom the reduced resolution voltage. 

A2.9 - Example Deconvolution Program 

This program reads in experimentally measured voltage data points from a file, 
graduates them, deconvolves them, and finally plots a graph of the resulting pressure 
profile. 

> read(volts); V :=convert( evalm(V olts-Volts[200]),list): 
Read in data file 'volts' containing an array 'Volts' of experimentally measured voltage 
values and converts them into a list of data values 'V' with zero volts set at the 200th 
value o!,Volts'. 
> Pwav(V,O,O.5,L): 
Plot a graph of the experimentally measured voltage (see A2.1.) 
> n:=190: VV:=array(1..n): 0:=200: for m from 1 to n do VV[m]:=V[m+o]: od: 
> VV:=convert(evalm(VV),list): VVl:=eval(VV): 
Select a smaller range of voltage values (190 of them, starting at 200th value of 'V? and 
store them in array 'VV', then convert 'VV'to a list and duplicate it in 'VV1 '. 
> for m from 1 to 6 do VVl :=LSqrSmooth(VVl,2,2); od: 
Graduate voltage list 'VV1' using 6 applications of a 5 point 2nd order least squares 
formula (see A2. 6 and A2. 7.) 
> display( {Pwav(VV ,0, 1 ,P),Pwav(VV 1 ,0, 1 ,L)}, view=[0 . .380,-0.05 . .3.2]); 
Plot a graph comparing the graduated voltage with the original voltage values. 
> Res:=Invert(VVl,0,1,665,912.2): 
Deconvolve the graduated voltage values for 9 JIm thick transducer placed 1 mm from 
source (see A2.2 and A2.3.) 
> display( {Pwav(Res,list),O, 1 ,P),Pwav(Res,list),O, 1,L)}); 
Finally display a graph of the pressure profile calculatedfrom the graduated voltage. 



Appendix Three - Photographs 

Figure A3.1 - Photograph of the prototype perspex semicircular optical transducer. 

Figure A3.2 - Photograph of the large area piezoelectric transducer with the high 
impedance amplification electronics attached. 




